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I am still a learner, not a teacher, feeding somewhat

omnivorously, browsing both stalk and leaves; but I shall

perhaps be enabled to speak with the more precision and

authority by and by, --if philosophy and sentiment are not

buried beneath a multitude of details.

--Henry David Thoreau

I dedicate this thesis to my parents.
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ABSTRACT: A Nucleoprotein Complex that Mediates the Integration

Re the e e Leukemia Virus

by Bruce Alan Bowerman

We have shown that in cells acutely infected by the Moloney murine

leukemia virus (MLV), unintegrated viral DNA resides within a large

(160S) nucleoprotein complex. In cell-free extracts, these complexes

mediate authentic retroviral integration, which we were able to detect

with a sensitive genetic assay. The integration-competent nucleoprotein

complexes can be coprecipitated with anti-sera that recognize the viral

capsid protein (CA). The presence of CA and the behavior of the

complexes after treatment with nucleases suggest that the complexes are

a derivative of the extracellular virion core. The DNA-containing

complexes from infected-cell extracts copurify with other viral

complexes that, in addition to CA, contain two other viral proteins, IN

and reverse transcriptase (RT), but lack detectable quantities of matrix

(MA). Our analysis of the in vitro integration reaction suggested and

eventually proved that, for MLV, the immediate precursor to the provirus

is the linear form of unintegrated viral DNA. Analysis of the ends of

unintegrated linear viral DNA showed that most of the linear molecules

have 3' ends that are recessed two bases. The 3' end of the recessed

linear DNA corresponds to the position at which viral DNA becomes joined

to host DNA, and the viral integration protein (IN) is required for

production of the recessed ends. Unresolved issues in retroviral

integration are addressed by a comparative analysis with two prokaryotic

examples of recombination, lambda integration and Mu transposition.

ºv/ Vevº.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION



Animal viruses and bacteriophages have often provided relatively

simple and experimentally tractable examples of important biological

processes. Retroviruses have been no exception to this rule. They are

perhaps best known for their ability to cause cancer in animals, a

phenomenon responsible for their initial discovery and for their now

outdated name, oncornaviruses. Retrovirus infections can activate a

variety of cellular genes that subsequently contribute to abnormalities

in growth control associated with the development of cancer. Over fifty

such proto-oncogenes have now been identified, providing important

insights into the molecular biology of cancer and contributing

generously to our understanding of normal growth and development (Bishop

1983; Bishop and Warmus 1982, 1985, Varmus 1987).

In addition to their association with cancer, retrovirus infections

are known to induce a variety of other diseases as well, including

immune deficiencies, anemia, arthritis, pneumonia, and nervous system

disorders (Teich et al 1982; Varmus 1988; Varmus and Brown 1989). The

relatively recent discovery, in the last decade, that retrovirus

infections can lead to cancer in humans, and the identification of the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) as the causative agent of AIDS, have

made the study of retrovirus replication increasingly important in

efforts to develop anti-viral therapies (Weiss 1985; Varmus 1988a,

1988b; Cullen and Greene 1989).



Retroviruses are Rich in Genetic Recombination

The importance of genome stability to the proper expression of an

organism's genetic information and the significance of mutation and

genome rearrangement for genetic variability and evolution constitute

two opposing demands upon genome structure. A desire to understand how

life has evolved in response to these fundamental demands has motivated

a vast array of experimental efforts directed at uncovering molecular

events that affect genome structure and stability. Examples include the

study of proofreading and mismatch repair mechanisms that insure

sufficient fidelity in the replication of DNA, and the molecular

analyses of a large variety of prokaryotic recombination reactions, such

as lambda integration and excision, and Mu transposition, which cause

DNA rearrangements in the bacterial genome.

The study of retroviruses, in addition to improving our understanding

of carcinogenesis, has shed light on a variety of other interesting

biological phenomena (Warmus 1983, 1988a; Varmus and Brown 1989). A

recurring theme in retroviral replication that is of general interest is

the role of genetic recombination. Four unusual features of the

retrovirus life cycle make these viruses particularly attractive as a

system in which to study recombination:

(i) As their name suggests, retroviruses (and their relatives,

hepadnaviruses and caulimoviruses) are capable of reversing one step

in what was once thought to be the unidirectional flow of genetic



information. The "central dogma" of molecular biology dictates that

information flows from DNA to RNA to protein. By virtue of an

activity encoded in their pol gene, retroviruses have the ability to

reverse transcribe their RNA genomes into double stranded DNA upon

infection of susceptible cells (Baltimore 1970; Temin and Mizutani

1970). These viruses reverse the flow of genetic information at the

level of transcription, providing one way to generate additional

copies of DNA sequences.

Reverse transcription is now known to be widespread in biology. In

addition to being related to hepadnaviruses and caulimoviruses,

retroviruses belong to a group of elements called retrotransposons,

which includes Ty in yeast and copia in fruit flies (Warmus 1983;

Boeke 1985, 1989; Bingham and Zachar 1989). These elements all reside

in host genomes as DNA proviruses and replicate through RNA

intermediates. Retroviruses differ from other retrotransposons in

that they produce an extracellular virus that can enter new cells,

whereas elements like Ty undergo only an intracellular pathway of

retrotransposition. Retrotransposons, in turn, are part of an even

larger family of elements that appear to generate additional copies of

their DNA from RNA intermediates in much less well understood ways.

Examples include LINEs and SINEs in mammalian cells, F and I elements

of Drosophila, the DIRS-1 element of Dictyostelium, and the recently

described msDNAs in myxobacteria and E. coli (Capello et al 1985;

Weiner et al 1987; Varmus 1989; Deininger 1989; Finnegan 1989a, 1989b;

Hutchinson et al 1989; Varmus and Brown 1989).



Indeed, reverse transcription appears to have had a significant

impact on genome structure over the course of evolution in that

retroviruses and their relatives sometimes account for a substantial

fraction an organism's genetic material. For example, proviral DNA

sequences account for as much as 1% of the mouse genome (Warmus and

Brown 1989). Whether or not reverse transcription has played a

functional role in evolution remains a matter of speculation, but

clearly the relevance of this activity to gene duplication and DNA

rearrangement is of interest to molecular archaeologists.

The process of reverse transcription is of additional interest in

understanding how genomes evolve because of the current speculation

that life may have originated through the evolution of replicating

molecules of RNA (Alberts et al 1989). Models of molecular evolution

hypothesize that at some point, RNA genomes were converted into the

more stable form of DNA, which now predominates as the nucleic acid of

choice for the storage and transmission of genetic information (only

among viruses and viroids do we still see examples of RNA genomes).

Reverse transcription is one example of how such a conversion to DNA

Can occur.

(ii) Retroviruses are unique among known animal viruses in that the

orderly integration of a DNA copy of their genome into the chromosome

of an infected cell is an obligate step in their life cycle.

Parvoviruses may be an exception; they sometimes integrate into the

host genome as part of an alternative replication pathway (Cheung

1980), but it is not yet known if this putative example of integration



occurs in a precise fashion. Although the DNA genomes of other animal

viruses occasionally become joined to host chromosomes, such events

appear to occur by imprecise mechanisms and are not believed to be

required for viral replication (Botchan et al 1976; Wettstein 1982;

Robinson and O'Callaghan 1983; Matsuo 1984). The retrovirus life

cycle, then, provides an unusual example of transposition in a

vertebrate system. Moreover, the study of retroviral integration is

informative with respect to other retrotransposons, which appear to

require a similar reaction in their transposition cycles (Eichinger

and Boeke 1988).

(iii) Another interesting feature of retroviruses is their diploidy

(Bender and Davidson 1976, Bender et al 1978). The extracellular

virion particle contains two (or some multiple of two) copies of

single-stranded, genomic RNA, which are of the same polarity as viral

mRNA (and are therefore said to be plus-stranded). Infected cells

which express only one proviral template bud progeny virus which

contain two identical copies of viral RNA. But in a mixed infection,

in which a single cell acquires proviruses from two different incoming

retroviruses, heterozygous particles can form, setting the stage for

genetic recombination between different viral genomes during the

ensuing round of reverse transcription. This type of viral

recombination, which can occur with efficiencies as high as 10 to 30%,

provides another striking example of genome rearrangement in the life

cycle of retroviruses (Hunter 1978; Coffin 1979; Linial and Blair

1982, 1985).



(iv) All three of the above features of retrovirus replication act to

insure the establishment of proviral DNA in an infected cell. These

steps in replication occasionally accomplish another remarkable

genetic rearrangement by transducing cellular genes. The mechanism of

transduction is complex and appears to require more than one cycle of

viral replication (Warmus and Swanstrom 1982, 1985; Varmus and Brown

1989). Models for retroviral transduction require as a starting point

the insertion of a provirus near the 5' end of a cellular gene. Viral

sequences are then proposed to become fused to host sequences either

through the deletion of intervening DNA or through RNA processing

events. Chimaeric virus/host RNA molecules are then postulated to be

packaged into mixed particles that contain a wild-type viral genome in

addition to the chimaeric genome. Recombination during reverse

transcription can then produce either a replication-competent virus

containing host sequences (such as Rous sarcoma virus) or, more

typically, a replication-defective virus in which much of the viral

coding potential has been replaced by the transduced cellular

sequences. Such defective viruses include all of the cis-acting

sequences in the viral genome required for replication but can be

propagated only with the assistance of wild-type "helper" functions

required in trans. This unusual capacity to transduce cellular genes

highlights the features of retroviral replication that are relevant to

studies of genetic recombination.



Objectives

I became interested in retroviruses because of their ability to

integrate DNA copies of their genome into host chromosomes. The

processes of reverse transcription, viral recombination, and integration

into the genome presumably all occur within some derivative of the

extracellular virus particle. The general goal of my thesis has been to

better define the machinery retroviruses use inside infected cells to

accomplish these important steps in replication, and to compare these

intracellular viral structures to the extracellular virion particle.

I will first provide a description of the context in which

integration occurs by discussing the essential features of retroviral

replication (see Figure 1). I will do so by describing the viral genome

and the gene products it encodes, and how these products assemble into

an extracellular particle. Finally, a summary of the known structural

features of the mature virion provides a point of departure for

considering the events in replication that culminate in the integration

of viral DNA into the host genome.

The Virion and the Provirus; Early and Late Events in Replication

Two convenient landmarks in the retrovirus life cycle are (i) the

extracellular virus particle and (ii) the DNA provirus covalently linked

to a host chromosome. The virus particle initiates an infection by

binding to and entering susceptible cells, and the provirus provides the



template for the expression of viral gene products that eventually

assemble into new virus particles.

The events that transpire during entry into a susceptible cell and

conversion of the viral RNA genome into a DNA provirus constitute what

are often referred to as the early events of retroviral replication.

These events depend largely on the activity of viral proteins. The

subsequent expression of the proviral genome, by the host

transcriptional and translational machinery, and the assembly of viral

gene products into progeny virions comprise the late events of

replication. In this context, integration is the ultimate step of the

early events in replication. It is essential in that viral gene products

are expressed efficiently only from an integrated provirus.

Dividing retroviral replication into early and late stages

conveniently parallels the molecular genetic methods that have been

widely used to dissect the function of retroviral gene products. The

existence of unintegrated viral DNA and DNA proviruses in retrovirus

infected cells has made it possible to obtain infectious clones of

retroviral DNA that are fully capable of generating progeny virus when

introduced back into cells by DNA transfection procedures. Otherwise

normal viral genomes containing site-directed mutations can be

reintroduced into cells to artificially establish a provirus, bypassing

the early steps in replication. These mutant viruses can then be

examined for any phenotypes that shed light on the normal function of

the mutated sequences.

The early events in replication are essentially conservative in

nature--one incoming virus particle probably produces a single provirus.
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Figure 1. The Retrovirus Life Cycle.

A. The molecular transformations of the different forms of the viral
genome during the life cycle are outlined. The unintegrated linear
viral DNA is shown as the precursor to the provirus, and the circular
forms are drawn as by-products that do not participate in the
integration reaction. B. The proviral genome and the two forms of viral
RNA, with cis-acting sequences and coding regions indicated. C. Two
landmarks in the retrovirus life cycle; the extracellular virus and the
chromosomal provirus. The early events in replication that convert the
viral RNA genome into a DNA provirus are shown in thin lines to the
right. The late events of viral gene expression and virion assembly and
release are shown in thick lines (to emphasize that many particles are
made from a single provirus) at the left. See the text for more
detailed discussion. Cap, capped nucleotide at 5' end of viral RNA; U3
and U5, unique sequences duplicated during DNA synthesis; R, a short
repeated sequence at each end of the viral RNA that is required for
template jumps during reverse transcription; LTR, long terminal repeat;
CJ, circle junction, site of joining of ends of linear DNA; SD and SA,
splice donor and acceptor sites, respectively; Psi and Wh, signal for
packaging of viral RNA; P and CHO; modifications of viral proteins by
phosphorylation and glycosylation, respectively; E and P, enhancer and
promoter regions, respectively; PBS, primer binding site for the tRNA
primer of first strand DNA synthesis; PPT; polypurine tract that serves
as the primer of second strand DNA synthesis; attu.3 and attu5, cis
acting sites at the ends of linear viral DNA that are required for
integration. Adapted from Varmus and Brown 1989.
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In contrast, the late events of replication function to amplify the

expression of viral gene products. The amplification can be

substantial, because, with important exceptions, retroviruses generally

do not kill the cells they infect. In tissue culture, infected cells

can produce high titers of infectious virus even after years of

passaging. Each virus particle that is produced can be considered a

preassembled replication machine that contains all the viral functions

needed to establish a subsequent proviral template in another cell. A

description of the composition and structure of the virion particle is

therefore useful for any discussion of the viral structures that mediate

early events inside infected cells.

Types of Retroviruses

Before discussing retroviral replication, it is important to realize

that there are many different kinds of retroviruses, all of which fall

into one of three general classes in terms of genome structure (Warmus

and Brown 1989). The simplest class are replication-competent viruses,

which package all of their gene products, expressed from gag, pol, and

env genes, into the extracellular particle. The second class includes

those retroviruses which have transduced cellular sequences. The

transduced sequences usually replace viral coding sequences, and these

viruses are dependent on helper virus for replication. The best known

member of the third class of retroviruses is the human immunodeficiency

virus, HIV. These viruses have more complex genomes that.--in addition
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to the products of gag, pol, and envi-encode additiional non-structural

proteins, most of which regulate viral gene expression and are not found

in the extracellular virion (Warmus 1988b, Cullen and Greene 1989).

The Moloney murine leukemia virus (MLW), which I have studied for my

thesis, is representative of the first class of simple, replication

competent retroviruses and has been the subject of many informative

experiments concerning basic issues of retroviral replication. The MLV

provirus (see Figure 1) consists of three genes, gag, pol, and env,

which are flanked at each end by long terminal repeats (LTRs). The LTRs

contain regulatory signals for the expression and processing of viral

RNA. The gag gene encodes the major structural proteins of the virion

core. The core is a nucleoprotein complex in which reside the viral RNA

genome and the enzymatic activities encoded by pol. The virus core is

surrounded by a lipid bilayer membrane. The lipids of the viral

membrane are acquired from the host plasma membrane during budding, and

its outer surface is studded with multiple copies of the env-encoded

glycoprotein (see Figure 2). The MLV gene products and their

arrangement in the virion particle are described in detail below.

I will also refer to other types of murine viruses, such as Friend

and Rauscher MLVs; the avian sarcoma and leukosis viruses (ASLVs), which

include Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) and the avian myeloblastosis virus

(AMV); spleen necrosis virus (SNV), which, although it is an avian

virus, is closely related to MLV; and the mouse mammary tumor virus

(MMTV). Unless otherwise stated, all discussions refer to Moloney

murine leukemia virus (MLW).
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Figure 2. Schematic View of the Extracellular Retrovirus Particle.

Two identical strands of viral RNA, coated by the nucleocapsid protein,
and viral enzymes (reverse transcriptase integrase, and protease) are
drawn within the capsid-derived polyhedron shell; these components
constitute the virion core. The core is surrounded by an envelope
derived from host membranes and enriched with viral glycoproteins.
Intermediate between the envelope and the core is a spherical shell
representing the poorly defined matrix-derived structure that associates
both with the lipid envelope and the polyhedron shell. The location of
the remaining viral protein, p12, within the virus particle is not
known. Reprinted with permission from the cover of Advances in
Oncology, May, 1987 (artwork by Neil Hardy).
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Viral Gene Expression

The products of gag, pol, and env are expressed from two mRNAs (see

Figure 1). A spliced, subgenomic mRNA, in which most of the gag and pol

sequences are removed as an intron, is used for expression of the viral

env gene. In the mature virus particle, the envelope glycoprotein of

MLV consists of a large, roughly 70 kD extracellular domain (SU) joined

by disulfide bonds to a smaller, 15 kD transmembrane domain (TM) that is

anchored in the lipid bilayer and includes a cytoplasmic tail that

projects into the interior of the virus particle (Dickson et al 1982,

1985). SU and TM are translated together as a single polypeptide on

membrane-bound polysomes. They are later cleaved into their mature

forms after reaching the cell surface, probably by a host protease

(Crawford and Goff 1985).

A single, genomic-sized transcript suffices for the expression of

both gag and pol. In MLV, gag and pol are in the same reading frame but

are separated by a stop codon. Roughly 95% of the time, the message is

translated to produce the 65 kD gag polyprotein, which terminates as

expected at the UAG codon separating gag and pol. However, about 5% of

the time, the stop codon is informationally suppressed by a glutamine

tRNA and a much larger 180 kD gag-pol fusion protein is made (Yoshinaka

et al 1985). This approximately 20:1 ratio of gag to pol gene products

persists in the composition of the extracellular virion core.

In many retroviruses, gag and pol are out of frame with respect to

each other (the pol open reading frame being -1 with respect to the gag
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open reading frame), and share a short region of overlap (which includes

the gag stop codon). In these cases, expression of the gag-pol fusion

protein requires a ribosomal frameshift within the overlap of the two

reading frames, both to bypass the gag stop codon and to correct for the

change in reading frame (Jacks and Warmus 1985; Jacks et al 1987; Jacks

et al 1988). Termination suppression and frameshifting both produce gag

and gag-pol proteins at ratios that reflect the efficiency of these

unusual translational events.

If the gag and gag-pol polyproteins are expressed at altered ratios,

virus assembly is very inefficient (Felsenstein and Goff 1988).

Consequently, the ratio of gag to gag-pol is thought to be important for

proper assembly and budding of infectious virus particles. Finally,

although the mRNA for gag-pol is probably identical in sequence to the

viral genomic RNA, virus-producing cells generate two distinct pools of

gag-pol RNA, with the half-life of pregenomic RNA being shorter than

that of the mRNA (Levin et al 1974; Levin and Rosenak 1976). Some

investigators have claimed to find incoming genomic viral RNA associated

with polysomes, suggesting that perhaps the two pools can exchange at

some level (Shurtz et al 1979). The relevance of these findings to

viral replication has, however, not been well documented.

Virus Assembly and Budding

Once viral proteins have been synthesized in proper and sufficient

quantities, they must congregate in such a way as to form an infectious
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particle. The first requirement for assembly is simply to bring all the

components together. The gag and pol gene products achieve this largely

through being synthesized as polyprotein precursors which share the same

N-terminus (Dickson et al 1982, 1985; Schultz et al 1988). For MLV,

these polyproteins (Pró5&ag and Príð0&ag-Pol) are cotranslationally

modified by the removal of the N-terminal methionine and the addition of

myristate, a fatty acid, to the second gag amino acid, a glycine

(Schultz and Oroszlan 1983). The presence of the hydrophobic myristyl

moiety is required for these proteins to localize to the cytoplasmic

face of the plasma membrane, and the presence of all the gag and pol

products in these polyprotein precursors largely accounts for their

colocalization in preparation for assembly (Rein et al 1986).

Presumably these polypeptides aggregate due to self-assembly properties,

accounting for their vast enrichment in virus particles. Noninfectious

virus particles lacking either genomes (Linial et al 1978) or both

reverse transcriptase and the env glycoproteins (Shields et al 1978)

will bud from cells which express only the gag polyprotein, suggesting

that the ability to assemble cores is intrinsic to this single

polypeptide even in the absence of the other viral components.

Some viruses, such as MMTV and the Mason-Pfizer monkey virus,

synthesize myristylated gag proteins but assemble their core structures

in the cytoplasm instead of at the plasma membrane (Dickson et al 1982,

1985; Schultz et al 1988). Site-directed mutagenesis studies of the

Mason-Pfizer monkey virus showed that intracellular cores form in the

absence of myristylation, but the cores do not associate with plasma
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membrane and bud; the acylation was not required for assembly of cores

but was required for localization of the assembled cores to the plasma

membrane (Rhee and Hunter 1987). The N-terminus of the RSV gag

polyprotein has been shown by in vitro translation in a rabbit

reticulocyte lysate to be acetylated, and the N-terminal gag protein

purified from virions is blocked for Edman degradation (Palmiter et al

1978). However, the identity of the blocking group on the protein

isolated from virions has not been determined.

Two other major viral components must join in the assembly of

infectious virus particles. First, the envi encoded glycoproteins and

the gag and gag-pol polyproteins must all become enriched in a common

region of plasma membrane. While the forces that colocalize the

envelope proteins with the viral structural proteins during assembly are

not known, some type of recognition between the envelope proteins and

the core proteins is presumed to occur. Second, the viral genomic RNA

must be incorporated into the gag and gag-pol derived core. As mentioned

earlier, retrovirus particles are diploid. Two copies of genomic RNA

are incorporated into virions as a 70S RNA complex. If RNA purified

from virions is denatured, the two viral strands can be separated from

each other to generate 35S RNA. The possible mechanisms for

incorporation of the viral RNA genome will be discussed below. The

aggregated components undergo a poorly understood process of budding, in

which the viral structural proteins organize into a core structure,

which buds through the plasma membrane and thereby becomes enclosed by

the glycoprotein-studded lipid bilayer.
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cis-acting Components of the Wiral Genome

The viral RNA genome, in addition to transmitting the coding

information for viral proteins, also includes a variety of cis-acting

sequences that are required for replication (Warmus and Swanstrom 1982,

1985; Coffin 1982, 1985; Varmus and Brown 1989; see Figure 1). Near the

5' end of the genomic RNA is the primer binding site (PBS), which base

pairs with a specific host tRNA that serves as the primer for first

strand DNA synthesis in reverse transcription. Another site near the 3'

end of the viral RNA, the polypurine tract (PPT), serves as the primer

for second strand DNA synthesis. This second primer molecule is derived

from the viral RNA by RNAse H activity after the synthesis of first

strand viral DNA. By base-pairing with its complementary sequence in

the first strand DNA, a PPT-derived RNA fragment acts as a primer for

second strand DNA synthesis. A short sequence, R, directly repeated at

each end of the genomic RNA, is required for the template jumps that

occur during reverse transcription. U5 sequences (between R and PBS at

the 5' end of the genome) and U3 sequences (between PPT and R at the 3'

end of the genome) are present only once in viral RNA, but reverse

transcription results in their being present twice in the viral DNA, in

the LTRs. The ends of unintegrated linear viral DNA consist of U3

sequences at the left end and U5 sequences at the right end. As

described in greater detail below, these sequences at the ends of the

viral DNA are required in cis for integration into the host genome. U3
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also contains sequences characterstic of eukaryotic enhancers and

promoters, which, in the provirus, direct the host transcriptional

machinery in the synthesis of viral RNA. The border of R and U5 forms

the viral polyadenylation signal. In addition, retroviral genomes

include splice acceptor and donor signals. The synthesis of multiple

viral transcripts from a single proviral template is an interesting

example of differential gene expression regulated at the level of

splicing. Finally, genomic viral RNA includes near the 5' end poorly

defined signals (wº sequences) that are required for the highly selective

packaging of viral RNA into virus particles.

The existence of transduced cellular genes in retroviruses, and the

identification of important cis-acting sequences in replication, have

led to the use of retroviruses as genetic vectors (Soriano et al 1989).

Genes of interest can be cloned into proviral vectors from which all but

the essential cis-acting sequences have been deleted. When introduced

into "packaging" cell lines, recombinant viral genomes are incorporated

into virus particles that are fully infectious for a single round of

replication. In addition to aiding the study of viral replication,

retroviral vectors are also useful for stably introducing foreign genes

into tissue culture cells and even into developing embryos, and they may

become clinically useful in gene therapy.

pol Components of the Virus Particle

Protease. The position of the protease (PR) coding sequences varies

among retroviruses, although it is always present at the junction of gag
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and pol. The first four amino acids of the MLV PR are encoded in gag;

the fifth amino acid, glutamine, remains from suppression of the gag

stop codon; and the rest of the protein is encoded in sequences at the

5' end of pol (Yoshinaka et al 1985). While the MLV PR straddles the

reading frames of gag and pol, in MMTV, PR is encoded in a reading frame

distinct from those for both gag and pol, and two ribosomal frameshifts

are required to produce a gag-pro-pol fusion protein. In HIV, PR is

encoded entirely in the pol frame, and, in RSV, it is mostly if not

entirely encoded in the gag frame (Varmus and Brown 1989).

During or shortly after the process of budding, PR cleaves the gag

and gag-pol polyproteins into their mature viral proteins. While the

sites of cleavage vary considerably in sequence, proline is frequently

at the amino terminus of the cleaved peptide, and phenylalanine or

tyrosine is often at the carboxy terminus. All retroviral proteases

share related amino acids, some of which are characteristic of aspartyl

proteases, and they are inhibited by Pepstatin A, which is specific for

aspartyl proteases (Dickson 1985; Varmus and Brown 1989). The

structures of the HIV and RSV PR proteins have recently been determined

by x-ray crystallography, and efforts are being made to find specific

inhibitors that could be used to block viral replication (Miller et al

1989; Navia et al 1989). Electron microscopic studies of budding MLV

virions showed that cleavage of the gag polyproteins is associated with

a condensation of the core structure into a more electron dense

configuration (Yoshinaka et al 1977). Viruses in which the protease has

been inactivated by site-directed mutations do not undergo these
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maturation events, and the virions they produce are not infectious

(Crawford and Goff 1985; Katoh et al 1985).

Reverse transcriptase (p30Pol). The largest mature polypeptide

encoded by MLV pol gene is the 80 kD reverse transcriptase (RT), which

includes an N-terminal reverse transcriptase domain and a C-terminal

RNAse H domain (Tanese and Goff 1988). SNV encodes a pol gene product

of similar size, but the ASLVs are quite different in that RT exists as

a dimer of two chains, called o. and B. a is proteolytically processed

at its C-terminus to produce the shorter B chain (Varmus and Swanstrom

1982, 1985). The two activities of reverse transcriptase and RNAse H

are sufficient to reverse transcribe RNA, either endogenously in

permeabilized virions, or exogenously with added synthetic templates and

primers, into double stranded DNA. Analysis of replication

intermediates isolated from infected cells and genetic studies in tissue

culture have contributed to our understanding of reverse transcription,

which is described in more detail below. This protein may also be

responsible for the inclusion in virions of the host-derived tRNA primer

that initiates reverse transcription, since mutants of RSV which lack RT

do not incorporate the proper host tRNA into budded virions even though

they package the viral genome (Sawyer and Hanafusa 1979). Similar

experiments with MLV, however, do not show such a strong dependence on

RT for packaging the host tRNA primer (Shields et al 1978).

Integration protein (p46Pol). The remaining 3' sequences of the MLV

pol gene encode the 46 kD integration protein (IN). SNV encodes an IN

protein of similar size, while the ASLVs produce a smaller 32 kD
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protein, which is derived from the C-terminus of the a chain (Varmus and

Swanstrom 1982, 1985). The IN protein received its awkward name because

even though genetic evidence and sequence similarities to transposases

suggest that IN participates in recombination, such an activity has not

been demonstrated biochemically. Furthermore, use of the term integrase

implies a catalytic function; the protein need only act

stoichiometrically during an infection, and demonstration of any

catalytic potential awaits further biochemical analysis. Endonuclease

activities have been demonstrated in vitro for ASLV IN proteins (both

for p32 and for the a, 8 dimer), but not yet for MLV. The process of

integration and the roles for IN are discussed in detail below.

gag Components of the Viral Particle

The viral protease cleaves the gag polyprotein into four mature

proteins that form the structural components of the virion core.

Roughly 1000 to 2000 copies of each of the gag proteins are present per

virus particle, in contrast to the roughly 50 to 100 copies per particle

of the pol proteins (Dickson et al 1982; 1985). The four mature gag

proteins are found within the gag polyprotein precursor in roughly the

same order in which they exist in the virus particle, with their order

from N-terminus to C-terminus in the gag polyprotein (Matrix, p.12,

Capsid, and Nucleocapsid) corresponding to their position in the virus

particle from outside to inside (see Figure 2).

Matrix (p15848). The most N-terminal MLV gag cleavage product is the

15 kD matrix protein (MA), which seems to reside between the virus
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particle lipid bilayer and the capsid (CA) -derived polyhedron shell of

the virion core. MA is the most hydrophobic gag product and as

discussed earlier, is acylated at its N-terminus. (Dickson et al 1982,

1985; Schultz et al 1988). When purified from virions, MA stays in

solution in the presence of 0.5% Triton X-100 but forms a precipitate

when the detergent is removed by dialysis (Barbacid and Aaronson 1978).

Gel-exclusion column chromatography in the presence of phosphatidyl

choline liposomes showed that the Rauscher MLV MA binds to lipid

bilayers (Barbacid and Aaronson 1978). The dependence of these

properties on acylation has not been tested.

A close association of the Rauscher MLV MA with the virus envelope is

also evident from its accessibility to labeling by lactoperoxidase,

suggesting that MA may even penetrate the membrane in some way (Barbacid

and Aaronson 1978). The identity of the MA protein was confirmed in

these experiments by the use of a specific antiserum (which was

important since the envi encoded TM is similar in size to MA), and the

same results were obtained using chloramine-T labeling.

A close association with the membrane has also been shown for the

avian MA protein. The ASLV pl2 MA was cross-linked to the viral

envelope lipids by treatment with dimethyl suberimidate, and the region

of the protein that binds lipids was mapped to the most N-terminal of

six cyanogen bromide cleavage products (Pepinsky and Vogt 1984).

Purification of AMV cores by density equilibrium centrifugation in

sucrose gradients after disruption of virions with nonionic detergents

resulted in the recovery of about 10% of MA, suggesting that it may also
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associate with core proteins in addition to membrane lipids (Stromberg

et al 1974). The purification of cores resulted in nearly complete

recovery of RT, IN, and, NC, and roughly 25% recovery of CA, in addition

to the smaller quantity of MA. Similar studies on Friend MLV showed

that variable amounts of MA, from 10 to 20%, copurified with cores in

equilibrium density gradients (Bolognesi et al 1973). Isolation of

Rauscher MLV envelopes using a similar procedure (except the disrupted

lipids were isolated instead of the cores) demonstrated that 40% of MA

copurified with the viral membranes, along with all of SU and TM (Van de

Wen 1978).

The RSV MA and TM proteins can be chemically cross-linked in intact

virions, suggesting that MA may be involved in the enrichment of TM and

SU in the region of the plasma membrane where budding occurs (Gebhardt

et al 1984). RSV mutants lacking the cytoplasmic tail of TM assembled

into fully infectious particles, arguing that any interactions between

MA and TM probably occur with either transmembrane or extracellular

domains of TM (Perez et al 1987). The ability to iodinate MA in virions

suggests that such an association could occur. Affinity chromatography

with purified proteins would perhaps be useful in identifying specific

affinities of MA for individual viral proteins.

p128*8. The next mature gag protein of MLV, p.12, resides between MA

and CA in the gag polyprotein, but its position and function within the

extracellular virus particle are at present poorly defined. p12 does

not purify with the cores from detergent-disrupted virions, but it has

been shown to bind viral genomic RNA in a virus-specific manner (Sen et
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al 1976). These binding studies were done primarily with Rauscher MLV

and the simian sarcoma virus (SSV). p12 was purified and labeled with

radioactive iodine and used for in vitro binding studies with 32P

labeled genomic viral RNA. After incubation of p12 with viral RNA

followed by formaldehyde cross-linking, 20% of the p12 was capable of

binding either 35S or 70S viral RNA, as determined by sedimentation

analysis in sucrose gradients. Furthermore, p12 would bind only its

cognate viral RNA, and the binding was competed away only by pl2

purified from the same virus (i.e. Rauscher MLV pl2 would bind Rauscher

MLV and not SSV viral RNA, and the binding was competed away by Rauscher

MLV but not SSV pl2). By saturating the binding of p12 to viral RNA and

isolating chemically cross-linked molecules in equilibrium density

gradients, the specific activity of the labeled protein and RNA

suggested a binding stoichiometry of 4-5 p.12 molecules per 35S RNA

molecule. When intact virions were irradiated with UV light, a 12 kD

viral protein became cross-linked to viral RNA, providing further

evidence for an association.

A subpopulation of the pl2 in virions is known to be phosphorylated

on serine (Naso et al 1979; Dickson et al 1982, 1985). Purification of

the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms of p12 from virions showed

that only the unphosphorylated form would bind viral RNA in vitro (Sen

et al 1977). When phosphorylated p12 was treated with phosphatase in

vitro, it became active for binding, and when unphosphorylated p12 was

kinased in vitro, it was no longer active for binding. Finally, UV

irradiation of intact virions cross-linked a 12 kD protein that eluted
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from a DEAE column at the same ionic strength as unphosphorylated p12.

However, whether or not the fraction of p12 in virions that is not

phosphorylated could be quantitatively cross-linked to viral RNA was not

determined.

In the ASLVs, MA is a 19 kD protein, and the protein that is p12 in

MLV is a 10 kD protein (Dickson et al 1982, 1985; Pepinsky and Vogt

1983). In virions, a subset of 19 kD avian MA is phosphorylated. The

avian MA, like the murine pl2, has been shown to bind its viral genomic

RNA in a virus-specific manner. This specific binding activity was

again supported by the demonstration that UV irradiation of intact

virions cross-linked a roughly 19 kD protein to viral RNA (Sen and

Todaro 1977). Cyanogen bromide mapping has shown that an N-terminal

fragment of purified ASLV MA has an affinity for viral RNA in vitro. In

contrast to the specificity demonstrated for the intact p19 MA (Sen and

Todaro 1977), the binding activity of the N-terminal fragment was not

specific in that MA protein from other viruses competed as well for the

binding activity as did MA from the same virus (Johnson et al 1983).

These observations have led to speculation that perhaps some of the

functions of the MLV pl2 are incorporated into the larger avian MA

protein.

A trivial observation that might explain these results would be

contamination of the purified p12 (or the avian p19 MA) with NC, which,

as described below, can bind both single-stranded RNA and DNA. Several

points argue against this possibility (Sen et al 1976, 1978; Davis et al

1976; Schulein et al 1978). p12 was well resolved from the 10 kD NC
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during purification by gel filtration in guanidinium hydrochloride, and

analysis by immunoprecipitation with an antiserum specific for p12

established that the purified protein was at least 90% pure. The

saturation of p12 binding at 4-5 molecules per 35S RNA would not be

expected if NC were present (see below), and neither would the

specificity for the cognate viral RNA be expected for NC binding.

Furthermore, purified NC flows through a DEAE column at 30mM KC1, while

the purified p12 and the specific binding activity are retained by a

DEAE column in 50mM KC1. p12 and NC also differ in the sensitivity of

their nucleic acid binding activities to salt. p12 shows maximal

binding from 50 to 150mM KCL, dropping to about 20% maximal levels at

250mM. NC is more sensitive to salt, showing optimal binding at 50-75mm

KC1, 40% optimal binding at 100mM, and no binding at 150mM.

Unfortunately, the presence or absence of NC was never directly

determined in the studies of p12 or the avian p19 MA.

One curiosity in the studies of p12 is that UV irradiation of intact

virions apparently did not cross-link NC to the viral RNA as might be

expected, and the issue was not discussed. The identity of the cross

linked protein was determined only by its apparent size during gel

electrophoresis. Similar experiments which took advantage of specific

antisera, however, have shown that for RSV at least 90% of the protein

that is cross-linked to viral RNA is not p19 MA but is the RSV NC (Meric

et al 1984). Nevertheless, a substantial amount of signal was detected

with the antiserum specific for p19, and no attempt was made to

determine if NC contaminates purified preparations of p19 MA. The
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confusion over the identity of the viral proteins involved in binding

viral nucleic acids in these experiments emphasizes the need for studies

of viral proteins purified after expression from independent recombinant

Vectors.

The potential specificity of MLV pl2 and the avian p19 MA in binding

only to cognate viral RNAs has encouraged speculation that perhaps some

fraction of these molecules in a budding virus plays a role the

determining the specificity with which viral genomic RNA is packaged

into virus particles, even if most of the protein is absent in cores

purified from virions. Others have speculated that the RSV pl9 MA may

have a role in RNA processing or even in reverse transcription (Leis

1978, 1981; Darlix and Spahr 1982), but conclusive data for any of these

possibilities is lacking.

If p12 and the avian p19 MA are capable of binding their cognate

viral RNAs, it should be possible to map the domains in the RNA that are

recognized, especially since these proteins were shown to bind viral RNA

that was first denatured (to convert the 70S RNA into 35S RNA). One

might expect the b sequences that are required for packaging of genomic

RNA into virion particles to be involved in such a recognition. Such

experiments might be complicated by the finding that the binding

activity activity for the RSV pl9 MA was inactivated by pretreatment of

the RNA with RNAse III, which recognizes double stranded regions of RNA

(Leis et al 1978). Binding sites for the RSV pl9 MA to viral RNA after

UV cross-linking have been identified (Darlix and Spahr 1982), but the

apparent predominance of NC in such cross-linked complexes makes these

results uninformative.
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Genetic analysis suggested that the MLV pl2 may function in the very

early steps of "uncoating" after a virus binds to and enters a

susceptible cell, although the evidence was not strong (Crawford and

Goff 1984). Cell lines that expressed mutant proviral genomes with

deletions in the coding sequences for p12 generated fully assembled

virus particles that were active for reverse transcription when assayed

in vitro. However, when these mutant virions were used to infect new

cells, they were blocked for replication at a very early step. Although

the mutant viruses presumably could enter cells, they never initiated

reverse transcription in vivo. Three such deletions were analyzed, only

one of which was restricted entirely to pl2; the other two extend into

the C-terminus of MA. In all three cases, the gag polyprotein was

improperly processed, and MA and p12 were fused (the other protease

recognition sites in the mutant gag polyproteins were properly cleaved).

One cannot interpret these mutations as being specific for either MA or

p12, and the presence of such a fusion protein might be expected to have

relatively non-specific effects on infectivity. Mutants in p12 that

disrupt viral replication but preserve the protease cleavage site

between MA and and p12 have not been identified.

Capsid (p308°8). Proceeding toward the C-terminus of the MLV gag

polyprotein, the next mature product is the largest structural protein

of the virion core, the 30 kD capsid (CA), which forms the polyhedron

shell that encompasses the viral nucleocapsid (Dickson et al 1982,

1985). In vitro studies of CA, in which its molecular weight was

determined by sedimentation of increasingly concentrated samples of the
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purified protein, suggested that it was capable of self-association

(Burnette et al 1976). When the molecular weight of CA was plotted

against the starting concentration, the shape of the curve was most

consistent with the behavior predicted for a molecule capable of forming

an octamer. The observations that only a portion of CA copurified with

virion cores in equilibrium density gradients (for AMV, RSV, and Friend

MLV: Davis and Rueckert 1972; Bolognesi et al 1973; Stromberg et al

1974) is puzzling in that one might expect the structure of the CA

derived polyhedron shell to depend on the maintenance of interactions

between the CA subunits. In recent studies of the equine infectious

anemia virus, CA was quantitatively recovered with cores; sedimentation

in glycerol gradients instead of density equilibrium centrifugation in

sucrose gradients was used as a means of purification (Roberts and

Oroszlan 1989).

The idea that self-assembly of CA is important to the assembly of

budding viruses is supported by genetic studies, since mutations in CA

typically disrupt the ability of the virus to assemble (Lobel and Goff

1984; Goff and Lobel 1987). Three mutant virus constructs with in-frame

deletion mutations and three with missense mutations in CA all were

incapable of assembling and budding virus particles (Schwartzberg et al

1984; Hsu et al 1985). It would be interesting to test such mutants in

vitro for self-assembly properties.

These mutants also shared another defect in that they were incapable

of delivering the gag-pol polyprotein into virions when they were

introduced into a cell line that expressed wild-type gag but not gag
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pol. One mutant construct with two missense mutations in CA is

interesting in that it was capable of assembling into virions and could

provide gag-pol to virions produced from the cell line expressing wild

type gag, but the virions were blocked at an early step in infection

(Hsu et al 1985). Presumably, the mutant particles could enter cells

but were incapable synthesizing viral DNA. However, as with the

deletion mutations in MA and p12 described earlier (which had an

identical phenotype), the ability of the mutant viruses to enter

susceptible cells was not demonstrated.

An interesting feature of CA is its involvement in the inability of

certain strains of MLV, called N-type and B-type viruses, to replicate

in cell lines derived from particular inbred strains of mice, a

phenomenon termed Fw-1 restriction (Jolicoeur 1979). In restricted

infections, virions can enter the cell and synthesize viral DNA but are

incapable of establishing proviruses. N- and B- tropism map to CA; if

the coding sequences for CA are interchanged beween an N-type and a B

type virus, their tropism is reversed (DesGroseillers and Jolicoeur

1983). CA may somehow interact with components of the host cell which,

in the appropriate genetic context, can inhibit infection. Affinity

column chromatography might help identify cellular proteins that

recognize type-specific CA proteins.

Nucleocapsid (p108°8). The predominant components of the nucleocapsid

enclosed by the CA-derived polyhedron shell are the diploid, single

stranded RNA genome, and the most C-terminally located gag protein, the

10 kD (for MLV) nucleocapsid (NC) (Dickson et al 1982, 1985). NC is the
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most basic retroviral protein and has both single-stranded and double

stranded nucleic acid binding activities in vitro, as shown by filter

binding studies that were done with NC purified from Rauscher MLV (Davis

et al 1976). A preference for single-stranded nucleic acids is apparent

from the observation that 15-30 times more double-stranded DNA than

single-stranded DNA was required to a reduce binding activity by 50%.

These studies suggested that NC is relatively nonspecific in its binding

activities since no preference was observed for viral RNA relative to

single-stranded calf thymus DNA or QB single-stranded RNA. Saturation

binding studies with radioactively labeled NC suggested a stoichiometry

of about 100 molecules of NC per 35S RNA subunit (Schulein et al 1978),

but this number does not account for the 100-2000 copies of NC present

in a virion. Other single-stranded nucleic acids, including Q8 RNA and

calf thymus DNA, were capable of binding only 4-5 NC molecules at

saturation, although single-stranded bacteriophage fê DNA was bound at

comparable levels. Heterologous retroviral RNAs were not tested.

Nucleocapsids can be purified from virion cores by using higher

levels of nonionic detergents during density equilibrium centrifugation,

which results in the loss of CA but recovery of NC and the viral RNA

(Dickson et al 1982, 1985). Nucleocapsids isolated from virion cores

have a density of 1.34 g/ml in cesium gradients. After cross-linking NC

bound to viral RNA in vitro, the density of the reconstructed

nucleocapsids was 1.55g/ml. The higher density is consistent with fewer

NC molecules being present in the reconstructed complexes than in

nucleocapsids purified from virions (Schulein et al 1978).
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The ASLV NC, a 12 kD protein, has also been shown to bind single

stranded nucleic acids. Studies in which changes in fluorescence were

measured after binding of NC to either polyethenoadenylic acid or

polyuracilic acid, established that one NC molecule is bound for every

six nucleotides, which is roughly consistent with the number of NC

molecules present in a virus particle if all of them are used to

completely coat two 35S viral RNA strands (Karpel et al 1987). The

authors suggested that a difference in salt conditions might account for

the different stoichiometry obtained in the studies of Rauscher MLV (100

NC molecules per 35S RNA).

Several mutations in NC have been described. The NC proteins of

retroviruses all have either one (MLV) or two (RSV) copies of a sequence

with characteristically spaced cysteine and histidine residues. In one

study, five different mutants of MLV, with single missense mutations

introduced into the codons for these amino acids, were made by site

directed mutagenesis. They were all capable of producing extracellular

virions that had wild type quantities of CA protein and roughly wild

type levels of reverse transcriptase activity when assayed in vitro on

exogenous substrates. However, all the mutants were noninfectious and

lacked viral RNA, although they contained significant quantities of

cellular RNA. The defect was shown to be due to the altered protein and

not to changes in the RNA sequence (Gorelick et al 1988). Surprisingly

a deletion that removed the N-terminal 32 amino acids of the MLV NC had

very little effect on virus production or infectivity (Schwartzberg et

al 1984), even though the deletion removed two of the conserved
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cysteines that both had phenotypes when they were mutated individually

(Gorelick et al).

In RSV, three mutations in the region of the protein that contains

two copies of the same pattern of cysteine and histidine residues had

slightly different phenotypes (Meric and Spahr 1986). A two amino acid

insertion led to the production of virions that contained viral RNA. The

RNA appeared to be less stably dimerized than in wild type virions in

that more of it migrated as 35S RNA during nondenaturing gel

electrophoresis. A mutant with a 39 amino acid deletion that removed

one copy of the cysteine/histidine sequence contained no viral RNA,

while a duplication of the sequence contained normal amounts of viral

RNA that comigrated with wild type 70S viral RNA during non-denaturing

gel electrophoresis. As with MLV, in all three cases, the mutant

viruses were active for reverse transcription in vitro but were

noninfectious, even though two of them contained viral RNA. The authors

suggested that in addition to having effects on viral RNA packaging,

alterations in NC can affect the ability of the virus to activate

reverse transcription upon entry into a cell.

The ASLV NC is phosphorylated on serine, and the phosphorylation is

required for in vitro binding activity. When NC purified from virions

is phosphatased, the binding activity is greatly reduced, and kinase

treatment of the phosphatased protein restores the activity (Leis and

Jentoft 1983; Leis et al 1984). Biochemical studies have also shown

that two adjacent lysine residues in the avian NC are protected from

chemical modification when the protein is bound to viral RNA. When the
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two adjacent lysine residues were both changed to isoleucines, virus

with the double mutation were noninfectious and lacked viral RNA.

Moreover, when the mutant protein was expressed in E. coli, phosphory

lation of the protein did not activate binding to viral RNA, in contrast

to the activation seen when wild type protein expressed in E. coli was

phosphorylated (Fu et al 1988a). Finally, when the serine residue in

the RSV NC that is phosphorylated in vivo was changed to alanine, fully

infectious virions were produced. The altered protein was constitu

tively active for binding--even though other amino acids in the protein

were phosphorylated in vivo, phosphatase treatment, which eliminates the

in vitro binding activity of the wild type protein, did not affect the

activity of the serine to alanine mutant (Fu et al 1988b). Taken

together, these mutant indicate that a variety of different residues in

the protein are important for its ability to bind viral RNA in a manner

that leads to the production of infectious virions.

Consistent with its in vitro binding activity and the behavior of the

mutant proteins, wild type NC coats the single-stranded genomic RNA in

virion particles. The nucleocapsid also includes the smaller quantites

of RT and IN (Dickson et al 1982, 1985). A highly schematic diagram

summarizing the position of the various mature gag and pol polypeptides

in the mature virus particle is shown in Figure 2.

Entry Into a Host Cell

To begin an infection, the viral particle awaits only the recognition

of a susceptible cell, through binding of the env glycoprotein to an
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appropriate cell surface receptor molecule. Binding to the host

receptor initiates a series of events culminating in membrane fusion and

release of the virion core into the cytoplasm of the infected cell. For

some retroviruses, entry into the cytoplasm occurs via a direct fusion

to the plasma membrane (Stein et al 1987; McClure et al 1988), while

other retroviruses appear to enter via an endocytic, low pH pathway

(Redmond et al 1984). The host receptor molecules have been identified

only for HIV (McDougal et al 1986; Maddon et al 1986) and more recently

for ecotropic strains of MLV (Albritton et al 1989).

Very little is known in terms of exactly what components of the

extracellular virion core remain associated with the particle that

enters the host cell cytoplasm, or what, if any, changes in the

structure of the core must occur for the viral enzymatic functions to

become active. However it happens, the viral replication machine is

said to be activated by the process of entry into the cytoplasm, meaning

that some derivative of the extracellular virus particle proceeds to

complete the remaining early events of reverse transcription, the

gaining of access to the genome, and the culminating step of integration

of the viral DNA into a host chromosome.

Reverse Transcription

Reverse transcription, in brief, consists of two priming events, one

for the first (minus) strand and one for the second (plus) strand of

DNA. Both priming events occur near the 5' ends of their respective
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templates and consequently generate strong stop products that must

perform template jumps to copy the full length of the genome. The cis

acting sequences that are required for these events were described

above. A great deal of experimental effort went into defining the

complex series of steps that convert the RNA genome into double stranded

DNA with terminal redundancies (Varmus 1983, 1987; Varmus and Swanstrom

1982, 1985; Varmus and Brown 1989). The early steps were first worked

out both by the use of purified components in reconstituted reactions

and by analyzing the products of the endogenous polymerase activity in

purified virions (which can be activated by the addition of nonionic

detergents and deoxynucleoside triphosphates). Analysis by solution

hybridization of intermediates isolated from acutely infected cells was

invaluable for working out many of the steps of reverse transcription,

both because of the difficulty in reproducing the entire process in

vitro and because the analysis of intermediates derived from in vivo

reactions provided assurance that the structures were authentic.

Predictions based on the analysis of intermediates isolated from

infected cells were subsequently verified by improvements in the in

vitro reactions and by the eventual cloning and sequencing of the DNA

products of reverse transcription.

Viral recombination is thought to occur during reverse transcription,

allowing for the generation of novel viral genomes and for the

transduction of cellular genes. Viral recombination might conceivably

occur at either of two stages (Hunter 1978; Coffin 1979). RT could

switch templates between the two different RNA strands in the
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heterozygous particle during first strand synthesis (copy choice), or

two more fully replicated genomes might undergo strand exchange after

partial second strand synthesis (strand invasion). These possibilities

could be addressed more thoroughly with the use of recombinant viruses

that carry selectable markers in their genomes and are capable of only a

single round of replication.

Structure of Unintegrated Viral DNA

The principal final product of reverse transcription is the full

length linear, double-stranded DNA molecule found initially in the

cytoplasm of acutely infected cells. This linear DNA product, for MLV,

is about 9 kb in length and has at each end 0.6 kb long LTRs (Shinnick

et al 1981). The LTRs are made up of three sequences called U3, R, and

U5 (from from right to left; see Figure 1). The MLV LTRs do not encode

any proteins but rather serve to regulate transcription initiation and

termination. The rest of the viral sequences, most of which do code for

viral proteins, are colinear in the genomic RNA and proviral DNA.

The ends of the LTRs are predicted by models of reverse transcription

to be blunt-ended and to terminate at positions defined precisely by the

position of first and second strand primers. The single example of

linear, unintegrated viral DNA that has been cloned and sequenced, from

an infection by the gibbon ape leukemia virus, conformed to these

predictions (Scott et al 1981), but analyses of entire populations of

linear DNA molecules have until recently been lacking (see Chapter 2).
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The linear form of viral DNA is synthesized in the cytoplasm (Varmus

et al 1974), although the possibility exists that some retroviruses may

synthesize DNA in the nucleus. The linear DNA later begins to appear in

the nucleus as well, where one also sees for the first time, at

detectable levels, two different kinds of circular viral DNA, called the

one LTR and two LTR circles (Shank and Warmus 1978; Shank et al 1978;

Warmus and Brown 1989). The one LTR circles appear to be the product of

homologous recombination between LTRs at the ends of linear DNA, and are

the predominant form of circular DNA seen in infected cells. The two

LTR circles in at least some cases appear to be the product of simply

ligating together the blunt ends of the linear viral DNA. Bringing

together the two ends of the LTRs joins the small inverted repeats

present at the ends of the LTRs to form what is called the circle

junction. Many two LTR circles, however, have small deletions or

insertions at the junction of the ends of linear DNA, and some of them

have internal inversions as a consequence of autointegration events

(Shoemaker et al 1980; Varmus 1983; Warmus and Brown 1989). As an

infection progresses, increasing amounts of viral DNA become covalently

associated with the cellular chromosomes as proviral DNA.

Retroviral Integration; The Provirus Hypothesis

The proposal that retroviral genomes, in spite of existing as RNA in

the extracellular virus particle, pass through a DNA form somehow linked

to the host chromosome, was originally inspired by two observations
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(Temin 1971). First, when tissue culture cells were infected by

transforming retroviruses, the extremely stable transmission of the

transformed state of the host cell during subsequent cell divisions

argued indirectly for a close association of the viral and host genomes

(Temin 1959, 1961). More important, inhibitors, such as actinomycin D,

which are known to interfere with DNA mediated processes, abolished the

production of retroviruses from infected cells (Temin 1964). This

inhibition was in striking contrast to the ability of other RNA viruses

to replicate in the presence of such compounds and strongly argued that

retroviruses went through a DNA intermediate. However, the lack of

precedent for any biological activities that converted RNA into DNA was

an obstacle to the acceptance of such an hypothesis.

Pioneering work in the late 1960s and early 1970s led to the

discovery of reverse transcription in purified retrovirus particles and

defined a mechanism for the synthesis of a DNA form of the retroviral

genome (Baltimore 1970; Temin and Mizutani 1970). Hybridization studies

showed that viral sequences were present in cellular DNA (Baluda and

Nayak 1970; Varmus et al 1973), and the ability to transfer infectious

virus into new cells by the transfection of chromosomal DNA from

infected cells convincingly demonstrated that viral DNA could become

stably associated with the host genome (Hill and Hillova 1972). These

experiments established that retroviruses, after entry into cells,

reverse transcribe their RNA genome into DNA, and establish a provirus

which can passively reside in the host genome and provide a template for

the expression of progeny virus. While the mechanism of provirus
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establishment remained ambiguous, the requirement for some type of

strand-exchange reaction was apparent.

Lessons from the Provirus

Molecular analysis of retroviral infections in tissue culture

revealed that retroviral integration was both efficient and specific in

that every cell in an infected population readily acquired proviruses

which all shared certain characteristic features (Warmus and Swanstrom

1982, 1985; Varmus 1983; Warmus and Brown 1989). Although the sites of

integration in the host genome varied considerably, sequence analysis of

proviral DNA revealed informative consistencies. The ends of the

proviral DNA always lack two base pairs that are present at the ends of

full-length blunt-ended linear viral DNA, and the host target sequences

are consistently duplicated as short direct repeats of 4 to 6 base pairs

flanking the viral DNA. The size of the host repeat depends on the type

of retrovirus; MLV generates a 4 base pair repeat of the target DNA

sequences, RSV a 6 base pair repeat. Unlike the occasional examples of

imprecise integration events seen for some animal viruses, retroviruses

with high efficiency insert their viral DNA into the host chromosome in

a very precise fashion.

Target site selection shows no known specificity in terms of

sequence, but several lines of evidence suggest that some sites and

regions in the host genome may be highly preferred. For example,

integration of MLV into the hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase gene
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in mouse cells occured about 100-fold less frequently than would be

expected if integration were entirely random (King et al 1975). In

contrast, integration events were shown to occur much more frequently

than expected near DNase I-hypersensitive sites and in transcribed

regions of the genome (Vijaya et al 1986; Rohdewohld 1987). The effects

of transcription on chromatin structure have been proposed to influence

the frequency of integration into particular regions of the host genome

by perhaps making DNA more accessible to the integration machinery.

Retroviral DNA has been shown to integrate predominantly into DNA that

has replicated during an infection--perhaps replication also makes the

chromosomal DNA more accessible for integration (Warmus et al 1977).

Finally, cloning of multiple integration sites for Rous sarcoma virus

has revealed the presence of a large class of sites that are chosen to

the nucleotide with high frequency (as high as 1 in 3000 integration

events, compared to the 1 in 109 expected for a random event: Shih et al

1988). The two sites that have been sequenced show no similarity to

each other, and the reasons for their frequent use remain obscure;

general effects on chromatin structure might not be expected to result

in such precise use of a given sequence as a target site.

The presence of short, direct repeats of host sequences flanking the

provirus implies that the host target is cleaved in a staggered fashion,

and the loss of two base pairs from the tips of the viral LTRs implies

that viral DNA is also cleaved during integration. The observation that

the size of the host repeat is specific for the type of virus,

independent of the host cell type, provides tantalizing evidence that a
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virus-specific function participates in the integration reaction.

Additional evidence for the participation of virally encoded functions

came from the inability to reproduce either the efficiency or

specificity of integration by simply introducing purified retroviral DNA

into cells by microinjection or transfection (Copeland et al 1981; Luciw

et al 1983; Kriegler and Botchan 1983). Such artificially introduced

viral DNA integrates much less efficiently, shows no specificity in

terms of the position of attachment of viral DNA, and does not cause a

duplication of the host target sequences.

Genetic Analyses of Retroviral Integration

The suggestions that virally encoded activities participate in

retroviral integration prompted a genetic search for such a function.

Attention was focused on the pol gene because of studies demonstrating

that pol products purified from ASLV virions possess both DNA binding

activity and endonuclease activity. The p32 IN protein of AMV was shown

to cleave supercoiled DNA that contained a viral DNA fragment

encompassing the circle junction (formed by joining the two ends of

linear viral DNA to make the two LTR circle). Some of the cleavages

were at sites two base pairs removed from the end of each LTR, which

would generate a four base pair staggered cleavage consistent with the

loss of two base pairs from the end of each LTR in the integrated

provirus (Grandgenett and Vora 1985; Gandgenett et al 1986). However,

the protein also cleaved at many other sites in the plasmid DNA. A more
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specific activity was demonstrated for the pol-encoded o, B dimer of

ASLV, but the cleavages occurred one base pair further from the end of

each LTR than would be predicted, and the activity showed an unexplained

preference for single-stranded DNA (Duyk et al 1985).

The use of site-directed mutagenesis, first with MLV and later with

SNV, subsequently revealed that the 3' portion of pol is indeed required

for proper integration (Schwartzberg et al 1984; Donehower and Warmus

1984; Panganiban and Temin 1984). Viruses with mutations in the

sequences encoding IN were capable of entering cells and reverse

transcribing their genomes into DNA, but the efficiency with which they

integrated was reduced in some cases by more than two orders of

magnitude. Furthermore, on the rare occasions that viral DNA from such

mutant viruses did become covalently linked to the host genome,

restriction mapping and DNA sequence analysis showed that these events

occured imprecisely (Hagino-Yamagishi et al 1987).

The mutations that inactivate IN are fairly limited in number and

many of them disrupt substantial portions of the coding sequences. For

MLV, four frameshift mutations, two small deletions, and one single

amino acid substitution mutation (at a highly conserved position) were

initially described. In each case, viruses with these mutations

produced virions that were active for reverse transcription in vitro,

but they could not productively infect cells. A single frameshift

mutation was described and analyzed for SNV. The potential for multiple

IN activities--viral and host DNA binding, cleavage of viral and host

DNA, and strand-exchange activity--suggests that the protein may have
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multiple domains involved in establishing the provirus. Also, the

palindrome structure formed by bringing together the ends of linear

viral DNA suggest that IN may act as a dimer, which would presumably

require additional domains. More recently, a series of twelve

different two and three amino acid insertions in the MLV IN protein were

described (Donehower 1988). Ten of these abolished integration activity

without interfering with reverse transcriptase activity, while two of

them located at the very C-terminus of IN did not interfere with

replication at all. The construction of additional subtle mutations,

and more extensive analysis of different activities using in vitro

assays, should improve our understanding of the function of this

protein.

Genetic analyses have not yet demonstrated a role in integration for

any other viral proteins. However, this negative evidence is qualified

by the late position of integration in the early events of retroviral

replication. Mutations in gag generally have phenotypes reflecting an

inability to assembly virus particles properly, and RT mutants never

generate the viral DNA substrate for integration.

The Viral att Site

Another class of mutant viruses that are defective for integration

have genetic lesions in sequences present at the ends of the

unintegrated linear viral DNA (in U5 or U3). Detailed mutational

analyses of these sequences have shown that between 6 and 12 base pairs
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at the tip of each LTR are required in cis for proper integration. As

with IN, mutations in these att sites did not affect the assembly of

extracellular virus particles or the ability of the virus to reverse

transcribe its genome upon entry into a susceptible cell, but they did

severely reduce the efficiency of integration (Panganiban and Temin

1984; Colicelli and Goff 1985, 1988; Cobrinik et al 1987).

Although the att sites of different retroviruses show very little

sequence similarity (outside of the completely conserved TG and CA found

at the 5' and 3’ termini of proviral DNA), these sequences are similar

in that for most retroviruses they form inverted repeats of various

lengths (Warmus and Brown 1989). For MLV, the repeats form a perfect 26

base pair palindrome when the two ends of linear viral DNA are joined,

while for HIV and HTLV-II, the palindromes are only 6 and 4 base pairs

long, respectively. The ends of SNV form a perfect 12 base pair

palindrome, and the ends of RSV form a 30 base pair palindrome with

three mismatches.

Deletion analysis of the SNV LTRs showed that the terminal 5 to 12

base pairs of U3 (the end of the left LTR) and the terminal 6 to 8 base

pairs of U5 (the end of the right LTR) were required for att site

function (Panganiban and Temin 1984). In ASLV, deletion experiments

showed that from 17 to 23 base pairs of U5 were required for replication

(presumably for integration), but the U3 sequences were not analyzed

(Cobrinik et al 1987).

The most extensive att site studies have been done with MLV (Colicelli

and Goff 1985, 1988a, 1988b). The description of an MLV provirus in
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which the right LTR was inverted provides a striking demonstration of

the sufficiency of the inverted repeat for att site function, since the

virus presumably integrated using only U3 sequences present at each end

of the viral DNA (Colicelli and Goff 1988a). The most terminal 11 to 12

base pairs of the inverted repeat are sufficient for integration--a

deletion that removed the most internal base pair of the 13 base pair

repeat of U5 was tolerated, but removal of three base pairs abolished

integration (J. Murphy and S. P. Goff, personal communication). A one

base pair deletion at the terminus of U5, and a single transversion at

the second base pair from the end of U5 did not affect integration,

while deletion of 2 or 8 base pairs from the end of U5 eliminated

integration. The insertion of two base pairs at the end of U5 did not

affect replication significantly, but insertion of 10 base pairs led to

a substantial delay in the appearance of progeny virus. Sequence

analysis of proviruses (or two LTR circle autointegrants) generated by

viruses carrying att site mutations that were tolerated revealed that

the integration machinery made the proper cleavages in spite of the

sequence changes. For example, insertion of two base pairs at the end

of U5 led to a integrant in which six instead of four base pairs had

been removed as a consequence of integration, and deletion of one base

pair at the end of U5 led to a integrant which had lost only three base

pairs (in other words, in both cases, the recombinants ended at the

conserved CA, in spite of the altered numbers of base pairs present at

the end of U5 beyond the CA dinucleotide in the unintegrated viral DNA).

In both cases, 4 base pairs of the target sequence were duplicated as in
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wild-type infections. The size of the host repeat in other integrants

could be interpreted in more than one way, due to coincidences of

sequence at the target sites. The finding that small deletions and

insertions in the terminal two base pairs of U5 were tolerated while

deletions of more internal sequences blocked replication has led to the

proposal that the integration machinery recognizes the more internal

sequences of the inverted repeats and "reaches out" to make cleavages

near the termini of the viral DNA.

Sequence analysis of pseudorevertants derived by continued passage of

cells infected by MLV att site mutants provided additional cases of

altered att sites that were capable of efficient integration (Colicelli

and Goff 1985, 1988b). The virus with a two base pair deletion at the

end of U5 reverted to a virus with only one base pair missing from the

end of U5, as did the virus that originally had a ten base pair

insertion (this revertant, in addition to the one base pair deletion,

also had a transversion of T to G at the terminal base pair). The virus

with an 8 base pair deletion at the end of U5 reverted to the wild type

sequence. Most interesting was a pseudorevertant of the ten base pair

insertion mutant that underwent a single base change in the inserted

sequence that allowed recombinants to form efficiently at a new site.

An integrant from this pseudorevertant had lost three base pairs from

the edges of the LTRs, but retained 9 of the 10 additional base pairs at

the end of U5, with the breakpoint just 3’ of a CA dinucleotide in the

inserted sequence. This revertant was indistinguishable from wild-type

in its ability to replicate. The sequence of the insertion matched the
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repeat at the end of wild type U5 at 6 of 12 positions (when the two

sequences were slightly staggered to optimize the comparison),

suggesting that perhaps the integration machinery can function on a

largely divergent sequence. However, the single base change did not

improve the match. It did disrupt a perfect symmetry present in the

inserted sequence, though, and the authors suggested that perhaps the

change prevented the formation of an inhibitory hairpin structure.

Additional mutations are needed to determine if such mismatches can be

tolerated in the MLV att site.

The Circle Junction Experiment

The observations that a palindrome is formed by joining the ends of

linear viral DNA to form a circle junction in the two LTR circle, and

that the two LTR circle is seen only in the nucleus (where integration

presumably occurs), encouraged efforts to implicate the two LTR circle

as the viral DNA substrate that directly participates in the retroviral

integration reaction. Convincing experimental evidence for the two LTR

circlular form of viral DNA being the precursor to the integrated

provirus came from studies of SNV (Panganiban and Temin 1985). A

recombinant virus was engineered to contain an introduced circle

junction sequence (about 50 base pairs in size), placed internally in

the viral genome. Reverse transcription of this recombinant virus

generates viral DNA that, in the form of a two LTR circle, contains two

circle junctions -- the one formed by ligating together the ends of the
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LTRs, and the one introduced at an internal site. With the assistance

of wild type helper virus, double-att site recombinants were observed to

integrate with equal efficiency at the both the normal and the

introduced circle junction sequences, suggesting that the two LTR circle

directly participates in the integration reaction. Efficient use of the

internal circle junction occurred with two different viruses in which

the internal sites were in different positions and opposite

orientations. One inconsistency in the behavior of the recombinant

viruses was that no proviruses were found in which a one LTR circle had

served as a precursor by virtue of containing the internal circle

junction (which should be present in all forms of the unintegrated viral

DNA). This deficiency was not discussed, but one could imagine that one

LTR circles exist in a different pool and are not active for

integration--for instance, the availability of the LTRs for homologous

recombination could be a consequence of changes that also disrupt the

integration machinery.

Recent attempts to repeat these results by placing circle junction

sequences ectopically in MLV have failed in spite of elaborate efforts

to detect such events (Lobel et al 1989; Ellis and Bernstein 1989). In

the most thorough attempt, two different viral constructs were made, one

with a 220 base pair circle junction insert and the other with a 60 base

pair insert present at a different position (Lobel et al 1989). In the

latter construct, the normal att site was mutated to favor use of the

internal wild-type sequence. In both cases, the recombinant viruses

also contained genes encoding selectable drug-resistance markers to
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facilitate the recovery of integrated proviruses. In spite of these

efforts, none of the proviruses that were analyzed had used the internal

circle junction, even when the normal att site had been mutated. One

could argue that the internal circle junctions had been placed in

unfavorable contexts, but the efficient use of two different internal

sites in SNV makes this seem unlikely. Given the wide variation in the

sequence and structures of different viral att sites, it is perhaps not

surprising that more than one mechanism for integration might be

operative. The issue of which form of unintegrated viral DNA serves as

the precursor to integration for MLV will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter 2.

In brief, we know that upon entry into susceptible cells,

retroviruses convert their RNA genome into viral DNA using RT, and they

join the very ends of the viral DNA to the host chromosome in a strand

exchange reaction that requires the IN protein. The sequences at the

ends of the LTRs are required in cis for integration, and the viral DNA

precursor to the integrated provirus, for SNV, appears to be the 2 LTR

circle.

Summary

Our knowledge of retroviral replication has traditionally come from

genetic analyses of viral gene products and from the identification of

the nucleic acids intermediates involved in reverse transcription and

integration. These two types of analysis, while informative, suffer
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from the common fault that they essentially treat the infected cell as a

black box--we know what nucleic acid intermediates are generated during

viral replication, and what viral gene products are required to make

these intermediates, but we know very little about how these different

components fit together in their native state inside infected cells.

While some work has been done to define the structural features of the

extracellular virus particle, very little is known about the structures

inside infected cells that contain the viral nucleic acid intermediates

involved in replication. As described in the remaining chapters, we

have been able to isolate structures from acutely infected cells that

contain unintegrated viral DNA and are active for integration in an in

vitro assay. By looking inside infected cells, we have gained

fundamental insights into the process of integration and have begun to

understand how the different viral gene products are assembled at

different stages in the retrovirus life cycle.

The following chapter will describe the collaboration I have had with

Pat Brown in which we developed an assay that accurately reproduces the

retroviral integration reaction in vitro. Our results using the assay

suggested and eventually proved that, for MLV, the immediate precursor

to retroviral integration is not the 2 LTR circular form of viral DNA,

but rather is the linear form of viral DNA. This second chapter begins

with a narrative that summarizes our collaboration and concludes with

two published papers describing the details of that work. The third

chapter, also a published paper, describes my results demonstrating that

in acutely infected cells, unintegrated retroviral DNA resides within a
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large nucleoprotein complex. This "integration machine" includes all

the activities required for integration and appears to be a derivative

of the extracellular virion core. The fourth chapter, a paper in

preparation, describes my efforts to directly identify the viral protein

components that make up the viral DNA-containing nucleoprotein complexes

found in the cytoplasm of acutely infected cells. The final chapter

summarizes these findings and their relevance to our current

understanding of retrovirus replication and genetic recombination.
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CHAPTER 2

MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF THE RETROVIRUS INTEGRATION REACTION
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An important step in understanding the mechanism of any example of

genetic recombination is the precise definition of the precursors and

products involved. For this reason, advances in the study of

recombination have often come from the development of assays that

accurately reproduce in vitro the reaction of interest. In vitro assays

make it possible to directly analyze the precursors and products of a

reaction--a much more difficult proposition in vivo, given the

ambiguities introduced by other cellular processes. The work described

in this thesis began with the development of an in vitro assay for

retroviral integration which resulted from a collaboration with Pat

Brown.

Pat had designed an in vitro assay for retroviral integration that

incorporated a powerful genetic selection in E. coli for the detection

of recombinants, and I had identified structures inside infected cells

that contain unintegrated retroviral DNA. By combining the sensitivity

of genetic selection with the use of precursors that had been assembled

in vivo by acute infection of tissue culture cells, we succeeded in

detecting recombinants from an in vitro reaction and optimized the

reaction sufficiently to permit biochemical analysis of retroviral

integration. This narrative will describe the origins of this

collaborative effort and summarize the findings that followed. Two

publications that are reproduced at the end of this chapter provide the

experimental details of our findings.
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A Genetic Assay for Retroviral Integration

The definition of important cis- and trans-acting viral functions

required for proper integration suggested to Pat a strategy for

reproducing the MLV integration reaction in a cell-free system. He

designed a DNA substrate for integration by constructing a donor plasmid

that included two key components: a cloned fragment of viral DNA

encompassing the MLV circle junction to serve as an att site (based on

the SNV circle junction experiment, which predated by several years the

conflicting results from studies of MLV), and a bacterial supf tRNA gene

to provide a genetic selection in E. coli for the detection of

recombinants (Seed 1983). Pat chose to use purified bacteriophage X

gtWES DNA as a target, or recipient, DNA molecule for two reasons.

First, the nonessential regions of the X gtWES genome (which account for

about 25% of its DNA sequences) could accomodate insertion of the donor

plasmid and still be within the size limits for in vitro packaging of X

DNA into phage particles. Second, the X geWES genome contains amber

mutations in three genes (W, E, and S) essential for lytic growth in a

nonsuppressor bacterial host. The suppression of these amber mutations

by the supf tRNA gene provided a genetic selection in E. coli for the

growth of X gtWES bacteriophage which had acquired a copy of the donor

plasmid. Finally, Pat provided viral trans-acting activities either by

adding disrupted MLV virions (with or without uninfected cell extracts

in case any unidentified host functions were needed) or by adding

extracts made from acutely infected cells.
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These components were mixed together and incubated to allow time for

integration of the plasmid donor molecule into the the X gºwBS target

DNA. The X gtWES target DNA (and any recombinant products) were

subsequently purified, and packaged in vitro into phage particles using

commercially available reagents. Recombinants could be detected by

their ability to form plaques on a nonsuppressor bacterial host. This

experimental strategy provided a powerful genetic selection, since as

many as 108 bacteriophage genomes could readily be examined from a

single reaction mixture for the presence of any recombinant molecules.

Extracts from Acutely Infected Cells as a Source of Integration Activity

At the time Pat was developing a genetic assay for retroviral

integration, I was studying retroviral replication by looking inside

infected cells to determine what viral proteins remain associated with

the viral genome, and what kinds of higher order structures, if any, are

involved in retroviral replication after entry into a cell. Such an

analysis at the time was limited by the absence of assays to verify that

any viral structures found inside infected cells were active for

subsequent steps and hence relevant to replication. Because of this, I

chose to examine structures that contained full-length, unintegrated

retroviral DNA, which would at least indicate that such structures had

initially been competent for the completion of reverse transcription.

One simple experiment proved informative. I harvested tissue culture

cells at a time after infection by MLV at which there were several
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copies per cell of full-length viral DNA (12-24 hours; see Figure 3),

and fractionated these infected cells into cytoplasmic and nuclear

extracts using mild detergent and isotonic salt conditions. When I

analyzed such extracts by velocity sedimentation through sucrose

gradients, the viral DNA was found to sediment as part of a large

(roughly 160S) nucleoprotein complex. If the same extracts were first

treated with proteinase, the viral DNA stayed at the top of the

gradient, consistent with previous work demonstrating that purified

viral DNA sediments at about 20S. These experiments are described in

more detail in Chapter 3.

A Successful Collaboration

Even though we could not at the time confirm that the nucleoprotein

complexes I had identified were active for integration, the finding that

unintegrated viral DNA inside infected cells resides within a large

complex led us to suspect that such structures might be important for

efficient integration and might be difficult to reconstitute in an in

vitro system. In addition, other experiments had shown that when

plasmid DNA containing the MLV circle junction was transfected into

tissue culture cells, the circle junction was not used for integration

even when viral proteins were provided by superinfection, suggesting

that perhaps integration activity was confined to authentic reverse

transcripts generated during infection (Botchan and Kriegler 1983). Our

suspicions were further supported by the difficulties Pat encountered in

attempting to reconstitute integration using the approaches described
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A Cytoplasmic
2 4 6 8 121416 1820202242

9.2 kb —- --

B Nuclear
2 4 6 8 1214 161820202242

9.2 kb —-

Figure 3. Unintegrated Viral DNA in Cytoplasmic and Nuclear Extracts
From a Time Course of Viral DNA Synthesis During Infection
by Cocultivation.

Viral DNA was prepared from cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts of NIH 3T3
cells that were acutely infected by cocultivation with an MLVsupf
producer line. DNA samples were resolved by agarose gel
electrophoresis, then transferred to a nylon filter. MLV DNA was
identified by hybridization, using as a probe the plasmid p8.2 (a
complete, permuted clone of the MLV 1-LTR circle), labeled by nick
translation. The time at which the cells were harvested, in hours after
beginning the cocultivation, are indicated above each lane. Each sample
represents 100 microliters of extract from about 4 x 106 infected cells.
The samples for the 22 and 42 hour time points were derived from an
independent cocultivation; 20 hour time points from both sets of
cocultivations are shown. A. Viral DNA from cytoplasmic extracts. B.
Viral DNA from nuclear extracts. Arrows indicate the 9.2 kb full-length
linear viral DNA. The relaxed one and two LTR circular forms of viral
DNA are indicated at the right by two dots.
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earlier. These results encouraged us to consider using extracts from

acutely infected cells as a source of precursors that would be active

for integration in an in vitro assay.

Conveniently, we were able to obtain a fully replication-competent

derivative of MLV that stably carries a bacterial supf tRNA gene

genetically engineered into a non-essential region of U3 (Lobel et al

1985). This virus (called MLVsupf), which had been constructed to

facilitate the cloning of proviruses from chromosomal DNA, made it

possible to bridge the two approaches Pat and I had been taking toward

the study of integration. By infecting cells with MLVsupf, we could

make extracts containing viral precursors that would potentially be

active for integration in the genetic assay Pat had designed which used

X gtWES DNA as a target molecule.

Verifying the Authenticity of the In Vitro Reaction

In our first attempt to detect recombinants, we observed a single

plaque from a reaction to which we had added nuclear extract harvested

24 hours after infection of NIH 3T3 cells with MLVsupF. Pat amplified

the phage from the potential recombinant plaque and purified the

bacteriophage DNA. He then confirmed that the X guwF.S genome had

acquired an authentic provirus by restriction mapping (which showed that

the provirus was grossly intact) and by DNA sequence analysis of the

MLVsupf’-X gtWES junction sequences (which showed that two base pairs had

been lost from each end of the viral DNA and that four base pairs at the
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target site had been duplicated as short direct repeats flanking the

provirus). These results proved that we had reproduced in vitro an

authentic retrovirus integration reaction.

After optimizing the conditions for the reaction, we were able to

obtain hundreds to thousands of recombinant plaques from a single in

vitro reaction. When these numbers were corrected for the efficiency of

in vitro packaging into phage particles and for other parameters, we

found that between 0.1% and 0.5% of the unintegrated viral DNA molecules

present in a reaction were capable of productively integrating in vitro

as scored by the assay. Restriction analysis of over thirty different

recombinants revealed that the proviruses had integrated throughout the

nonessential regions of the X gtWES genome with no apparent specificity

either in the sites of integration, or in the polarity of the viral

genome with respect to the bacteriophage genome. In addition, sequence

analysis of six additional recombinants showed that in every case, two

base pairs of viral DNA were lost from the ends of each LTR and four

base pairs of the host target sequence were duplicated as short direct

repeats flanking the provirus.

Biochemical Characterization of the In Vitro Reaction

By varying the reaction conditions, we easily defined the basic

parameters of the reaction. EDTA abolishes integration activity,

demonstrating the requirement for a divalent cation, which was satisfied

by Mg” in our reactions. The optimal K* concentration is 150 mM, with
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concentrations higher than 300 mM significantly reducing activity. The

pH range for activity is broad, with comparable levels of activity from

pH 6.6 to pH 8.6. The optimal temperature range for incubation is 15 to

43°C, with no detectable integration at 0°C. Pretreatment with

proteinase and SDS, or N-ethylmaleimide, abolishes activity, while RNase

A pretreatment does not.

The activity is unfortunately very labile, as shown in Figure 4. The

loss of roughly 50% of the integration activity after preincubation at

37° for only five minutes limits the ease with which one can

experimentally manipulate the extracts.

Linear Viral DNA Participates in the In Vitro Reaction

When developing the assay, we assumed that nuclear extracts, in

which we could detect 2 LTR circles, would be the best source of

integration activity. However, we were surprised to find that upon

comparison of cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts made 24 hours after

infection of cells in tissue culture, the cytoplasmic extracts typically

were more active in our in vitro assay than were the nuclear extracts.

Mixing experiments with uninfected extracts showed that this difference

in activity was due neither to stimulatory factors in the cytoplasm or

inhibitory factors in the nucleus. By carefully quantifying the levels

of the different forms of viral DNA (linear, one LTR circle, and two LTR

circle) present in the two extracts, we discovered that the level of

activity correlated very well with the number of linear viral DNA
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Figure 4. Loss of Integration Activity by Preincubation of Extracts
before Addition of Target DNA.

Reaction mixtures were prepared using standard conditions after
preincubation of the extract at 37°C for the times indicated. These
data were compiled from experiments using two different preparations of
extracts, indicated by the filled and empty circles. Both sets of data
were normalized relative to percentage of integration activity present
with no preincubation (t=0).
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molecules present in an extract, and not at all well with the number of

two LTR circles present. This was true both for comparisons between

cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts from the same population of infected

cells, and for comparisons between extracts from different populations

of infected cells.

Furthermore, the number of recombinants we could score from a single

reaction using cytoplasmic extracts argued either that the less-than

detectable numbers of 2 LTR circles that could have been present in

cytoplasmic extracts integrated with extremely high efficiency (at least

60%), or that the linear molecules present were serving as precursors.

The former possibility seemed unlikely, since the calculated integration

efficiency for two LTR circles in reactions using nuclear extracts was

much lower (about 4%, assuming they were the only active precursors).

Given the good correlation between the levels of linear viral DNA and

integration activity in both cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts, and the

absence of any stimulation or inhibition of activity during mixing

experiments, our results strongly suggested that linear viral DNA

molecules participate in our in vitro reaction, either directly or

through a circular intermediate.

Integration Activity Does Not Require an Exogenous Energy Source

To address whether or not the linear molecules pass through a

circular intermediate, we asked if integration activity depends on an

exogenously added energy source. Since the formation of a two LTR
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circle from linear viral DNA requires the formation of new

phosphodiester bonds, such a pathway would require an energy input. By

passing cytoplasmic extracts containing active precursors through a gel

filtration column, we could reduce the ATP levels in a reaction to about

1 nM, with no loss in the efficiency of integration. Although

alternative explanations could account for this result (for example, the

complex containing the unintegrated viral DNA could somehow be

precharged at an earlier step) the simplest explanation was that the

linear molecule could serve as a direct precursor to the integrated

provirus. Such a reaction does not involve the net formation of new

phosphodiester bonds and would not require an exogenous energy source if

the strand breakage-and-joining reaction were coupled. We therefore

proposed two possible pathways for the integration of retroviral DNA,

one in which the linear viral DNA molecule directly participates in the

reaction, and one in which it first passes through a 2 LTR circular

intermediate.

Identification of the Immediate Viral DNA Precursor in Retroviral

Integration

The two proposed pathways for retroviral integration make

distinguishable predictions about the structure of the initial

recombinant molecule (see Figure 7 on page 99). The presence of short

direct repeats of the host target sequence flanking the provirus, and

the loss of two base pairs from the tips of each LTR, together imply
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that the reaction pathway requires both the staggered cleavage of the

target DNA (in order to generate the host repeat), and cleavages two

bases from the tips of the LTRs in the viral DNA (which would account

for their loss). If the 2 LTR circle were cleaved in this way (i.e. to

create a four base pair staggered cleavage), the two bases at the end of

an LTR would remain covalently linked to the viral DNA at the end of the

other LTR. On the other hand, if the linear form of viral DNA were

cleaved in this way, the two extra bases would simply be lost. In

either case, repair processes (either in E. coli or in an infected cell)

presumably eliminate all four extra base pairs of viral DNA, and fill in

the gap left from staggered cleavage of the host DNA to generate the

short direct repeats. However, the structure of the initial recombinant

product, before repair, should reflect the origin of the viral DNA that

participates in the integration reaction. For the 2 LTR circle pathway,

retention of the two bases after cleavage should result in the presence

of a four base extension of viral DNA at the 5' end of each strand of

viral DNA in the recombinant molecule. The loss of the two bases after

cleavage from a linear precursor should result in only a 2 base

extension at each free 5' end (assuming in both cases that only the 3'

end of viral DNA is initially joined to the target DNA). Thus by

directly purifying recombinant molecules from an integration reaction

and examining the sequences present at the very ends of the viral DNA,

one should be able to distinguish between these two pathways and obtain

direct evidence for the identity of the actual precursor to the

retroviral integration reaction. Furthermore, we wanted to directly
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analyze the ends of purified, unintegrated linear viral DNA to define

the precise structure of the att sites in the entire population of

potential precursors. The second of the two papers included at the end

of this chapter addresses precisely these issues, and the results are

summarized in the remaining paragraphs of this narrative.

A Physical Assay for Retroviral Integration

The genetic assay described earlier, while informative, suffers from

the shortcoming that the recombinant products of the integration

reaction can be examined only after replication in E. coli, by which

time the information contained in the structure of the initial strand

exchange product is lost due to DNA repair. Analysis of the initial

recombinant molecule required the use of a physical assay that would

permit the direct purification of recombinant molecules. Pat therefore

modified the genetic assay to make this possible by substituting $X RF1

DNA for X gtWES DNA as a target molecule. In addition, the activity in

cytoplasmic extracts was first partially purified by gel-exclusion

column chromatography (using a matrix with an exclusion limit of 5 x 106

daltons) to remove any contaminating nucleases and nucleotides that

might modify the structure of the initial recombinant product.

Otherwise, the reaction conditions and the procedure for purification of

DNA from the reaction were the same as for the genetic assay.

Instead of detecting recombinants by packaging the purified DNA into

phage particles, the DNA from reaction was restricted with an
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endonuclease that cleaves MLV DNA but not the $X target DNA. When the

restricted DNA is electrophoresed in an agarose gel, three types of

products are expected. (i) Nonrecombinant target molecules should

remain as closed circular DNA which, due to its small size, migrates

relatively rapidly in the gel. (ii) Unintegrated viral DNA, most of

which is linear, should be cleaved into two or more subgenomic sized

fragments, depending on which restriction enzyme is chosen. (iii)

Recombinant molecules should be linearized, with the size of the

recombinant fragment equal to the sum of the bX DNA and the terminal

fragments of the MLV DNA (which are joined to the 4X DNA at the ends of

the LTRs). Finally, any circular viral DNA present in the mix should be

detected by the presence of additional bands of novel size, but these

will be smaller than the recombinant product. By choosing an

appropriate restriction enzyme, the recombinant molecule will be larger

than the other DNA fragments containing viral sequences. Since the

number of recombinant molecules is relatively small, we detected them by

hybridization to a **P-labled viral DNA probe after transfer from the

gel to a nylon membrane. The probe was chosen to be specific for the

LTR sequences, to avoid detecting internal fragments of viral DNA. Such

an analysis showed that the conditions for generating recombinant

molecules were the same as for the genetic assay, and that the

integration events occurred at many positions in the 4X target DNA.
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Structural Analysis of the Initial DNA Product of the Integration

Reaction

Recombinant molecules were purified from in vitro reactions by

electrophoresing the restricted DNA in an agarose gel, followed by

cutting out the region of the gel that contained the recombinants. The

restriction enzyme used to cleaved the recombinant molecules before

electrophoresis was chosen to cut very near the ends of both LTRs.

Since we expected the initial strand-exchange product to be joined by

only one strand at each end, the free end of the viral DNA was released

by simply denaturing the purified recombinant molecule, and the

denatured strands were electrophoresed in a 6% polyacrylamide gel

containing 7 M urea. Since the viral DNA was restricted very near the

ends of the LTRs, the size of the free viral strands (one from each end)

were sufficiently small to allow precise identification of their size

with single base resolution by comparison to an appropriate sequencing

ladder run in adjacent lanes. The resolved DNA fragments were

transferred from the gel to a nylon filter and detected by hybridization

to strand-specific radioactive probes. An identical analysis was

performed on unintegrated linear DNA, and the DNA fragments from the

recombinant molecules and the unintegrated molecules were

electrophoresed in adjacent lanes in the same gel to allow a direct

comparison of the size of the fragments present at the ends of the viral

DNA in both molecules.
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Linear Viral DNA is the Immediate Precursor to the Integrated Provirus

By using probes specific for each strand of viral DNA at the ends of

the LTRs, it was possible to determine both the polarity of the

recombinant product (in other words, whether the 5’ or 3' ends of the

viral DNA were in fact free) and the precise size of that free strand

(which allowed us to test the predictions of the two different pathways

in which either linear viral DNA or the two LTR circle serve as

immediate precursors). The results were very clear. The 5' ends of

each strand of the viral DNA are free in the recombinant molecule, and

the size of the released fragments is consistent with models in which

linear viral DNA is the direct precursor to the integrated provirus.

The structure of the initial recombinant product as determined by this

analysis is summarized as follows (again, see Figure 7 on p. 99):

(i) The 5' end of the plus strand of viral DNA is free at the left end

of the recombinant molecule (as conventionally drawn) with its 3' end

joined to the target DNA at the end of the right LTR. The free 5’ end

of the plus strand is detected only with a probe specific for the plus

strand of U3 (the outermost sequences of the left LTR).

(ii) The 3’ end of the minus strand of viral DNA is joined to the

target DNA at the end of the left LTR, and the 5' end of the right LTR

minus strand is free. The fragment corresponding to the 5' end of the

right LTR is detected only by a probe specific for the minus strand of

U5 (the outermost sequences of the right LTR).
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(iii) Analysis of both ends thus confirms that the polarity of strand

exchange is such that the 3' end of each strand of the viral DNA is

joined to target sequences, with the 5' ends of the viral DNA

remaining free as part of a gapped structure (which is predicted to

result from staggered cleavage of the target DNA). Our analysis did

not detect the 3’ ends of the viral DNA since their association with

$X sequences cause a substantial reduction in electrophoretic

mobility. We assume the 3' ends are joined to the target sequences

since the 5' ends are not.

(iv) Finally, for each end of the viral DNA in the recombinant

molecule, the size of the 5' fragment was precisely that predicted if

the linear viral DNA molecule is the immediate precursor to

integration--with an extension of viral DNA sequences of only two

bases instead of the four that would be predicted if the two LTR

circle were the direct precursor.

Molecular analysis of the products of the in vitro reaction explained

the surprising results we initially obtained using the genetic assay,

which showed that integration activity correlated with the number of

linear viral DNA molecules present in a reaction. It should be noted

that we cannot eliminate the possibility that the initial recombinant

contains a four base extension of viral sequences which is subsequently

shortened by precisely two bases, but such an event seems extremely

unlikely.
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Structural Analysis of the Ends of the Unintegrated Linear Viral DNA

Precursor

The results from an analysis of the ends of unintegrated linear viral

DNA (using the same procedure just described for analyzing recombinants)

revealed an unexpected result. The 5' ends of the viral DNA were of the

size predicted by reverse transcription priming events (with the two

bases that are absent in proviral DNA being present). However, the 3'

ends were heterogeneous, with the most prominent species (roughly 90%)

terminating two bases short of the 5' ends (See Figure 2 on page 99).

The remaining molecules either ended flush with or terminated one base

short of the 5' ends. The fact that most of the linear viral DNA, even

in cytoplasmic extracts, is recessed two bases is of interest because

the assumption that linear viral DNA is blunt-ended (see Chapter 1).

The loss of two base pairs at each end of the proviral DNA is thought to

result from cleavage of the blunt-ended unintegrated viral DNA at a

position two bases removed the 3' end of each strand. If such a

cleavage occurs, our results suggest that it is not coupled to

integration, as most molecules are already recessed before they have

integrated. This issue is discussed in more detail below.

A Function for the MLV IN Protein

As a final experiment, we analyzed the ends of unintegrated linear

viral DNA that was purified from cells which had been infected by an
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integration-defective mutant of MLV (called SF2) that has a frameshift

mutation in the IN coding sequences (Hagino-Yamagashi et al 1987). This

mutant virus is capable of entering cells and reverse transcribing its

genome, but is incapable of establishing a provirus. Unlike the wild

type virus, the 3’ ends of the unintegrated linear DNA made by SF2 are

flush with the 5' ends of the viral DNA, and no recessed molecules can

be detected. Thus the viral IN protein is required for generating the

recessed ends at the 3' ends of unintegrated linear viral DNA,

presumably by cleavage of an initially blunt-ended linear DNA molecule.

An alternative explanation for the behavior of the SF2 virus is that

IN normally causes reverse transcription to terminate two bases short of

full-length synthesis, which would eliminate the requirement for

cleavage. However, one additional experiment supports the idea that

linear viral DNA is initially synthesized as a full-length blunt-ended

molecule. When the ends of unintegrated viral DNA from an

unfractionated population of cytoplasmic molecules were analyzed, a

larger fraction of the 3' ends were unrecessed when compared to the 3'

ends of the gel-purified, full-length linear molecules. We presume that

the other viral DNA molecules present in a cytoplasmic extract are

earlier intermediates in replication. The enrichment for recessed ends

in the full-length product implies a precursor product relationship

where the 3' end is initially flush with the 5' end and is later

processed to its recessed state. The ability of the ASLV IN proteins to

cleave viral DNA in a manner consistent with such a model also supports

this point of view (see Chapter 4).
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The requirement for IN to generate a recessed linear molecule during

an infection is sufficient to explain why it is required for

integration, but the protein may also have additional roles in the

subsequent steps of integration.

A New Model for the Integration of Retroviral DNA

Based upon the experiments summarized in this narrative, we propose

that retroviral integration occurs in the following sequence of events:

(i) Reverse transcription in the cytoplasm generates a blunt-ended

linear DNA molecule. (ii) The viral IN protein cleaves the ends of the

viral DNA to generate a two base recess at each 3' end. (iii) This

recessed linear molecule, upon gaining access to the host genome, is

joined to chromosomal DNA in a strand-exchange reaction that is coupled

to the staggered cleavage of the target site. (iv) Host repair process

remove the protruding 2 bases of viral DNA at each 5' end and fill in

the gap generated by staggered cleavage of the target using the 3' end

of the target DNA as a primer for DNA synthesis. The results we have

obtained which support this scenario are provided in detail in the two

publications that constitute the remainder of this chapter.
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Summary

We have developed a cell-free system for studying the
integration of retroviral DNA. In our assay, amber mu
tations in a bacteriophage A genome that serves as the
target for integration are suppressed by integration of
an MLV derivative that carries the E. coli supf gene.
The structure of the reaction products is that expected
from an authentic MLV integration reaction. Linear vi
ral DNA from the cytoplasm of infected cells serves
as a precursor, though not necessarily the immediate
precursor, to the provirus integrated in vitro. The viral
DNA in the infected cell appears to be tightly as
sociated with the enzymatic machinery required for its
integration. Supercoiling, chromatin structure, tran
scription, and replication are not required of the target
DNA. Since no high-energy cofactor is necessary, the
DNA breakage and joining steps in the integration
reaction are probably coupled.

Introduction

Retroviruses replicate via a complex life cycle, during
which the viral genome undergoes a remarkable series
of information-conserving structural transformations (Var
mus and Swanstrom, 1985). Two essential steps of this cy
cle are the synthesis of a DNA copy of the RNA viral ge
nome and integration of this viral DNA into a chromosome
of the infected cell. The resulting provirus can thereafter
be transmitted and expressed as a stable genetic element
of the host genome and serves as the template for the next
generation of viral RNA. It is in part the ability to integrate
viral DNA into the host chromosome that accounts for the
capacity of retroviruses to cause tumors, in some cases
by carrying a transduced cellular gene into the infected
cell, in others by altering expression of a cellular proto
oncogene (Bishop, 1983).

Early in a retroviral infection, a DNA copy of the viral ge
nome is synthesized in the cytoplasm by the viral reverse
transcriptase. A series of template switches by the poly
merase is required to produce a double-stranded linear
DNA molecule with a terminal redundancy called the long
terminal repeat (LTR). At least some of these linear DNA
molecules enter the nucleus, where some are circularized

by covalently joining their ends to produce a 2-LTR circle.
The novel sequence created at the site of this ligation is
commonly called the circle junction. DNA circles contain
ing a single copy of the LTR (1-LTR circles) are also formed
in the nucleus, perhaps by homologous recombination
between the LTRs of the linear precursor (reviewed by
Varmus and Swanstrom, 1985).

Little is known about the process by which retroviral in
tegration occurs, in part because there has heretofore
been no in vitro system for studying it. Restriction map
ping and direct sequence analysis have shown that the
provirus is colinear with the linear DNA precursor, except
that it always lacks the 2 bp present at each end of the lin
ear precursor (Hughes et al., 1978, 1981; Dhar et al., 1980;
Shimotohno et al., 1980; Majors and Varmus, 1981). Work
on the avian spleen necrosis virus (SNV) has provided evi
dence that a small sequence, found at the circle junction
of the 2-LTR circle, is a site on the viral DNA at which the
integration mechanism can act (Panganiban and Temin,
1983, 1984a). Similarly, for murine leukemia virus (MLV)
there is genetic evidence that specific sequences at the
termini of the LTRs (which, when ligated together, form the
circle junction) are required in cis for correct integration
(Colicelli and Goff, 1985). As in the transposition of both
eukaryotic and prokaryotic transposable elements, in
tegration of retroviral DNA is accompanied by a duplica
tion of the target sequence, producing short direct repeats
that flank the provirus (Shimotohno et al., 1980; Dhar et
al., 1980; Hughes et al., 1981; Majors and Varmus, 1981).
For most retroviruses, integration appears to occur with lit
tle or no target sequence specificity. Other important fea
tures of the target DNA remain undefined. For instance,
it is conceivable that ongoing replication or transcription
or a specific target DNA structure might be essential.

A variety of data suggest that viral DNA cannot serve as
a substrate for normal retroviral integration unless its pres
ence in the cell is established by infection. For example,
introduction of naked viral DNA into a permissive host is
not sufficient for legitimate proviral integration (Luciwet
al., 1984). Even when all the viral proteins necessary for
integration are provided by superinfection, plasmid DNA
containing the MLV circle junction sequence, when intro
duced by means other than retroviral infection, does not
integrate by a retroviral mechanism (Kriegler and Bot
chan, 1983; P Brown, unpublished data). This apparent
confinement of integration activity to authentic viral re
verse transcripts is consistent with a model in which sub
viral structures maintain a high degree of order during
replication. In particular, the product of the 3' end of the
viral pol gene, which has been shown to be required for
integration (Donehower and Varmus, 1984; Schwartzberg
et al., 1984; Panganiban and Temin, 1984b), might be ac
tive only on DNA in a specific subviral nucleoprotein com
plex. Indeed, most of the unintegrated viral DNA produced
by reverse transcription in MLV-infected cells can be iso
lated in stable fast-sedimenting nucleoprotein particles
that also contain virally encoded proteins (B. Bowerman,
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unpublished data). No host cell functions have yet been
identified as essential for integration.

There is accumulating evidence for a close similarity
between retroviral integration and the intracellular trans
position of retrotransposons, a class of eukaryotic trans
posable elements that includes the yeast Ty elements and
the copia family of elements in Drosophila (Varmus, 1983;
Boeke et al., 1985; Shiba and Saigo, 1983; Flavell, 1984).
Compared to retroviral integration after a synchronized in
fection, however, transposition of these endogenous ele
ments is a relatively infrequent event. Retroviral integra
tion is therefore an attractive experimental model for this
closely related process.

We report here our development of the first in vitro sys
tem for studying retroviral integration and its initial appli
cation to defining some key features of MLV integration.

Results

Development of an in Vitro Assay
for Retroviral Integration
We anticipated that an in vitro reaction would initially give
a low yield of integration products. We therefore designed
an assay that exploits a powerful genetic selection in E.
coli (Seed, 1983) to identify these rare events (Figure 1).
The system uses the presence in AgtWES of amber muta
tions in three genes that are required for lytic growth
(Leder et al., 1977). As a consequence, the phage is un
able to make plaques on a lawn of wild-type (sup”) E. coli
but makes plaques with normal efficiency if the Supfam
ber suppressor allele is present. MLVsupf is a fully
replication-competent Moloney MLV derivative that car
ries the E. coli supf gene in its U3 region (Lobel et al.,
1985). We reasoned that integration of an MLVsupf provi
rus into a nonessential region of X gtWES would produce
a recombinant A genome able to suppress its own amber
mutations and thus to make plaques on a nonsuppressor
strain of E. coli.

In designing the assay, we were influenced by evidence
suggesting that an intact subviral particle, containing the
viral DNA, might be crucial for integration. We therefore
chose to provide the MLVsupf DNA in its native state, as
a nucleoprotein complex isolated from acutely infected
cells, rather than as a purified DNA species. Mouse NIH
3T3 cells were infected at high multiplicity with MLVsupf
by cocultivation with a virus-producing cell line. At a time
after infection when proviral integration is known to be oc
curring, the cells were harvested and cell-free nuclear and
cytoplasmic extracts prepared. The extracts contained
unintegrated MLVsupf DNA and the enzymatic machin
ery required for its integration.

The cellular extracts were mixed with Concatemerized
AgtWES DNA in a defined solution and incubated to allow
integration to occur. After extensive digestion with pro
teinase K, the DNA was recovered and packaged into
phage particles in vitro.

-

Overall recovery of the target DNA-recombinant as
well as unreacted—was determined by plating on the
supf E. coli strain KM392. To score for integration of the
MLVsupF provirus, the phage particles were plated on the

supo lacza" strain CC114. The supf gene in the MLV
provirus allows the recombinants specifically to make
plaques on this strain. Because the supf gene also sup
presses the amber mutation in the lacz gene, recom
binant plaques appear blue on our indicator plates (Figure
2). As detailed below, all such blue plaques thus far ana
lyzed arose from A gtWES phage carrying correctly in
tegrated MLVsupf proviruses. The total number of integra
tion events in each reaction was estimated by correcting
the number of blue plaques for efficiency of DNA recovery
and packaging and for the inability to recover viable
phage from integration events that inactivate genes es
sential for lytic growth (see Experimental Procedures). In
a typical experiment, an extract from 4 x 10° cells, con
taining 7 x 107 unintegrated viral DNA molecules, when
incubated with 1.4 mg (3.1 x 1019 genome equivalents) of
target DNA, yielded 4 x 10% blue plaques on CC114, and
2 x 10° total plaques on KM392. This corresponds to an
estimated total of 2 x 10° integration events. That is,
about 0.3% of the total pool of unintegrated viral DNA
present in the extract integrated productively in this in vitro
reaction. Conversely, about 1 in 10° of the X gtWES ge
nomes in the mixture acquired an MLV provirus.

Integration in Vitro Produces a Provirus
of Normal Structure
By design, each plaque counted in our assay represents
a single recombinant clone. These can be readily ampli
fied and their DNA analyzed. We have so far analyzed 33
clones by restriction mapping and Southern blotting. Be
cause the complete sequences of both MLV (Shinnicket
al., 1981) and X (Daniels et al., 1983) are known, the struc
ture of each recombinant clone can be deduced to a reso

lution of about 100 bp by this approach. The principal con
clusions from this analysis are as follows. All clones that
we analyzed contain MLVsupf sequences. The MLV in
serts terminate at or near the ends of the LTRS. No A. Se

quences were detectably gained, lost, or rearranged dur
ing integration. Most of the inserts appear to be complete
intact proviruses; a few have internal deletions, but are ter
minated at each end by normal LTR sequences. Proviral
integrations occurred throughout the region of the A
gtWES genome known to be nonessential for lytic growth,
without any distinct target site or orientation specificity
(Figure 3).

We extended this analysis by sequencing the junctions
between A and proviral DNA from seven of these clones
(Figure 4). In each case, the sequences confirmed that the
in vitro integrated proviruses have the structural charac
teristics of a normal provirus. That is, each provirus lacks
the terminal 2 bp thought to be present at each end of the
unintegrated linear precursor but is otherwise colinear
with the precursor, and it is flanked by a precise 4 bp dupli
cation of the sequence at the target site. The target DNA
is otherwise unmodified and unrearranged.

Subcellular Localization and Structure of the
Active Precursors for Integration in Vitro
In vivo, proviral integration takes place in the nucleus. Fur
thermore, results from experiments with SNV support the
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Infect 3T3 cells with MLV supf
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the In Vitro Integration
Protocol

The supfgene is indicated by the shaded area
in the LTR of MLVsupF. As discussed in Re
sults, the cytoplasmic extract contains only the
linear form of viral DNA, whereas the nuclear
extract contains the 1-LTR and 2-LTR circular
forms as well as the linear form.

>

Recover unreacted A gtWES
as well as recombinants

Figure 2. Assay for Integration of MLV DNA in Vitro
Integration of an MLVsupf provirus into the AgtweS DNA provides a
suppressor for the three amber mutations in the target phage genome.
This allows the recombinant phage to make plaques on the normally
restrictive sup” host. The plaques are blue on this indicator plate be
cause an amber mutation in the host lacz gene is also suppressed by
the supr gene in the provirus.

idea that the 2-LTR circular form of unintegrated viral DNA
is the immediate precursor to the integrated provirus (Pan
ganiban and Temin, 1984a). Circular viral DNA has been
detected only in the nucleus of infected cells (Guntaka et
al., 1976; Varmus and Swanstrom, 1985). We therefore ex
pected that the nuclear extract would be more active than
the cytoplasmic extract in our assay. We were surprised
to find that, in fact, the cytoplasmic extract was more ac
tive (Table 1). In mixing experiments (Table 2), supplemen
tation of the nuclear extract from MLVsupR-infected cells
with cytoplasmic extract from uninfected cells failed to en
hance the activity of the nuclear extract. Nor did nuclear
extract from uninfected cells inhibit the activity of cytoplas
mic extract from MLVsupf-infected cells. These results ar.
gue that the greater activity of the cytoplasmic extract was
not simply due to the presence of stimulatory factors in the
cytoplasm or inhibitory factors in the nuclear extract.

The simplest explanation for this result is that it follows
from the greater abundance of unintegrated viral DNA
molecules in the cytoplasm than in the nucleus. As shown
in Table 1, integration activity is proportional to the quan
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tions with M. DNA were sequenced (Figure 4). The heavy lines indicate regions essential for A growth on a reca host. The positions of several X
genes are indicated as landmarks.
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Figure 4. Sequences at the X-MLV Junctions
The sequences shown correspond to the plus strand of the MLV DNA.
The sequences of the ends of the unintegrated linear form of MLV DNA
are shown at the top, for reference. The boxes enclose the 4 bp se
quence, present in a single copy in the target DNA, that was duplicated
upon MLV integration. Note that in the integrated provirus, the terminal
2 bp of the linear precursor have been lost.

tity of the linear form of viral DNA in the extracts, rather
than the quantity of either the 1-LTR or 2-LTR circles. In
fact, no circular forms of viral DNA were detected in the
cytoplasmic extract by Southern blotting (Table 1 and Fig
ure 5). Calibration of the sensitivity of our Southern blots
using cloned MLV DNA showed that we could have de
tected as few as 4 x 10° circular DNA molecules (Figure
5). Even if circular molecules were present at this level in
the cytoplasmic extract, they would have had to integrate
with an efficiency of greater than 60% to account for the

observed number of recombinants (Table 1). This seems
highly unlikely, given the much lower integration efficien
cy—no more than 4%–calculated for the circular forms
in the nuclear extract, assuming that they are able to inte
grate (Table 1). We therefore conclude that the linear form
of viral DNA can serve as a precursor for integration in
vitro.

Requirements and Optimal Conditions for Integration
A time course of the integration reaction (Figure 6) demon
strates that the yield of recombinant products increases
progressively with continued incubation for about 1 hr.
The apparent decline in the rate of the reaction with time
is probably at least partly due to thermolability of the activ
ity, since activity diminishes appreciably when the cellular
extract is preincubated at 37°C (data not shown).

Table 3 presents the results of our preliminary charac
terization of the conditions that affect MLV integration in
vitro. EDTA abolished activity, implying that a divalent cat
ion is essential; we have not yet tested other divalent cat
ions in place of Mg”. The optimal K" concentration was
about 150 mM, activity was decreased very little at 75 mM
KCl, and was about 10-fold lower at a KCl concentration
of 300 mM. Polyethylene glycol at 5% stimulated activity
4-fold, but was not required. The pH optimum was broad,
extending at least from pH 6.6 to pH 8.6. Roughly equiva
lent activity was observed at an incubation temperature of
30°C or 37°C, but no detectable integration occurred in a
1 hr incubation at 0°C. The yield of recombinants was not
affected by heating the DNA recovered from a reaction to
68°C for 10 min.

Table 1. Comparison of Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extracts

Cytoplasmic Extract Nuclear Extract

Linear DNA molecules 8 x 107
2-LTR circles None detected
1-LTR circles None detected
Pfu on KM392 4.4 x 10°
Pfu on CC114 5.7 x 103
Recombinants 2.5 x 105
Recombinants + linear molecule 3.1 x 10−3
Recombinants + 2-LTR circle >6.2 x 10−"
Recombinants + 1-LTR circle >6.2 x 10"

2 x 107
1.7 x 106
2.6 x 106
1.4 x 108
4.7 x 102
6.7 x 10"
3.3 x 10−3
3.9 x 10-2
2.6 x 10-2

Nuclear and cytoplasmic extracts (100 ul) were prepared from 4 x 10° cells, assayed for unintegrated forms of viral DNA (as shown in Figure
5), and used for integration reactions as described in Experimental Procedures. Calculation of the number of recombinants per reaction was as
described in Experimental Procedures. In the calculations for this table, the correction factor for packaging and plating efficiency (designated "E"
in the formula shown in Experimental Procedures) was 0.13.
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Table 2. Test for Interaction between Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Components

Source of Extracts Pfu on KM392 Pfu on CC114 Recombinants ob

50 ul Infected Cytoplasm
+ 50 ul Uninfected Cytoplasm 4.2 x 10° 2601 1.1 x 105 100

50 ul Infected Cytoplasm
+ 50 ul Uninfected Nuclei 3.4 x 108 4789 2.4 x 105 227

50 ul Infected Nuclei
+ 50 ul Uninfected Nuclei 1.3 x 108 305 4.0 x 10" 36 -

50 ul Infected Nuclei -

+ 50 ul Uninfected Cytoplasm 2.1 x 108 418 3.4 x 10" 31

Preparation of extracts, integation reactions, and calculation of the number of recombinants per reaction were as described in Experimental Proce
dures, except that uninfected cellular extracts were prepared from NIH 3T3 cells that were cultivated in the absence of MLVsupF-producer cells.
For each reaction, extracts were mixed as indicated before addition to the remainder of the reaction mixture. In the right-hand column, results are
expressed as a percent of the number of recombinants obtained with cytoplasmic extracts alone.
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Figure 5. Quantity and Structure of Viral DNA in Nuclear and Cyto
plasmic Extracts
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Viral DNA was prepared from nuclear and cytoplasmic extracts of NIH
3T3 cells that were acutely infected by cocultivation with an MLVsupf
producer line. DNA samples were resolved by agarose gel electropho
resis, then transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. MLV DNA was identified
by hybridization, using as a probe the plasmid p8.2 (a complete, per
muted clone of the MLV 1-LTR circle), labeled by nick translation.
Lanes: (1) viral DNA from 10 ul of cytoplasmic extract; (2) viral DNA
from 40 ul of nuclear extract; (3–8) 160,80, 40, 20, 10, and 5pg, respec
tively, of p8.2 plasmid DNA digested with HindIII to generate 8.2 and
4.3 kb fragments as standards for quantitation. Note that 1 pg of DNA
is equivalent to 1 x 10° copies of full-length viral DNA. The intensities
of the viral DNA bands were compared to the standards in lanes 3–8.
The results, adjusted to represent an extract volume of 100 ul, are
presented in Table 1. In the gel shown here, viral DNA was overloaded
with respect to linears to facilitate quantitation of the circular forms.

Pretreatment of the cell extract for 5 min at 37°C with
SDS and proteinase K or with 5 mM N-ethylmaleimide
abolished activity, whereas pretreatment with RNAase A
had little effect. Thus protein, but probably not RNA, is re
quired for activity.

Assessment of the Nucleotide Requirements for
Activity and Partial Purification of the Active
Nucleoprotein Complex
To assess the role of nucleoside triphosphates in integra
tion, we used Bio-gel A5m (Bio-Rad) gel-exclusion chro

Time in minutes

Figure 6. Time Course of Integration In Vitro
Reaction mixtures were prepared using standard conditions as de
scribed in Experimental Procedures, incubated at 37°C for the times
indicated, then terminated by addition of EDTA and proteinase K.

matography to remove the endogenous triphosphates
from our cell extracts. Using a luciferase assay (Cheer et
al., 1974), we determined that the residual ATP concentra
tion in the column-purified exiract was about 1.5 x 10−9
M. To further assess the completeness of nucleotide
removal, [*PldCTP was mixed with the extract before
loading on the column. Less than one part in 5 x 105
was detectable in the active, excluded volume pool. This
degree of purification also translates into an ATP concen
tration of about 1.5 x 10−9 M, yet no additional ATP was
required for integration when this pool was assayed (Table
3). Furthermore, no other nucleoside triphosphate (NTP)
or deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) was required for
integration when this fractionated extract was used.

Gel-exclusion chromatography through a Bio-gel A5m
column also provided a substantial purification of the in
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Table 3. Conditions Affecting MLV Integration

Condition % of Standard Activity

Standard 100
– Mg, + EDTA <0.2
75 mM KCI 89
300 mM KCI 1 ;
- PEG 24

pH 6.6, PIPES 119
pH 8.6, Tris 83
30°C Incubation 107
0°C Incubation <0.2
+ Proteinase K, SDS <0.1
+5 mM N-ethylmaleimide <2
+ RNAase A 78
Heated to 68°C after reaction 93
– ATP, rNTP, creatine phosphate 216
- ATP, rNTP, dnTP, creatine phosphate 200
+ pSPCJ, 10% copies 78
Naked MLVsupf DNA

+ wt MLV-infected cell extract 0.04a
MLVsupF producer cell extract alone <0.02

Except for the indicated modifications, reaction conditions were as
described in Experimental Procedures. For most of the conditions test
ed, reactions were performed in duplicate or triplicate, in parallel with
duplicate or triplicate reactions using standard conditions. The num
ber of recombinant plaques scored from each set of standard reac
tions ranged from 338 to 6272, and except where the yield was less
than 2% of standard, between 66 and 7340 recombinant plaques were
scored from each of the reactions using modified conditions.
*1 recombinant plaque was observed, not yet structurally characterized.

tegration activity away from most of the proteins in the ex
tract, giving a roughly 100-fold increase in specific activity.
All the recovered integration activity (at least 10% of the
activity loaded) chromatographed with the viral DNA in the
excluded volume, corresponding to a molecular weight
greater than 5 x 10°. This finding supports the notion
that the machinery required for retroviral integration is
normally stably associated with the DNA to be integrated,
perhaps as a subviral particle (B. Bowerman et al., unpub
lished data).

Such a model is also supported by the apparent inabil
ity of the putative integration machinery to interact with an
alogues of the unintegrated viral DNA (Table 3). Naked
MLVsupf DNA, isolated from either the cytoplasm or nu
cleus of infected cells, was not efficiently integrated even
when mixed with cytoplasmic extract from wild-type MLV
infected cells. Furthermore, there was little or no inhibition
of integration by up to 100 copies of a plasmid, pSPCJ,
containing the MLV circle junction sequence.

Discussion

We have developed an extremely sensitive in vitro system
for studying retroviral integration. Starting with 3 x 10"
target genomes of bacteriophage A DNA, we can gener
ally detect a signal (i.e., blue plaques) from any reaction
that yields 100 or more MLV A recombinants. The effi
ciency of the in vitro reaction under standard conditions
is such that between 0.2% and 1% of the retroviral DNA
molecules in a cellular extract become integrated into A
DNA during a 1 hr incubation. Thus a typical experiment

starting with an extract from 4 x 10° cells, containing
about 5 x 107 viral DNA molecules, yields more than 105
recombinants, of which over 1000 can be recovered as
blue plaques. Our assay is highly specific. Under our stan
dard reaction conditions, the only recombination event we
have seen giving rise to a blue plaque in this assay
produces a provirus whose structure accurately dupli
cates that of an in vivo provirus.

The molecular structure of the junction between an MLV
provirus and host DNA is distinctive (Dhar et al., 1980;
Shoemaker et al., 1981). All of the in vitro recombinants
that we analyzed showed this same characteristic struc
ture. It seems quite unlikely that an artifactual mechanism
could account for this consistent pattern. We therefore
conclude that retrovirus integration in our in vitro system
accurately mimics the in vivo integration mechanism.

The yield of recombinant products increases progres
sively during incubation of X gtWES DNA with the active
cell extract. When the cell extract is pretreated with SDS
and proteinase K or N-ethylmaleimide, or if the incubation
is performed on ice or in the presence of EDTA, integration
activity is abolished. Thus the recombination event occurs
during the incubation of the X gtWES DNA target with the
cell extract and is dependent upon protein and a divalent
cation. The recombinant product is stable to extensive
proteolysis, followed by phenol and chloroform extraction
and heating to 68°C in water for 10 min. The junction
formed between provirus and A DNA during the incuba
tion with cell extract is therefore protein-independent and
probably covalent, presumably a normal 3'-5' phos
phodiester bond.

Characteristics of the DNA Target
for Proviral Integration
Since naked, linear (relaxed) DNA could act as a target for
integration, using an extract that contained no detectable
histones (data not shown), the DNA target for integration
need be neither supercoiled nor assembled as chromatin.
It remains possible, however, that a supercoiled or other
wise modified DNA molecule might be a preferred target
for integration. The lack of a requirement for dNTPs or
rNTPs implies that neither transcription nor extensive
DNA replication per se is required for covalent linkage of
the provirus to the target DNA. Clearly, generation of the
flanking 4 bp repeat requires DNA synthesis, but forma
tion of a stable linkage between provirus and target DNA
does not. Thus we propose that the initial covalent linkage
at each junction is on one strand only and that its forma
tion is not intrinsically coupled with DNA synthesis (Figure
7). The DNA synthesis required to produce the mature
double-stranded structure of the flanking repeat can
presumably take place in E. coli after infection with the ini
tial recombinant phage.

It is interesting that experiments in vivo show that in
tegration occurs at least preferentially in cells that are ac
tively replicating their DNA (Varmus et al., 1977). Perhaps,
in the cell, replication physically exposes the DNA to the
integration machinery—unnecessary with our naked DNA
target. Alternatively, factors present only during S phase
may be required. Since our extracts from unsynchronized
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cells are competent for integration, the apparent require
ment for DNA synthesis in vivo cannot be a reflection of
inhibitory factors specific to other phases of the cell cycle.

The in vitro reaction showed no apparent target se
quence specificity. No consistent features could be identi
fied in the sequences surrounding the integration sites.
Furthermore, the integration sites appear to be randomly
distributed throughout the dispensable portion of the X
gtWES genome. This observation is similar to the results
others have reported from analysis of in vivo proviruses
(Varmus, 1983). However, it has been suggested that, in
vivo, retroviral DNA preferentially integrates in the up
stream portion of actively transcribed genes or near
DNAase-hypersensitive sites (Rohdewohld et al., 1987).
Moreover, there is evidence that not all regions of the ge
nome are equally favored for integration in vivo (King et
al., 1985). The bias in target-site selection in vivo may re
flect differences in accessibility of DNA in vivo, not dupli
cated with the naked target DNA in our in vitro system. Al
ternatively, there may be a subtle sequence selectivity not
detected in our analysis. The possibility that nicks or gaps
or other modifications of the target DNA are required for
integration remains to be investigated.

The Precursor to the Integrated Provirus
Only the linear form of viral DNA was detectable in the
cytoplasm, yet the cytoplasm was a better source of active
proviral precursors than the nucleus. Furthermore, in

tegration activity in various cell extracts paralleled the
quantity of linear viral DNA in the extracts, rather than the
quantity of either of the circular forms. Thus the linear MLV
DNA appears to be active as a precursor for integration in
vitro, just as it is in vivo. We have not, however, determined
whether the linear DNA structure is the immediate precur
sor to the integrated provirus, or whether it must first be
circularized.

The results of Panganiban and Temin (1984a) with SNV
would imply that integration can occur in vivo via a 2-LTR
circular intermediate. Since circular forms are found only
in the nucleus (Figure 5 and Table 1), a factor or condition
restricted to the nucleus may be required for circulariza
tion to occur. However, in our in vitro system, integration
was efficiently carried out by the cytoplasmic extract and
was not greatly stimulated by addition of nuclear extract.
A simple explanation for this result would be that circulari
zation of the viral DNA is not required for integration in our
system. Alternatively, if circularization is required, our
findings could indicate contamination of the cytoplasmic
extract with a small but sufficient amount of nuclear con
tents. It is also possible that the apparent requirement for
entry into the nucleus before circularization can occur
might actually reflect a requirement for target DNA as a
cofactor in this process. Such a requirement would be
satisfied in our in vitro system, without the need to supply
nuclear extract. Experiments are in progress to determine
whether circularization of the linear DNA occurs in our in
vitro system.
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What is the Source of Energy for Formation
of the New Covalent Bonds in Integration?
Integration necessarily depends on the formation of new
phosphodiester bonds linking the provirus to the host
DNA. Many precedents can be found among simple
recombination mechanisms for a concerted breakage and
rejoining reaction, requiring no external energy source
(e.g., Reed and Grindley, 1981; Vetter et al., 1983). How
ever, formation of the bacteriophage Mu transposition
intermediate—of the biochemically characterized recom
bination reactions, perhaps the most similar to retroviral
integration—appears to require ATP (Mizuuchi, 1983).

Our results strongly suggest that MLV integration does
not require added ATP or indeed any other energy-pro
viding cofactor. Phosphodiester bond exchange via a pro
tein–DNA intermediate in a concerted DNA breakage and
joining event could obviate any requirement for an ex
ternal energy source in integration per se (Reed and
Grindley, 1981; Craig and Nash, 1983; Gronostajski and
Sadowski, 1985). We therefore favor this concerted mech
anism for integration over one involving uncoupled DNA
cleavage and ligation steps.

The source of energy for formation of the new bonds
when the linear viral DNA is converted into a 2-LTR circle
is less apparent, since in this conversion there is a net in
crease in phosphodiester bonds (Figure 7A). Thus if the
linear viral DNA can be integrated only via a 2-LTR circular
intermediate, we have a paradox. We are examining four
hypotheses that might resolve the paradox. First, the lin
ear DNA rather than the 2-LTR circle could be the direct
precursor to the integrated MLV provirus (Figure 7B). This
may seem unlikely in view of the previously cited results of
Panganiban and Temin (1984a), but it is worth noting that
their results do not exclude the possibility that the linear
form might be a direct precursor. Indeed, as these two
forms differ only in the two bonds directly at the circle
junction, they might not be distinguished by the integra
tion machinery. Second, the linear DNA precursor might
not be flush-ended as previously postulated, but might
bear single-strand extensions that are lost by phos
phodiester bond exchange in forming the 2-LTR circle.
Third, the ends of the linear DNA, as isolated in our cell
extracts, could already be “charged" by a high-energy
bond, for example, by adenylation or by a protein-DNA
bond. Fourth, the energy for ligation could be stored in a
preformed ligase-adenylate intermediate, as has been
demonstrated for other DNA ligase reactions (Weiss and
Richardson, 1967). Our gel-exclusion chromatography
results imply that such a protein, if it exists, would have to
be intrinsic to the nucleoprotein complex that contains the
viral DNA.

Applications
The availability of the in vitro system described here al
lows us now to begin to isolate and purify the components
required for retroviral integration. We are currently inves
tigating the structure of a subviral nucleoprotein complex
that appears to be an active intermediate in MLV integra
tion (B. Bowerman et al., unpublished data). We have al
ready been able to obtain a 100-fold purification (in activity

per mg of protein) by gel-exclusion chromatography. As an
alternative approach to identifying or confirming the iden
tity of essential activities, antibodies or chemical inhibitors
directed against defined viral or cellular proteins can be
tested for their effects on integration in vitro.

Conversely, our assay can be used to screen for agents
that specifically block the integration (or circularization) of
retroviral DNA. Inhibitory factors of interest include the
cellular components that mediate FV-1 restriction of MLV
host range (Jolicoeur, 1979) or interferon-induced block
ade of provirus establishment (Morris and Burke, 1979), as
well as synthetic compounds. Indeed, application of this as
say to pathogenic retroviruses—for instance, the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)—may be a useful approach
to screening for a new class of antiviral agents.

We are currently working to develop a direct, physical
assay for retroviral integration. Such an assay would be
more rapid and economical than the one we have de
scribed here and, more importantly, would allow the direct
detection of intermediates in the integration process. A
physical assay appears quite feasible, at least for MLV,
given the high efficiency of integration in vitro.

Experimental Procedures

Strains
E. coli KM392 (supf hsdR-, hsdM'), a lac derivative of LE392, was
obtained from T. St. John. E. coli CC114 (sup”, lacz", recat, hsdR-,
hsdM*) and MLVsupf (called MLVin31sull■ in Lobel et al., 1985) were
provided by Steve Goff.

Target DNA
A gtweS phage was purified by banding in a CsCl density gradient,
and DNA was isolated as described in Maniatis et al. (1982). DNA was
concatemerized by ligation at 37°C overnight at a DNA concentration
of 150–200 ug/ml, using T4 DNA ligase (IBI) in the reaction mix
provided by the manufacturer. The reactions were stopped with EDTA
and heated to 68°C for 15 minto inactivate the ligase. For experiments
in which ATP-free DNA was required, E. coli DNA ligase (NEB) was
substituted, and the ligation mix was as recommended by the manu
facturer. Alternatively, ATP was removed (to <1 nM), after ligation with
T4 DNA ligase, by dialysis, followed by phenol extraction and ethanol
precipitation.

Cellular Extracts
Cells (10°) of an MLVsupf-producing NIH 3T3 line were plated to
gether with 4 x 10° uninfected NIH 3T3 cells in a 100 mm dish, in
DMEM with 10% fetal calf serum and 8 ug/ml polybrene. Twenty-four
hours after plating, the cells were harvested by trypsinization, washed
once with buffer A (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 74; 225 mM KCI, 5 mM MgCl2,
1 mM DTT 20 ug|ml aprotinin), and then lysed in 250 ul per dish of
buffer A + 0.025% digitonin (from a 5% stock in DMSO). The lysate
was centrifuged at 1000 x g for 3 min. The nuclear pellet from this spin
was resuspended in 250 ul per dish of buffer A, gently broken in a ball
bearing homogenizer, and then centrifuged at 8000 rpm in a JA-20 ro
tor for 20 min to pellet chromatin. The supernatant, designated "nu
clear extract" contained unintegrated linear and circular viral DNA,
and was largely free of chromosomal DNA.

The supernatant from the initial low-speed spin of the cell lysate was
centrifuged at 8000 rpm in a JA-20 rotor for 20 min. The supernatant
from this spin, designated "cytoplasmic extract" contained full-length
linear viral DNA as well as subgenomic intermediates in DNA synthe
sis. Extracts retained activity for at least several weeks when adjusted
to 8% sucrose, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −70°C.

For some experiments, gel-exclusion column chromatography was
used to remove ATP and other small molecules from the extract. Two
milliliters of extract was loaded onto a 40 ml (20 cm) column of Biogel
A5m (Bio-Rad), equilibrated with buffer A, and chromatographed at a
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flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. The excluded volume absorbance peak was
pooled. ATP in the extract was assayed using firefly lantern extract
(Sigma), as described in Cheer et al. (1974).

Integration Reactions
Integration reactions were carried out in a total volume of 150 ul. in 1.5
ml microfuge tubes, and contained, except where noted (including the
components of buffer A, provided by the cell extract), 100 ulcell extract
(cytoplasmic or nuclear); 1.4 lig concatemerized).gtweS DNA; 20 mM
HEPES, pH 76, 6 mM Tris-HCl, pH 74; 150 mM KCI; 5 mM MgCl2:
1.25 mM ATP; 50 um each of UTP CTP and GTP; 100 um each of dATP
dGTP, dCTP and dTTP; 10 mM creatine phosphate; 1 mM DTT, 13
ug/ml aprotinin; and 5% polyethylene glycol 8000. The order of addi
tion was the following: 15 ul 10x cocktail, 10 ul target DNA solution,
100 ul cell extract, mixed well; and 25 u! 30% polyethylene glycol.
Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 1 hr. then stopped by addition
of 12 ul of a solution of 250 mM EDTA, 0.5% proteinase K.

Scoring Integration
After incubation, reaction mixtures were subjected to proteolysis at
37°C for 24 hr, then diluted with 160 u■ of 0.4% SDS, incubated at 37°C
for an additional 24 hr, and finally diluted with 160 ul of a solution con
taining 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 74), 1 mM EDTA, and 600 mM. NaCl. Ex
tractions were performed gently with CHCl2, then with phenol, then
twice with CHCl3:phenol::1:1, then with CHCl3. The DNA was then re
covered by ethanol precipitation, washed twice with 70% ethanol,
resuspended overnight in 4 ul water, and packaged in vitro into phage
particles, using Gigapack Gold packaging extract (Stratagene).

To select for provirus-containing recombinants, the phage particles
were plated on a lawn of CC114. Recombinant phage containing the
MLVsupF provirus produce blue plaques on IPTG/X-Gal plates. Since
MLV DNA has an unmodified Ecok restriction site, the plating effi
ciency for the recombinants on the hsdR strain CC114 is about three
times higher than on the hsdR' strain LG75. DNA recovery and pack
aging efficiency were assessed by plating on a lawn of the supf strain
KM392. The absolute number of recombinants produced in each reac
tion was calculated as (A/B) x (C/D) x E, where A = the number of
blue plaques on CC114, B = the number of plaques on KM392, C =
the number of AgtwBS genomes in 1.4 ug of DNA (3.1 x 10"), D =
the fraction of the AgtWES genomes that can tolerate an insertion (es
timated by examining the genetic map of X gtWES to be 0.27). To con
trol for differences in packaging and plating efficiencies between the
provirus-containing recombinant phage genomes (50 kb) and unre
combined A gtWES (40 kb), defined amounts of DNA from X gtWES
and an MLVsupF-X gtWES recombinant were ligated together, then
packaged and plated in parallel with experimental samples. E= the ra
tio between the efficiencies with which unreacted A gtWES and the
recombinants were recovered as plaques.

DNA Analysis
Plaque amplification, A DNA isolation, Southern blotting, and subclon
ing were performed using standard methods (Maniatiset al., 1982). Fil
ter hybridizations followed the method of Church and Gilbert (1984).
With repeated amplification of the provirus-containing recombinant
phage, deletion derivatives are recovered in which the unique portion
of the provirus is lost by recombination between the LTRs. Sequence
analysis was by the dideoxy method (Sanger et al., 1977).
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ABSTRACT An essential step in the life cycle of a retro
virus is the integration of a DNA copy of the viral genome into
a host cell chromosome. We have analyzed the structure of the
initial covalent product of an in vitro retroviral integration
reaction and determined the structure of the ends of the
unintegrated linear viral DNA molecules present in vivo in cells
infected with murine leukemia virus (MLV). Our results lead
to the following conclusions: (i) Circularization of viral DNA
plays no role in integration. The direct precursor to the
integrated MLV provirus is a linear molecule. (ii) The initial
step in the integration reaction is probably a cleavage that
removes the terminal 2 bases from each 3' end of the viral DNA.
This cleavage depends on a virally encoded protein, IN, that
has previously been shown genetically to be required for
integration. (iii) The resulting viral 3' ends are joined to target
DNA to form the initial recombination intermediate.

Retroviruses are ubiquitous pathogens. Consequences of
retroviral infection in humans include AIDS, leukemia,
lymphoma, and degenerative diseases of the central nervous
system. To multiply, a retrovirus must synthesize a DNA
copy of its RNA genome and integrate the viral DNA into a
chromosome of the infected host cell. The integrated viral
genome, or provirus, is thereafter transmitted as a stable
element of the host genome. The provirus provides the
sequences required in cis for its own expression and the
template for the next generation of viral RNA (1).

Soon after a retrovirus enters the cytoplasm of its host cell,
the viral reverse transcriptase synthesizes a terminally re
dundant double-stranded linear DNA copy of the viral
genome. The terminal redundancies are called long terminal
repeats (LTRs). These linear DNA molecules enter the
nucleus, where some are circularized by covalently joining
their ends to produce molecules called 2-LTR circles. The
sequence created at the site of this ligation is called the circle
junction. Both the linear molecule and the 2-LTR circle are
reasonable candidates for the ultimate precursor to the
integrated provirus. Which of these topological forms is
actually used for integration?

In one experiment, the circle junction sequence of Spleen
necrosis virus (SNV), when inserted at an internal site in the
SNV genome, appeared able to serve as a viral attachment
site for integration (2). This result pointed to the 2-LTR circle
as the ultimate precursor in SNV integration. However,
results of an analogous experiment with murine leukemia
virus (MLV) do not support the 2-LTR circle as the proximal
precursor in MLV integration (L. Lobel, J. Murphy, and S.
Goff, personal communication).

We have investigated the mechanism of retroviral integra
tion by using an in vitro system that faithfully reproduces the
in vivo integration reaction (3). In vitro, the linear form of
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unintegrated viral DNA can serve as a precursor to the
integrated MLV provirus (3). It does not follow that the
immediate precursor is linear, since the linear molecule
could, in principle, be covalently circularized in vitro prior to
integration.

Our results in vitro led us to reinvestigate the possibility
that the direct precursors to integrated proviruses might be
linear molecules. In this report, we use a detailed analysis of
the structure of the viral DNA ends in the unintegrated
precursor and the initial covalent integration product to show
that the immediate precursor to the integrated provirus is a
linear molecule. We can also deduce from our data the
polarity of the initial bonds between viral and target DNA,
the probable source of the energy for formation of these initial
bonds, and a specific role for the viral IN protein in preparing
the viral DNA ends for integration. A similar analysis of a
MLV integration intermediate has recently been reported (4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General Methods. General methods were as described (5).
Strand-specific probes were prepared as described (6). Elec
troblotting onto nylon membranes, crosslinking, and hybrid
izations were as described (7).

Defining the Ends of Unintegrated Linear MLV DNA.
Sixteen hours after infection, MLVsupf (8) DNA was iso
lated from the cytoplasm of infected cells (3), and full-length
linear [=9.2 kilobases (kb)] molecules were purified by
agarose gel electrophoresis. This DNA was digested with Pvu
II or Sac I (New England Biolabs), denatured, and electro
phoresed through a 6% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel. Se
quencing ladders were prepared using as templates single
stranded M13mplS phage DNA containing a cloned copy of
either the plus or minus strand of the MLV supf LTR (8), or
the Xba I/Xba I circle junction fragment from p8.8 (9), cloned
in pSP64. The primers matched the known (Fig. 1 C and D)
or predicted (Fig. 1 A and B) 5’ ends of the DNA fragments
being measured. The primers were as follows: (A) pa/AT
GAAAG ACCCCCGCTGAC; (B) pa/ATGAAAGACCC
CACCTGTA; (C) pCAATAAAAGAGCCCAC; (D) pCTG
TTCCATCTGTTCCTGA. After electrophoresis, the re
solved DNA fragments were electroblotted to nylon filters
(NEN Genescreen) and detected by hybridization using
strand-specific probes for the MLVsupf LTR.

Preparation of Unintegrated DNA from the SF2 Mutant
Virus. A molecular clone of Moloney MLV DNA, containing
the SF2 mutation (10), but otherwise identical to wild-type
[clone 1 (11)] MLV was transfected into NIH 3T3 mouse
fibroblasts. Supernatant virus was used to infect fresh NIH

Abbreviations: MLV, murine leukemia virus; LTR, long terminal
repeat: SNV, spleen necrosis virus; ASLV, avian retrovirus; RFI.
replicative form I.
*Present address: Departments of Pediatrics and Biochemistry,
Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA 94.305.
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Fig. 1. Defining the ends of unintegrated linear MLV DNA. Full-length MLVsupf DNA molecules were purified from the cytoplasm of
infected cells, digested with Pyu II (B and D) or Sac I (A and C), denatured, and electrophoresed through a 6% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel.
Sequencing ladders prepared from cloned copies of the viral DNA ends served as size markers. Resolved DNA fragments were transferred to
nylon filters and detected by hybridization using strand-specific probes for the LTR. The origins of the DNA fragments analyzed in each panel
are indicated in the diagram at bottom (only the restriction sites nearest the ends are shown). In A, B, C, and Da the lane marked V contains
viral DNA, and the lanes marked G, A, T, and C contain the corresponding sequencing reactions. Arrowheads point to the viral DNA fragments.
The interpretation of the sequencing ladder is shown to one side. (Db) The effect of treatment of the viral DNA with avian myeloblastosis virus
reverse transcriptase (Boehringer Mannheim) + TTP (dATP, dCTP, and d(JTP were omitted) (lane +). Untreated viral DNA is in lane -.

3T3 cells. Cytoplasmic viral DNA molecules were recovered
16 hr after infection.

Physical Assay for Retroviral Integration. Reactions were
as described (3), except that dºx replicative form I (RFI) DNA
was used as target instead of Agt WES DNA. DNA products
were recovered (3) and digested with Pyu II and then
electrophoresed through a 0.7% agarose gel. Resolved DNA
fragments were blotted to a nylon filter (HybondN),
crosslinked to the filter with UV light, and then detected by
hybridization with a *P-labeled probe.

Analysis of the Free Viral DNA End in an Integration
Intermediate. Integration-competent nucleoprotein com
plexes were purified from a cytoplasmic extract by Bio-Gel
A5m chromatography (3). Integration reactions used dºx RFI
DNA as a target. Products were digested with Pvu II and
electrophoresed through a 0.7% agarose (Seaplaque) gel. The
6.1-kb recombinant molecules containing the junctions be
tween viral and target DNA were recovered from the gel,
denatured, and electrophoresed through a 6% polyacryl
amide/7 M urea gel. Unintegrated linear viral DNA was
digested with Pvu II, denatured, and electrophoresed in
neighboring lanes. Resolved DNA fragments were blotted to
a nylon filter and detected by hybridization.

RESULTS

Structure of the Ends of Unintegrated Linear Viral DNA
Molecules. Whether they are joined directly to target DNA or
first joined to one another to form a 2-LTR circle, the ends
of the unintegrated linear viral DNA molecules participate
directly in an essential step in retroviral integration. Further
more, their structure is fundamental to our analysis of the role
of circularization in the integration process. Therefore, we
isolated linear viral DNA molecules from the cytoplasm of
MLVsupf-infected cells (3) and determined the structure of
their ends of an indirect sequencing method. Bands corre
sponding to each strand of each of the terminal restriction
fragments were resolved by electrophoresis and identified by
their alignment with an adjacent sequencing ladder (Fig. 1).
Our conclusions are illustrated in Fig. 2. The left and right
ends of the viral DNA molecule are essentially identical. At
each end, the 5'-terminal base corresponds to the first
nucleotide (deoxyadenosine) that is joined to the RNA primer
at the start of plus or minus strand DNA synthesis (1). The
3' termini are heterogeneous, with the most abundant pop

ulation (generally ~90% of the total) terminating 2 bases
short of the 5' end, as illustrated in Fig. 2, thus matching the
boundaries of the integrated provirus. The recessed 3' ends
could be filled in completely by avian myeloblastosis virus
reverse transcriptase in the presence of dTTP (Fig. 1Db),
establishing that the ends have unblocked 3'-OH groups and
confirming that the missing bases are both thymidines. The
remainder of the 3' ends terminate flush with, or 1 base short
of, the corresponding 5' ends. The 2-base-recessed structure,
henceforth called structure 1, is particularly intriguing since
it matches a predicted intermediate in the integration reac
tion, as discussed below.

The IN Protein Is Required for Formation of a Recessed 3'
End. Viruses with mutations in the 3' portion of the pol gene
can carry out the early steps of the viral life cycle, from
transcription of the provirus through DNA synthesis and
nuclear entry, but their integration is markedly impaired, and
replication is blocked (9, 10, 12). The protein encoded by this
domain is called IN. To define the function of IN more
precisely, we investigated the effect of the SF2 mutation, a
frameshift mutation in the IN coding region of MLV (10), on
the structure of the ends of linear viral DNA molecules (Fig.
3). As also shown in Fig. 1, the 3' ends of most wild-type
MLV DNA molecules were recessed by 2 bases from the 5’
end (Fig. 3, lane 2). In contrast, the 3' ends of almost all
unintegrated SF2 DNA molecules were flush with the 5'
ends, and the band corresponding to a 2-base recess was
undetectable (lane 3). Thus, the IN protein is required for
formation of the recessed 3' end.

What is the role of the IN protein in generating the recessed
3' end? One possibility is that it directs termination of DNA
synthesis at a point 2 bases short of the end of the template.

|
AATGAAAGAccoc--- ---GGGGTcTTTcA*
to ACTTTCTGGGG--- ---CCCCAGAAAGTAA

Fig. 2. The ends of unintegrated MLV DNA molecules. In cells
infected with wild-type MLV, most of the unintegrated linear DNA
molecules have the structure shown. The 5' ends extend 2 bases
beyond the boundaries of the integrated provirus (indicated by
vertical lines). The 3' ends are recessed by 2 bases, terminating
precisely at the 3'-OH group that is ultimately joined to target DNA.
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1 2 3

FIG. 3. Ends of unintegrated viral DNA molecules from wild
type and IN MLV. Cytoplasmic viral DNA molecules were har
vested 16 hr after infection with wild-type (11) (lanes 1 and 2) or SF2
mutant (lane 3) Moloney MLV. Total cytoplasinic DNA (lane 1) or
purified full-length (8.8 kb) linear viral DNA molecules (lanes 2 and
3) were analyzed. DNA was digested with Sac I, denatured, then
electrophoresed and electroblotted. Filters were hybridized with a
non-strand-specific probe specific for the MLV LTR. The upper
band in each lane corresponds to the right 5' end of the viral DNA,
and the lower cluster of bands corresponds to the right 3' end. The
band indicated by the open arrowhead corresponds to the 2
base-recessed 3' end typical of wild-type viral DNA (structure 1); the
band indicated with the solid arrowhead corresponds to a 3’ end that
is flush with the 5' end. Bands representing the 3' and 5' ends are well
separated because Sac I cuts DNA with a 4-base stagger, with the 5’
end recessed.

Alternatively, DNA synthesis could continue unimpeded to
the end of the template, producing a flush-ended molecule
from which the 3'-terminal dinucleotide is subsequently
removed in a reaction that depends on IN. We favor the latter
hypothesis for two reasons. First, 3' ends recessed by 2 bases
are more frequent in purified full-length linear molecules than
in an unfractionated population of viral DNA molecules from
an infected cell cytoplasm (Fig. 3, lanes 1 and 2). Although
the structures of the other DNA molecules in the unfraction
ated population are not known in detail, they are presumed
to be intermediates in viral DNA synthesis. The fact that,
compared to its precursors, the ultimate product of viral
DNA synthesis is enriched for the 2-base-recessed 3' end
implies that the recessed end is the result of a late processing
event. Second, enzymological analyses of the IN protein
from avian retroviruses (ASLV) point to the possibility of a
role for this protein in preparing the viral 3' end for integra
tion (1, 13, 14). The ASLV IN protein has an endonuclease
activity that yields products terminated by a 5'-P and 3'-OH.
The ends of linear ASLV DNA have not been investigated as
substrates for this endonuclease activity, but under some
conditions model substrates containing the ASLV circle
junction are cleaved preferentially to expose the precise
3'-OH group expected to be joined to target DNA. Taken
together, these data and our results are most consistent with
a model in which the 2-base recess results from cleavage of
the 3' end of the viral DNA molecule by the IN protein.

Deducing the Topology of the Viral DNA Precursor and
Polarity of the Initial Linkage. Based on existing knowledge
of the structure of the integrated provirus, the DNA target,
and the putative viral DNA precursors, one can outline a
plausible reaction pathway invoking either the linear viral
DNA molecule or the 2-LTR circular form as the proximal
precursor to the integrated provirus (Fig. 4) (3, 9). In pathway
A, the proximal precursor is the 2-LTR circle (1A), formed by
ligation of the ends of the linear molecule. In pathway B, the
linear viral DNA molecule (1B) is itself the substrate for
integration. In the DNA breakage and joining steps, viral and
target DNA strands are broken at the sites marked by
arrowheads. The 3'-OH ends of the viral DNA are then joined
to the corresponding 5'-P ends of the target DNA. The cuts
in the viral and target DNA molecules do not need to occur
in concert, but the joining reaction is probably coupled to
cleavage of the target DNA, as discussed below. In the
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resulting intermediate (2A or 2B), the provirus is flanked by
short gaps that are the precursors to the flanking repeats in
the final product. DNA synthesis primed by the 3'-OH on the
target side of the gap can initiate repair to yield the mature
integrated provirus. DNA breakage and joining with the
opposite polarity, joining an overhanging 3' end at the target
site to a recessed 5' end produced by cleavage of the viral
DNA, is also mechanistically plausible.

In the gapped initial product of the integration reaction, the
expected structure of the free viral DNA end differs depend
ing on whether the ultimate precursor is linear or a 2-LTR
circle (Fig. 4, 2A and 2B). In pathway A, this free end is
longer by 2 bases than its counterpart in the linear precursor.
These 2 extra bases are covalently joined to the end in the
circularization step and left attached when the viral DNA is
cleaved 2 bases to one side of the circle junction. In pathway
B, the free viral DNA end in the gapped intermediate is
identical to the corresponding end of the linear precursor,
having never been covalently modified. The strict depen
dence of the structure of this intermediate on the topology of
its precursor allows us to deduce the topology of the
precursor by comparing the free viral DNA ends in the
gapped intermediate with their counterparts in the uninte
grated linear molecule.

Our previous work used a genetic assay to detect the
products of retroviral integration in vitro (3). This assay was
highly sensitive and allowed us to determine the sequences at
the junctions between viral and target DNA in the cloned
products of the integration reaction. However, it did not
allow us to examine intermediates in the reaction. We have
therefore developed physical methods that enable us to
detect and characterize these intermediates.

In one such assay, we used gel electrophoresis to separate
the products of the integration reaction from unintegrated
viral DNA molecules (Fig. 5). In the experiment shown in
Fig. 5, the target for integration was dx RFI DNA. By
carrying out the integration reaction in the absence of
nucleotides, using nuclease-free preparations of integration
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FIG. 5. Physical assay for retroviral integration. Expected struc
ture of a recombinant molecule produced by integration of MLV
supf into dºx RFI DNA. Pyu II cuts at several sites in MLV supf
DNA (tick marks perpendicular to the circular map), but does not cut
dºx RFI. Reactions using b)& RFI DNA as the target for integration
(lane 1) or no target DNA (lane 2) were carried out as described in
Materials and Methods. After stopping the DNA reaction (lane 2),
dºx RFI DNA was added prior to recovery of the DNA products.
DNA from each reaction (lanes l and 2) or an equivalent amount of
DNA isolated directly from the cytoplasmic extract without any
incubation (lane 3) were digested with Pvu II and then electropho
resed through a 0.7% agarose gel. Resolved DNA fragments were
transferred to a nylon filter and detected by hybridization with a
*P-labeled probe specific for the LTR. HindIII fragments of A DNA
served as size markers. The electrophoretic mobility of the upper
band, seen only in lane 1, indicates a size of 6.1 kb, the sum of the
size of bX RFI plus the two terminal Pyu II fragments of MLVsupf.
As illustrated in the accompanying diagram, this corresponds to a
novel restriction fragment produced by integration of MLVsupf into
dºx RF1. The lower band, present in all three lanes, corresponds to
the 1.7-kb Pyu II fragment from either integrated or unintegrated
viral DNA molecules. Smaller fragments and fragments lacking LTR
sequences are not visualized in this blot.

competent viral nucleoprotein complexes prepared by gel
exclusion chromatography (3), we can recover intact the
initial covalent product of the integration reaction (Fig. 4
structure 2A or 2B). After digestion of the reaction products
with Pvu II, a recombinant fragment containing the junctions
between MLV and target DNA is resolved from the internal
MLV fragments, and more importantly from the unintegrated
MLV ends, by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 5, Lane 1).
This recombinant fragment was purified by agarose gel
electrophoresis, denatured, and electrophoresed through a
denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Unintegrated MLV supf
DNA, similarly digested with Pvu II and denatured, was
electrophoresed in an adjacent lane to allow direct compar
ison of the lengths of the terminal Pvu II fragments from the
integrated and unintegrated viral DNA molecules. The re
solved fragments were transferred to a nylon filter and
detected by hybridization with radioactive probes (Fig. 6) (7).
By probing successively with probes specific for the plus and
minus strands of viral DNA, we could also determine the
polarity of the linkage. Fig. 6A shows the pattern of hybrid
ization with probes recognizing both DNA strands. Whereas
bands representing both the 3' and 5' fragments from each
end of the viral DNA are visible in the lanes containing
unintegrated viral DNA (lanes 1 and 2) only a single band
from each viral DNA end (open arrowheads) is visible in the
lanes containing the isolated recombination intermediate
(lanes 3 and 4). The bands from the recombination interme
diate (open arrowheads) comigrate precisely with the bands
representing the 5'-terminal fragment from each end of the
unintegrated linear molecule (solid arrowheads). That these
bands are indeed from the 5' ends of the viral DNA molecule
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Fig. 6. The free viral DNA end in an integration intermediate.
Products of an integration reaction using dºx RFI DNA as a target
were digested with Pvu II and molecules containing the junctions
between viral and target DNA were purified, denatured, and elec
trophoresed through a 6% polyacrylamide/7 M urea gel. Uninte
grated linear viral DNA was digested with Pvu II, denatured, and
electrophoresed in neighboring lanes. Resolved DNA fragments
were blotted to a nylon filter and hybridized with *P-labeled probes
for the viral plus strand (B) or minus strand (C and D) or both (A).
(A–C) Successive hybridizations to a single filter. Lanes 1 and 2
contain unintegrated DNA molecules; lanes 3 and 4 contain the
isolated recombination intermediate. In A, B, and C. lane 3 contains
recombinants produced using an extract from 4 x 10" infected cells.
Lane 4 in A, B, and C and lane 1 in D contain products of a 5-fold
larger reaction. In A, B, and C. lanes 1 and 2 contain viral DNA from
2 x 10' and 4 x 10" cells, respectively. In D, lane 2 contains viral
DNA from 2 × 10° cells. Because of a small amount of residual signal
from the plus strand probe in C, a separate filter hybridized
exclusively with a probe for the minus strand is shown in D. In D the
recombination intermediate is in lane 1 and unintegrated viral DNA
is in lane 2. Clusters of bands arising from the right end, left end, and
an internal fragment of the viral DNA molecule are indicated by R,
L., and I, respectively. Solid arrowheads indicate bands representing
the 5' ends of viral DNA molecules. The other bands in the right and
left end clusters correspond to 3’ ends. Open arrowheads indicate
bands corresponding to the free viral DNA ends from the gapped
intermediate.

is demonstrated by hybridization with strand-specific probes.
The viral plus strand contributes the left 5' end and the right
3' end of the viral DNA. Thus, from Fig. 6B it is apparent that,
in the gapped integration intermediate, the 5' end of the viral
DNA plus strand is not joined to the target DNA, and that it
is identical in length to the corresponding end of the uninte
grated linear molecule. Similarly, the free end of the viral
minus strand in the gapped intermediate is the 5' end, and it
is identical to the corresponding 5' end of the linear precursor
(Fig.6 C and D).

We conclude that in the gapped intermediate the 3' end of
each viral DNA strand must be linked to target DNA, since
the 5' end is not. As an expected consequence of their
attachment to target DNA, the 3'-terminal fragments have a
reduced electrophoretic mobility such that they are not
detected in this analysis. Furthermore, in the gapped inter
mediate, the free 5'-terminal fragment from each end of the
viral DNA is identical in length to the corresponding fragment
from the unintegrated precursor. Thus, the ultimate precur
sor to the integrated provirus must be a linear molecule and
not the 2-LTR circle.
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DISCUSSION

Our conclusion that the precursor to the integrated provirus
is exclusively a linear molecule is in agreement with that of
Fujiwara and Mizuuchi (4) and consistent with in vivo studies
of MLV integration (L. Lobel. J. Murphy, and S. Goff,
personal communication) but contrasts with the deduction by
Panganiban and Temin (2) that the 2-LTR circle is a precursor
in SNV integration. This apparent inconsistency might be
reconciled in any of several ways. Integration of a 2-LTR
circle, accompanied or followed by absolutely efficient and
precise removal of the terminal 2 bases from the viral 5' end,
could account for the observed structure of the MLV inte
gration intermediate, but such a processing reaction appears
gratuitous and therefore implausible. Alternatively, the two
viruses might differ in the preferred topology of the integra
tive precursor. However, since the evidence for a circular
intermediate in SNV integration is equivocal (A. Panganiban,
personal communication), and we can see no compelling
mechanistic purpose for the circularization step, we favor the
hypothesis that both viruses ordinarily integrate via a linear
precursor.

MLV integration does not require a high-energy cofactor
(3). The DNA breakage and joining reactions are therefore
probably coupled. One possible coupling mechanism in
volves a transient high-energy protein–DNA bond (15). An
alternative solution to the energy coupling problem (16) calls
for an enzyme-catalyzed nucleophilic attack by the viral 3'-
OH terminus on a phosphodiester bond in the target DNA,
resulting in an essentially isoenergetic transesterification,
much like that which occurs in RNA splicing (17). The viral
3' ends that are joined to target DNA in the initial covalent
joining reaction determine the boundaries of the integrated
provirus. Accordingly, to account for both the observed
structure of the gapped intermediate and the structure of the
integrated provirus by any model, the viral 3' end that is
joined to the target DNA needs to be recessed by 2 bases from
the 5' end. Thus, we surmise that structure 1, a linear
molecule with 3’ ends that are recessed by 2 bases from the
5' ends, is the viral DNA precursor that participates directly
in the joining reaction. Since most viral DNA molecules have
this structure even before they enter the nucleus, cleavage of
the viral 3' end must not generally be coupled to the joining
reaction. Thus, it is likely that the joining reaction is ener
getically coupled to cleavage of the target DNA rather than
viral DNA. If the exigencies of energy conservation therefore
cannot explain a requirement for cleavage of the viral 3' ends,
why is a recessed 3' end used for integration rather than a
flush 3' end? Perhaps the 5' extension that distinguishes the
two structures is important for an effective interaction with
the integration machinery.

On the basis of this work, we propose that retroviral
integration involves the following sequence of events: (i)
Viral DNA synthesis produces a blunt-ended linear molecule.
(ii) The IN protein cuts the 3' end of each viral DNA strand,
removing 2 bases and exposing the 3'-OH group that is to be
joined to the target DNA. The result is structure 1 (Fig. 2).
This activity is sufficient to explain why IN is required for
integration, although IN might also play an essential role in
later steps. (iii) The target DNA is cut with a 4-base-pair
stagger. This cleavage is energetically coupled to joining of
the viral 3'-OH ends to the target 5'-P ends, resulting in a
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gapped intermediate (Fig. 4, structure 2B). (iv) Repair syn
thesis across the gap is then primed by the target 3'-OH
group.

This model points to specific interactions between IN and
the viral DNA ends that should be detectable in the native
nucleoprotein complexes or by using purified IN protein and
model DNA substrates. The spatial and temporal separation
of the cleavage of the viral 3' ends from their joining to target
DNA raises the possibility that these steps might be carried
out by different proteins. It will be interesting to determine.
whether these activities can be separated genetically or by
using specific inhibitors, and whether different active sites
are involved. The sequence-sensitive interaction of the inte
gration apparatus with the viral DNA ends and the apparently
sequence-insensitive recognition of the DNA target for inte
gration are likely to be mediated by different DNA binding
domains, if not different proteins. Ultimately, the detailed
biochemistry of retroviral integration can best be illuminated
by using defined purified components to reconstruct the
complete integration reaction and its individual steps. Stages
of the integration reaction that might usefully be studied in
isolation include viral DNA binding and cleavage, target
DNA binding and cleavage, and the joining reaction itself.
Knowledge of the structures of the viral DNA substrate and
intermediates in retroviral integration provides a foundation
for work aimed at reconstituting these activities.
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A nucleoprotein complex mediates the
integration of retroviral DNA
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The integration of viral DNA into the host genome is an essential step in the retrovirus life cycle. To
understand this process better, we have examined the native state of viral DNA in cells acutely infected by
murine leukemia virus (MLV), using both a physical assay for viral DNA and a functional assay for integration
activity (Brown et al. 1987). The viral DNA and integration activity copurify during velocity sedimentation, gel
filtration, and density equilibrium centrifugation, indicating that viral DNA is in a large (~160S) nucleoprotein
complex that includes all functions required for integration activity in vitro. Analysis by immunoprecipitation
shows that the viral capsid protein is part of the active nucleoprotein complex, but recognition of the complex
by only a subset of anti-capsid sera implies that the protein is constrained conformationally. The viral DNA
within this structure is accessible to nucleases; the effects of nucleases on the integrity of the complex suggest
that the integration-competent particle is derived from and similar to the core of extracellular virions.

[Key Words: Retrovirus; integration; nucleoprotein complex; transposition]
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Early events in the retrovirus life cycle convert the viral
RNA genome, originally within an extracellular virion,
into a DNA provirus joined to a host chromosome (Fig.
1). Upon entry into a cell, viral RNA is transcribed in the
cytoplasm to form a linear double-stranded DNA mole
cule with long terminal repeats (LTRs), and the viral
DNA eventually is integrated into a chromosome (for
reviews, see Varmus 1983, Varmus and Brown 1989). In
addition, some of the linear DNA that enters the nu
cleus is converted into circular molecules with either
one or two copies of the LTR.

Little is known about the intracellular structures that
mediate these early events in replication. The retroviral
integration reaction, however, recently has been recapi
tulated in vitro using cell-free extracts made from
acutely infected cells as a source of precursors active for
integration (Brown et al. 1987). Analysis of murine leu
kemia virus (MLV) integration intermediates observed
in vitro has identified the linear viral DNA molecule as
the immediate precursor in retroviral integration (Fuji
wara and Mizuuchi 1988, Brown et al. 1989). The cir
cular forms of viral DNA that are present in the nuclei
of infected cells appear not to participate in the in vitro
reaction, and their role in the virus life cycle is unre
solved (Panganiban and Temin 1984a; Brown et al. 1987,
1989, Fujiwara and Mizuuchi 1988; S. Goff, pers.
comm.). The viral integration protein (IN), encoded by
the 3' end of the pol gene, has been implicated in the

“Current address: Departments of Pediatrics and Biochemistry, Stanford
University School of Medicine, Stanford, California 94305 USA.

reaction through site-directed mutagenesis (Donehower
and Varmus 1984; Schwartzberg et al. 1984, Panganiban
and Temin 1984b), and through demonstration of an as
sociated endonuclease activity with the integrase pro
tein of avian retroviruses (Duyk et al. 1983, Grandganett
and Vora 1985, Grandganett et al. 1986).

We wish to improve our understanding of the struc
tures that carry out important steps in retrovirus replica
tion by characterizing the native state of viral DNA
during its synthesis in the cytoplasm, entry into the nu
cleus, and integration into the genome. The intracellular
structures that contain unintegrated viral DNA presum
ably are derived from components of the extracellular
virion core, in which the viral RNA genome initially re
sides. The MLV virion core consists of an icosahedral
protein shell, made up predominantly of multiple copies
of the 30-kD viral capsid protein (CA) encoded by the
gag gene. This shell encloses the viral nucleocapsid, a
complex in which two copies of the single-stranded ge
nomic RNA are associated with the highly basic viral
nucleocapsid protein, another product of gag. Also in
cluded in the nucleocapsid, though less tightly asso
ciated with viral RNA, are reverse transcriptase and the
integration protein encoded by pol, probably the viral
protease, and perhaps other gag proteins (Dickson et al.
1985). On the basis of knowledge of the structure and
components of the extracellular virion core, we have
begun to examine the intracellular structures that con
tain unintegrated retroviral DNA and are active for inte
gration in an in vitro assay.

Previous work has suggested that retroviral DNA in
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Figure 1. Nucleic acid intermediates in retroviral replication.
The early events of retroviral replication convert the single
stranded, genomic RNA (A) into a double-stranded DNA pro
virus covalently linked to the host genome (D). The viral ge
nomic RNA is present both in extracellular virion particles and
in the cytoplasm of acutely infected cells immediately after
viral entry. The viral RNA is reverse-transcribed in the cyto
plasm into a full-length linear double-stranded DNA molecule
(B), which also appears in the nucleus. In the nucleus, some of
the linear DNA is converted into circular molecules with one
or two LTRs (C). After integration of the linear DNA into a host
chromosome, the provirus [D] can serve as the template for ex
pression of progeny virus. The approximate positions of the
three retroviral genes—gag, pol, and env are indicated in
structures A and D. The compartments in which the different
forms of the viral genome appear are indicated to the right.

an infected cell is tightly associated with the enzymatic
machinery required for its integration (Brown et al.
1987). To characterize these putative complexes, we
have made extracts from MLV-infected cells at a time
when several incoming viral genomes per cell have been
converted into full-length double-stranded DNA mole
cules. We show that this linear DNA intermediate in
viral replication is part of a large, 160S nucleoprotein
complex that contains all the machinery required for in
tegration activity in an in vitro assay. Immunoprecipita
tion and nuclease sensitivity experiments indicate that
the complex is constrained conformationally and also
permeable to macromolecules. The results we present
are consistent with models in which the intracellular
nucleoprotein complex that mediates retroviral integra
tion is derived from and resembles the extracellular
virion core.

Results
MLV DNA in acutely infected cells resides within a
Iarge nucleoprotein complex
To study retroviral integration, we use a replication
competent derivative of MLV, called MLVsupf, which
carries a bacterial supf tRNA gene in its LTRs (Lobel et
al. 1985). This marker enables us to score integration
events by a genetic assay in which the supf gene in the
MLV LTR suppresses amber mutations in AgtWES genes
required for lytic growth in Escherichia coli (Brown et al.
1987). To obtain active precursors for the in vitro inte
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gration reaction, NIH-3T3 cells are infected by coculti
vation with an MLVsupf-producing cell line. After the
infection has proceeded for a period of time sufficient to
generate multiple copies per cell of full-length, uninte
grated viral DNA (about 18 hr), cell-free cytoplasmic and
nuclear extracts are made (see Experimental methods).
These extracts contain viral precursors that can repro
duce accurately the retroviral integration reaction in
vitro (Brown et al. 1987).

To determine whether the viral DNA in acutely in
fected cells is associated with other macromolecules, we
subjected extracts to velocity sedimentation through su
crose gradients (Fig. 2), and detected the viral DNA by
both a physical assay (DNA hybridization after gel elec
trophoresis and transfer to a nylon membrane) and a
functional assay (in vitro integration activity). By both
tests, the viral DNA is observed to sediment as part of a
discrete complex with a sedimentation velocity of
roughly 160S, in comparison to ribosomes (80S) and
polyribosomes in the same gradients. Deproteinized un
integrated viral DNA, mixed with an extract of unin
fected NIH-3T3 cells, sediments much more slowly, at
about 20S (Fig. 2D), as anticipated from earlier analyses
(Smotkin et al. 1975; Varmus et al. 1978). These results
indicate that in an infected cell, unintegrated viral DNA
resides within a large nucleoprotein complex of discrete
S12t.

The complexes in cytoplasmic extracts typically sedi
ment in a more discrete peak than those from nuclear
extracts (see Fig. 2A,B). The circular forms of viral DNA,
less abundant than the linear DNA, also sediment as
large complexes. Because the linear form of DNA has
been shown to be the direct precursor to MLV integra
tion in vitro, and because complexes with circular DNA
from nuclear extracts do not appear to participate in the
integration reaction as studied in vitro (Fujiwara and
Mizuuchi 1988, Brown et al. 1989), we have concen
trated our efforts on characterizing complexes from cy
toplasmic extracts in which only the linear form of viral
DNA is present at detectable levels.

Integration activity copurifies with the
nucleoprotein complex
We have used three independent methods of fraction
ation to ask if the viral nucleoprotein complexes present
in our extracts are sufficient to mediate integration in
vitro. Assays of integration activity across the fractions
of a sucrose gradient through which a cytoplasmic ex
tract had been sedimented reveal that the peak for ac
tivity coincides precisely with the position of the nu
cleoprotein complex, as measured by detection of viral
DNA (Fig. 2A,0). Furthermore, the activity in the peak
fractions was not stimulated significantly by the addi
tion of either uninfected cell extracts or extracts made
from cells infected by MLV-Clone 1, a virus that does
not carry the supf gene and therefore does not score in
our assay (data not shown). These results suggest that all
of the components required for integration are included
in the nucleoprotein complex that contains the viral
DNA.
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Figure 2. Retroviral DNA and integration activity
cosediment in sucrose gradients. Eighteen hours after
cocultivation of an MLVsupf-producing cell line
with uninfected NIH-3T3 cells, cell-free extracts
were prepared as described in Experimental methods,
and 0.5-ml aliquots were loaded onto 15–30% su
crose gradients, which were then centrifuged at
35,000 rpm for 3 hr at 4°C in a Beckman SW-41 rotor.
The gradients were divided into 12 fractions of 1 ml
each. Viral DNA samples prepared from each fraction
(see Experimental methods) were resolved by gel elec
trophoresis in 0.8% agarose and transferred to a nylon
membrane. MLV DNA was identified by hybridiza
tion, using as a probe the plasmid p8.2 (a complete,
permuted clone of circular MLV DNA with one LTR)
labeled by nick-translation. Arrows indicate the full
length 9.2-kb linear viral DNA, the 160S peaks of po
lysome profiles determined by absorbance at 260 nm
during the fractionation, and the direction of sedi
mentation. Integration activity is expressed as a per

# centage of the most active fraction (the numbers of
recombinant plaques are presented in Table 1 in Ex
perimental methods). (A) Viral DNA from gradient
fractions after sedimentation of a cytoplasmic ex
tract. [B] Viral DNA from gradient fractions after sed
imentation of a nuclear extract. The open arrowheads
indicate relaxed circles with one and two LTRs, and
the closed arrowheads indicate supercoiled circles.
[C] Integration activity across the gradient fractions
shown in A; the fraction numbers in B correspond to
the lanes in A. [D] The profile of viral DNA obtained
after sedimentation of an uninfected cytoplasmic ex
tract to which purified cytoplasmic viral DNA had

160S

Sedimentation Sedimentation been added.

We obtained similar results using gel-exclusion
column chromatography (Fig. 3). When a cytoplasmic
extract was passed through a gel filtration column with
an exclusion limit of 5 x 10° daltons, the DNA-con
taining complexes appeared in the void volume, coinci
dent with the integration activity. By comparison to se
rial twofold dilutions of the extract loaded onto the
column, we estimate that we recovered between 25%
and 50% of the viral DNA (Fig. 3B). A pool of the peak
fractions was 36% as active for integration in vitro as
the extract that was loaded onto the column (see Table
1). Thus, the recovered amounts of activity and viral
DNA were roughly the same. The fractionation achieved
by the column resulted in more than a thousandfold re
duction in protein concentration (data not shown, but
see absorbance profile, Fig. 3A), providing substantial
purification. Again, addition of crude extracts did not
augment the activity of the partially purified complexes.

As a further test of the association of integration ac
tivity with the nucleoprotein complex, we characterized
nuclear extracts by density equilibrium centrifugation
in nonionic density gradients. Analysis of gradient frac
tions for the presence of viral DNA showed that both the
linear and circular forms produce bands at a density
characteristic of a nucleoprotein complex (Fig. 4). The
peak of integration activity again coincided with the po
sition of the nucleoprotein complex (Fig. 4B), and the

concentration of activity achieved (see Table 1) was
comparable to that of the viral DNA (compare the inten
sities of bands representing the full-length linear DNA
in the load and in the peak fraction of the gradient in Fig.
4A). The copurification of integration activity with the
nucleoprotein complex during velocity sedimentation,
gel-exclusion column chromatography, and density
equilibrium centrifugation argues strongly that the nu
cleoprotein complex that contains the viral DNA in
cludes all the machinery required for integration into
the host genome.

After density equilibrium centrifugation, the DNA
containing complexes from cytoplasmic extracts banded
at densities similar to those of complexes from nuclear
extracts but lost over 90% of their integration activity.
We have been unable to restore integration activity re
producibly by the addition of crude extracts (data not
shown). Currently, we are unable to explain this differ
ence in behavior between cytoplasmic and nuclear ex
tractS.

The viral capsid protein is a component of the
nucleoprotein complex
Polyclonal antisera against the viral capsid protein, the
major structural component of extracellular virion cores
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Figure 3. Copurification of the nucleoprotein complex
and integration activity during gel-exclusion column
chromatography. After fractionation of MLVsupf-in
fected NIH-3T3 cells, 5 ml of cytoplasmic extract were
passed through a 200-ml BioFad A5M column. Next,
1.5-ml fractions were collected and aliquots were used
to prepare viral DNA and assay integration activity. [A]
(*) Integration activity expressed as percentage of the
most active fraction. Fraction 45 is the first point with
detectable integration activity, and activity is plotted
for fractions 10, 40, 45–60, 70, 80, and 100. (o) Absor
bance, with units shown to the right. For primary data
from integration assays of the extract loaded onto the
column and a pool of fractions 45–60, see Table 1. [B]
Viral DNA samples from fractions 45–60 are to the
left, after electrophoresis and hybridization as de
scribed in Fig. 2. Flanking fractions did not contain de
tectable levels of viral DNA (data not shown). To the
right are serial twofold dilutions of viral DNA from the
cytoplasmic extract that was loaded onto the column.

(see introductory section), coprecipitated both viral
DNA (Fig. 5) and integration activity (Table 2) from cy
toplasmic extracts of cells infected with MLVsupf, indi
cating that the viral capsid protein is part of the integra
tion-competent nucleoprotein complex. However, two
of the tested anti-capsid sera were unable to coprecipi
tate the viral DNA, even though they recognize the
capsid protein from denatured virions when assayed
under identical conditions (data not shown). Recogni
tion of the nucleoprotein complex by only a subset of
antisera suggests that some capsid epitopes may not be
exposed. As evidenced by the presence of integration ac
tivity in the immune complex pellets, none of the anti
sera tested inhibited the ability of the complexes to in
tegrate into target DNA. In addition, pretreating the ex
tracts with quantities of antisera that are sufficient to
precipitate the complexes had no effect on integration
activity (data not shown).

Genetic analyses have demonstrated a role for the
viral integration protein in retrovirus integration (see in
troductory section), but we have been unable to immu
noprecipitate complexes with antisera that recognize
the integration protein, reverse transcriptase, or both
(data not shown). Because the nucleoprotein complex
appears to include all of the activities required for inte
gration, we suspect that at least the integration protein
is included in these complexes but is inaccessible to the
antibodies.
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Viral DNA in nucleoprotein complex is accessible
to nuclease

We have used nucleases as probes of the arrangement of
DNA and protein in the complex. First, infected cell ex
tracts were purified partially by gel filtration through a
BioPad A5M column (as described in Fig. 3) and incu
bated with micrococcal nuclease in the presence of
Ca”. Under these conditions, much of the viral DNA
was digested (see Fig. 6A). Disappearance of full-length
viral DNA, measured by densitometry of the 9.2-kb
band remaining at each time point, roughly paralleled
the loss of integration activity (Fig. 6B), suggesting that
active complexes are similarly sensitive to nuclease di
gestion. As a control, complexes were treated with mi
crococcal nuclease in the absence of Ca” and shown to
retain full activity throughout the time of incubation
(Fig. 6B). Furthermore, addition of complexes exten
sively digested by micrococcal nuclease to extracts con
taining untreated complexes did not inhibit the integra
tion activity of the untreated extracts (data not shown).
Thus, the loss of integration activity appears to be due to
cleavage of viral DNA and not to inhibition by products
of the nuclease treatment.

The pattern of degradation of viral DNA by micro
coccal nuclease shows a general lack of specificity. The
degraded viral DNA, when visualized by hybridization
to a probe for the entire viral genome, consists of a broad
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Table 1. Integration assays: recovery of target DNA and A. c
number of recombinant plaques scored Load

Packaging } º

efficiency /.
(pfu/pg A Recombinant *~"

Experiment target DNA plaques ! {
Velocity sedimentation 9.2 kb -- - --

(Fig. 2C)
Fraction 6 1.0 x 108 2 :
Fraction 7 3.0 x 108 27
Fraction 8 1.2 x 108 64
Fraction 9 2.5 x 108 22 B.
Fraction 10 1.1 x 108 " 3 100 1.4

Gel filtration (Fig. 3)
Cytoplasmic extract load 4.3 x 107 467 º

Pool of fractions 45–60 6.2 x 107 239 * 13 s
Density gradient (Fig. 4) s s

Nuclear extract load 3.3 × 107 357 § S.
Fraction 5 2.0 x 107 285 c 50 1.2 =
Fraction 6 3.4 x 107 1687 š §
Fraction 7 3.3 x 107 139 S, Q

Fraction 8 3.2 x 107 61 § 1.1 °
Fraction 9 2.4 x 107 25 .

Micrococcal nuclease d

|Fig. 6B) 0 1.0

0 min 7.7 x 107 332 O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 º,
- - 7 a *º º * : #. º: Fraction Number º

2.5 min 1.1 x 108 52 Figure 4. Retroviral DNA and integration activity band at a
5.0 min 6.3 x 107 11 density appropriate for a nucleoprotein complex. After infec
7.5 min 1.1 x 108 11 tion of NIH-3T3 cells with MLVsupf, nuclear extracts were

10.0 min 2.1 x 108 9 made by breaking open nuclei and pelleting the cellular chro- S
30.0 min 2.0 x 108 l matin (see Experimental methods). The nuclear extract super
60.0 min 7.5 x 106 O natant was mixed with Nycodenz, a nonionic density gradient

- - - - -
medium, to form a 12-ml step gradient, which was centrifuged cº

The numbers shown are averages for either duplicate or tripli- for 8 hr at 50,000 rpm at 4°C in a Beckman Ti-50 fixed-angle
cate assays. Integration reactions were done with 100 ul of rotor. The gradient was divided into 14 fractions of 0.85 ml
sample in a total reaction volume of 150 ul. Control reactions each, and aliquots were removed for measuring viral DNA, in- º
showed that the levels of sucrose and Nycodenz present in tegration activity, and density. (A) Viral DNA in gradient frac- º
some samples did not affect integration activity (data not tions. Viral DNA from the extract used to make the gradient is >
shown). Packaging efficiency [pfu/ug target DNA) reflects the shown at the left (lane designated "Load') for comparison with - f
recovery of phage DNA during in vitro packaging. Using this the peak fractions. Arrow indicates the full-length 9.2-kb linear
value, the number of recombinant plaques can be normalized to viral DNA, and the arrowheads indicate the supercoiled circles
give the percentages shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 6. with one and two LTRs. [B] Plots of integration activity (e) and %.

density [o] across the gradient. Purified DNA bands at 1.13 to º ".
1.17 grams/ml and most proteins at densities between 2.0 and

-

- - - - - - -
3.0 grams/ml. The fraction numbers designated in B correspond

smear that becomes smaller in size with increasing time to the lanes above in A. For primary data from integration *

of digestion (Fig. 6A and 7A). To substantiate the ab- assays, see Table 1. .*
sence of products of discrete sizes after nuclease diges- Sº
tion, we mixed Rat-1 nuclei with complexes purified
partially by gel filtration and treated the mixture with though the majority of the viral DNA in the complex 1. Tºmicrococcal nuclease. Digestion of cellular chromatin appears to be uniformly sensitive to micrococcal nu- *

generated the expected nucleosome ladder (Fig. 7B), but clease, at least some of the viral LTR sequences are asso- ** -

the viral DNA again was degraded into a broad smear ciated with a more specialized structure. yº.
that bore no resemblance to a nucleosome ladder (Fig. To examine further the effects of nuclease treatment
7A). The only indication of specific sensitivity to nu- on the structure of these complexes, we incubated com
clease cleavage was the early appearance of a band repre- plexes purified partially by gel filtration with a mixture
senting a roughly 0.6-kb fragment of viral DNA discern- of BgllI and BamhI restriction endonucleases (for which
ible after hybridization to a probe for the entire viral there are a total of seven sites in the viral DNA), and º,
genome (Fig. 7A). This band was more prominent—rela- then analyzed them by velocity sedimentation in su- º
tive to the band representing full-length 8.8-kb viral crose gradients. Analysis of gradient fractions for the

-

DNA-when detected by hybridization to a probe spe- presence and state of viral DNA showed that the com
cific for the viral LTR sequences (Fig. 7C). Thus, al- plexes could still sediment as discrete particles, even º

º
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a b c d e f

Supernatants

92 kb-- ** *

B. a b c d e f
Pelletsºw---&#-A

* * * *

Figure 5. Coprecipitation of viral DNA with antisera that rec
ognize the viral capsid protein. To identify viral components of
the retroviral nucleoprotein complex, antisera that recognize
the virion capsid protein were tested for their ability to precipi
tate the nucleoprotein complex and integration activity (see
Table 2 for integration activity data). For each immune precipi
tation, 300 pil of cytoplasmic extract from cells acutely infected
by MLVsupf and 5 pil of antiserum were mixed on ice in buffer
A with 0.5% NP-40, and immune complexes were formed by
the addition of fixed S. aureus cells. The complexes were pel
leted by centrifugation, and the supernatants were saved for
analysis of viral DNA and integration activity. The pellets were
washed three times with buffer A containing 0.5% NP-40, and
the washed pellets were resuspended in the same buffer and
also analyzed for viral DNA and integration activity. (A) Viral
DNA from supernatants after removal of immune complexes.
The arrow designates the full-length 9.2-kb linear viral DNA.
Samples: Goat nonimmune serum (lane a); goat anti-MLV
(whole virus) serum (lane b), goat anti-MLV capsid serum #1
(lane cl, rabbit anti-MLV capsid serum #1 (lane d); rabbit anti
MLV capsid serum #2 (lane el; goat anti-MLV capsid serum #2
(lane fl. [B] Viral DNA from immune complex pellets. Lanes are
same as in A. Viral DNA samples were prepared and analyzed
as described in Fig. 2.

when the viral DNA had been cleaved at several sites,
generating fragments as small as 1 kb in size (Fig. 8).
Complexes that were mock-treated for the same period
of time sedimented to the same position in control gra
dients (data not shown). Although we have seen some
times a slight staggering of smaller fragments toward the

Table 2. Coprecipitation of retroviral integration activity by
anti-capsid antiserum

Packaging
efficiency
|pfu/ug Recombinant

Experiment target DNA) plaques

Immune precipitations
Goat nonimmune serum

Supernatant 8.3 x 107 240
Pellet 2.5 x 107 3

Goat anti-MLV capsid
Serum #1

Supernatant 4.5 x 107 9
Pellet 2.5 x 106 90

Integration reactions were done with 100 pil of sample in a total
volume of 150 pl. See Fig. 5, Table 1, and Experimental meth
ods for descriptions of immunoprecipitation procedures and in
vitro integration assays.
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Figure 6. Viral DNA in the integration-competent nucleopro
tein complex is accessible to micrococcal nuclease. A cyto
plasmic extract made from cells acutely infected by MLVsupf
was purified partially by gel filtration (as described in Fig. 3). A
total of 3.5 ml of the partially purified extract was incubated on
ice with micrococcal nuclease in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2.
Digestion was stopped by removal of samples at the times indi
cated below; these were adjusted to 2 mm. EGTA and analyzed
for viral DNA and integration activity. The relative quantities
of full-length viral DNA remaining at each time point were de
termined by densitometry to obtain peak areas of the 9.2-kb
band (indicated by arrow) remaining at each time point. [A]
Viral DNA from time course of micrococcal nuclease incuba
tion, after electrophoresis in 1.0% agarose and hybridization, as
described in Fig. 2. (Lanes 1–15) Digestions stopped at 0 (before
addition of CaCl2), 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20,
30, 45, and 60 min. Size markers (in kilobases) are to the right.
(B) Plot of integration activity (e) and peak area (o) after scan
ning the 9.2-kb band shown in A. Time points plotted corre
spond to lanes 1–7 shown in A. [A] Integration activity of con
trol samples incubated on ice with micrococcal nuclease in the
absence of CaCl, for 30 and 60 min. For the primary data from
integration assays, see Table 1.
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Figure 7. Viral DNA in the nucleoprotein complex differs
from chromatin in its pattern of sensitivity to micrococcal nu
clease. Nuclei from uninfected Rat-l cells, prepared as de
scribed in Experimental methods, were resuspended in buffer B
and mixed with an equal volume of cytoplasmic extract made
from cells acutely infected by MLV-Clone 1 (a wild-type MLV
strain that lacks the supf gene) and purified partially by gel fil
tration through a BioFad A5M column (see Fig. 3). The mixture
was adjusted to 1 mM CaCl2 and incubated on ice with micro
coccal nuclease. Digestion was stopped by addition of 2 mM
EGTA (final concentration) to aliquots removed at the times
indicated. DNA was prepared and samples resolved by gel elec
trophoresis in 1.5% agarose. After transfer to a nylon mem
brane, sequential hybridization to nick-translated probes was
used to distinguish viral and Rat-1 chromosomal sequences.
|Lanes a-d)0, 5, 20, and 40 min time points. [A] Hybridization
to the probe for the entire MLV genome [made by nick-transla
tion of the plasmid p8.2). An arrow indicates full-length 8.8-kb
linear viral DNA. (B) Hybridization to nick-translated Rat-l
chromosomal DNA. The closed arrowheads indicate the nu
cleosome ladder generated by nuclease digestion of cellular
chromatin. (C) Hybridization to the probe specific for viral LTR
sequences [made by nick-translating the plasmid pCEMLTR, a
permuted clone of the MLV LTR). An arrow indicates the
~600-bp fragment specific for the LTR probe.

top of the gradient in such experiments (data not
shown), the sedimentation properties of the complex ap
pear to be largely unaffected by cleavage of the viral
DNA within them.

Discussion

The principal result we present here is that unintegrated
retroviral DNA isolated in its native state from acutely
infected cells resides within a large nucleoprotein com
plex. This complex sediments at 160S and carries with it
all of the activities necessary for integration in vitro.
Copurification of the complex and integration activity
also is observed during gel-exclusion column chroma
tography and density equilibrium centrifugation.

These results suggest that retroviral DNA within in
fected cells remains associated with the protein ma
chinery responsible for integration into the host
genome. Such a solution to the requirement for integra
tion is consistent with the idea that retroviruses bring

Retroviral integration complex

into infected cells all the activities needed for reverse
transcription and integration (Varmus and Brown 1989).
A tight association of the viral nucleic acids with the
viral replication machinery avoids any dilution of essen
tial factors in the host cytoplasm and nucleus, allowing
the virus to perform essential steps in replication with
only a limited number of the necessary proteins. If any
host components participate in these events, presum
ably they do so through association with these com
plexes.

Purification of the active complex eventually should
allow the direct identification of its components. How
ever, the extracts we make from acutely infected cells
exhibit substantial variability in their activity, with as
few as 0.1% to as many as 50% of the complexes present
in an extract being active for integration in vitro (Brown
et al. 1987, 1989, Fujiwara and Mizuuchi 1988, P. Pry
ciak and P. Brown, unpubl.). Because about 1% of the
complexes present in the extracts used here were active
in vitro, conclusions based on direct purification of the
entire population might be misleading. Instead, we have
focused initially on indirect methods of analysis that
allow us to examine active complexes by the use of an in
vitro assay for integration activity. In these experiments,
we also have examined the entire population present in
cell-free extracts by detection of the viral DNA after gel
electrophoresis. In general, the active population and the
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Figure 8. Cleavage of viral DNA in the nucleoprotein complex
does not affect its sedimentation behavior in sucrose gradients.
Cytoplasmic extract made from cells acutely infected by
MLVsupf was purified partially by gel filtration through a
BioPad A5M column (see Fig. 3) and digested on ice with BgllI
and BamhI restriction enzymes for 3 hr. The digestion was
stopped by the addition of 10 mM EDTA. After removing an
aliquot for the lane designated ‘Load', the remaining extract
was subjected to velocity sedimentation in a 15–30% sucrose
gradient (see Experimental methods). The gradient was divided
into 13 fractions of 1 ml each. Viral DNA was prepared from
each fraction, resolved by gel electrophoresis in 1.0% agarose,
and analyzed as described in Fig. 2. The arrow indicates the po
sition of full-length 9.2-kb linear viral DNA. Size markers (in
kilobases) are to the right. The 160S arrow indicates the posi
tion of the nucleoprotein complex in a control gradient in
which the extract was mock-treated. Direction of sedimenta
tion is indicated by the arrow at the bottom.
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total population show similar behavior. The one excep
tion has been our inability to concentrate integration ac
tivity when we band complexes from cytoplasmic ex
tracts in density equilibrium gradients. This is in con
trast to banding nuclear complexes in density gradients,
in which case both integration activity and the nucleo
protein complex are concentrated.

Immunoprecipitation of integration-competent par
ticles has enabled us to show that the viral capsid pro
tein is one component of the active complex. The capsid
protein of MLV is the major structural component of the
extracellular virion core, in which it forms the icosahe
dral shell that encases the viral nucleocapsid. The
ability to precipitate the nucleoprotein complex and in
tegration activity with antisera that recognize capsid
suggests that, after entry into the cell and completion of
reverse transcription, unintegrated viral DNA remains
associated with a structure that still retains at least
some of the capsid protein. In addition, the failure of
some anti-capsid sera to precipitate the complexes im
plies that conformational constraints obscure some an
tigenic determinants.

The presence of at least some of the capsid in the nu
cleoprotein complex is of interest because of the role
this protein is thought to play in the inability of certain
strains of MLV, called N-type and B-type viruses, to rep
licate in cell lines derived from particular inbred strains
of mice, a phenomenon termed Fw-1 restriction (Joli
coeur 1979). In restricted infections, virus can enter the
cell and synthesize viral DNA but does not appear ca
pable of establishing a provirus. N- and B-tropism map
to the viral capsid protein; if the coding sequences for
capsid are interchanged between an N- and a B-type
virus, their tropism is reversed (Jolicoeur 1979; DesGro
seillers and Jolicoeur 1983). The presence of the viral
capsid protein in the nucleoprotein complex that con
tains unintegrated viral DNA raises the interesting pos
sibility that FV-1 restriction may operate through an in
teraction with the capsid protein components of the nu
cleoprotein complex that contains the viral DNA inside
infected cells.

The use of nucleases as a probe of structure has re
vealed that much of the unintegrated viral DNA in these
complexes is accessible to exogenous macromolecules.
The pattern of degradation of the viral DNA within the
complexes shows little pattern, unlike the nucleosome
ladder generated by nuclease treatment of host chro
matin. At least some of the viral LTR sequences, how
ever, show a more specific sensitivity to treatment with
micrococcal nuclease. The LTRs are the only viral se
quences required in cis for integration, and their pattern
of sensitivity to micrococcal nuclease suggests the pres
ence of specialized structures associated with LTR se
quences.

Viral DNA in the complex also is accessible to the re
striction endonucleases BgllI and Bam HI, but complexes
that have been cleaved at several sites have unaltered
sedimentation properties. This result argues against
models for the structure of these complexes in which
large stretches of viral DNA are left essentially free,
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with the protein components arranged only at the ends
of the viral DNA. Models in which the proteins and viral
DNA are in some type of 'beads on a string' arrangement
also would be inconsistent with these results. The viral
DNA in the complex is not assembled into nucleo
somes, in contrast to host chromatin (Kornberg 1977;
Felsenfeld 1978) and papovavirus minichromosomes
(Griffith 1975; Muller et al. 1978). More consistent with
our results are models in which the viral DNA resides
within a protein shell that is permeable to nucleases.
Given that the MLV capsid protein forms an icosahedral
shell in the virion core and appears to be a component of
the integration-competent complex, we favor this possi
bility. The simplest view is that the integration-compe
tent complex is similar to and derived from the extracel
lular virion core. However, we cannot rule out models in
which the viral DNA is on the outside of a nucleopro
tein complex that remains intact after DNA cleavage
because of other interactions. We hope to resolve these
issues by electron microscopy of purified complexes.

The best-understood example of DNA recombination
that resembles retroviral integration is the nonreplica
tive transposition reaction of the bacteriophage Mu. Re
constitution in vitro of the Mu transposition reaction
has shown that a highly ordered and tightly bound com
plex of DNA and protein is required for activity (Craigie
and Mizuuchi 1985, Surette et al. 1987). Highly ordered
nucleoprotein complexes also are involved in a variety
of other functions that involve precise manipulation of
DNA. Examples include the multicomponent arrange
ments of proteins at replication origins in E. coli and
phages A and T4, and the intasome intermediate in the
integration reaction of phage A (for reviews, see Alberts
1984, Echols 1986; Bramhill and Kornberg 1988,
Friedman 1988). Further characterization of the integra
tion-competent nucleoprotein complexes described here
may prove useful in designing attempts to reconstruct
MLV integration activity with purified components, and
contribute to a description of the molecular events that
constitute retroviral integration. Finally, a better under
standing of retroviral integration should prove relevant
to studies of retrotransposons, such as Ty elements in
yeast, which also employ a nucleoprotein complex to in
tegrate into the host genome (Boeke et al. 1985, Ei
chinger and Boeke 1988), but which do not have an ex
tracellular phase in their transposition cycle (for review,
see Roeder and Fink 1983).

Experimental methods
Cell culture, cellular extracts, and integration reactions
Procedures for infection of NIH-3T3 cells by cocultivation with
MLVsupf-producing NIH-3T3 cells, harvesting and fraction
ation of infected cell cultures into cytoplasmic and nuclear ex
tracts, and integration reactions were nearly the same as de
scribed previously (Brown et al. 1987). However, cells were har
vested at 18 hr postinfection instead of 24 hr, and integration
reactions included 1.0 ug of A target DNA instead of 1.4 p.g.
Integration reactions were normalized for recovery of the target
DNA after in vitro packaging of the DNA recovered from reac

* * *
*
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tions. In Figures 2, 3, 4, and 6, integration activity was plotted
as a percentage of the most active fraction in each experiment.
Recovery of target DNA and the number of recombinant
plaques scored are indicated in Table 1.

DNA analysis

For preparation of DNA, samples were adjusted to 10 mM
EDTA, 0.5% N-lauroyl sarcosine, and 0.5 mg/ml of proteinase
K; incubated for 2 hr at 55°C, extracted twice with phenol/chlo
roform (1 : 1), and precipitated by adjusting the final salt con
centration to 300 mM with NaOAc, adding 4 ug of yeast RNA
carrier and 2.5 volumes of 95% ethanol. Nick-translation for
hybridization probes, agarose gel electrophoresis, and Southern
blotting were performed using standard methods (Maniatis et
al. 1982). Filter hybridization followed the method of Church
and Gilbert (1984). Hybond-N nylon membranes were used for
transfer of DNA following gel electrophoresis. Probes were re
moved from the filter between hybridizations by washing in a
solution of 80% formamide, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 12.5 mM
EDTA, 1% SDS in a shaking water bath at 65°C. Comparisons
of the amount of viral DNA in the starting extracts with the
amounts of viral DNA recovered after gel filtration (Fig. 3) and
density equilibrium centrifugation (Fig. 4) were done using
equal volumes of the corresponding samples. Although these
data do not allow a determination of the total recovery in the
two experiments, they demonstrate that the specific activity
(integration events/linear DNA molecule of the starting mate
rial and the recovered material are roughly equivalent.

Velocity sedimentation gradients
Continuous sucrose gradients were poured with a two
chamber, 15-ml Hoeffer Gradient maker using 15% and 30%
sucrose solutions in buffer A (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.4), 225 mM
KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 20 ug/ml aprotinin] and kept on
ice. Gradients were overlayed with 0.5 ml of cytoplasmic or
nuclear extract and centrifuged at 35,000 rpm for 3 hr at 4°C in
a Beckman SW-41 rotor. Gradients were fractionated from the
top into 12 fractions of 1 ml with a Buchler Densi Flow II appa
ratus. Polyribosome peaks were detected during the fraction
ation by absorbance at 260 nm with an ISCO UA-5 flowthrough
spectrophotometer system. Each lane in Figure 2, A, B, and D,
represents one-quarter of the corresponding fraction.

Gel-exclusion column chromatography
A 200-ml BioPad A5M column 30 cm in height was equili
brated at 4°C with 2 liters of buffer B [10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),
100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 20 pg/ml aprotinin].
The lower salt concentration was chosen to facilitate nuclease
treatments in the experiments described below. Integration re
actions were adjusted to return salt levels to standard assay
conditions. Then, 5.0 ml of cytoplasmic extract was loaded
onto the column and 1.5-ml fractions were collected with an
ISCO Retriever II fraction collector. The flow rate was 1.0 ml/
min. Next, 100-pil aliquots of the fractions were diluted to 500
ul in water, and absorbance at 260 nm was determined with a
Beckman DU-40 Spectrophotometer. The absorbance values
shown in Figure 3A were corrected for the dilution. Each lane
in Figure 3B represents 25 pil of the corresponding fraction.

Equilibrium density gradients

A three-step discontinuous gradient was poured using approxi
mately 4 ml each of nuclear extract adjusted to 60%, 30%, and

Retroviral integration complex

0% Nycodenz by mixing nuclear extract with an appropriate
volume of 80% Nycodenz made in buffer A (Nycodenz is a
nonionic density gradient medium available from Accurate Sci
entific and Chemical Corporation). The gradient was poured in
a heat-seal tube and kept at 4°C throughout all manipulations.
Centrifugation was at 50,000 rpm in a Beckman Ti-50 fixed
angle rotor at 4°C for 8 hr. Fractions were collected by dripping
from the bottom of the gradient. Density was determined by
measuring absorbance at 360 nm and using the formula: Den
sity (gm/ml) = 0.135 x OD;so # 1.0. Density of the peak frac
tion was confirmed by refractometry. Density values are af
fected by the fact that macromolecules are hydrated exten
sively in the nonionic medium. Each lane in Figure 3A
represents 50 ul of the corresponding fraction.

Immune precipitations

For each sample tested, 300 pil of cytoplasmic extract was ad
justed to 0.5% NP-40, mixed with 5 pil of antiserum, and incu
bated on ice for 1 hr. Thirty microliters of 10 mg/ml Pansorbin
|fixed Staphylococcus aureus cells from CalBiochem) was
added and again the mixture was incubated for 1 hr on ice. Im
mune complexes were pelleted for 20 sec in an Eppendorf cen
trifuge at 4°C. The supernatants were saved for analysis of viral
DNA and integration activity. The immune complex pellets
were washed three times with 1.0 ml of buffer A containing
0.5% NP-40. The final washed pellets were resuspended in 300
pil of buffer A with 0.5% NP-40 and analyzed for viral DNA and
integration activity. Each lane in Figure 5 represents 50 ul of
the corresponding sample. The nonimmune goat serum, the
goat anti-MLV (whole virus) serum, and the goat anti-MLV
capsid serum ml were from the Biological Carcinogenesis
Branch, DCCP, at the National Cancer Institute. The rabbit
anti-MLV capsid sera ml and m2, and the goat anti-MLV capsid
serum m2 were gifts from Hung Fan (University of California,
Irvine).

Nuclease treatments

All nuclease treatments were done in buffer B with cytoplasmic
extract that had been purified partially by gel-exclusion column
chromatography as described above. Micrococcal nuclease
(Boehringer–Mannheim) was added to the partially purified cy
toplasmic extract, which was then adjusted to 1 mM CaCl2 and
incubated on ice. Aliquots were removed at indicated times,
adjusted to 2 mm. EGTA, and kept on ice until all samples were
collected. Then samples were analyzed for viral DNA and inte
gration activity. Each lane in Figure 6A represents 50 pil of the
corresponding sample. For the experiment shown in Figure 7,
nuclei were prepared by trypsinizing a confluent monolayer of
Rat-1 cells (100 mm in diameter). The cells were washed twice
in buffer C [10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 100 mM KCl, 1 mM
EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 20 pg/ml aprotinin], lysed with 0.2% Triton
X-100 in buffer C, the nuclei pelleted at 1000g, and washed
twice with buffer C. The final pellet of roughly 5 x 10° nuclei
was resuspended in 1.0 ml of buffer B and mixed with 1.0 ml of
partially purified cytoplasmic extract. Each lane in Figure 7 rep
resents 250 ul of the corresponding sample. For the experiment
shown in Figure 8, the restriction digest with BgllI and BamhI
(New England Biolabs) was done on ice for 3 hr with 100 units
of each enzyme in 0.5 ml of partially purified cytoplasmic ex
tract. The digestion was stopped by the addition of 10 mM
EDTA and the sample was loaded onto a 15–30% sucrose gra
dient in buffer A and centrifuged for 3 hr at 35,000 rpm in an
SW-41 rotor at 4°C.
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Chapter 4

Unintegrated Viral DNA. Isolated from Cells Acutely Infected

by Murine Leukemia Virus Copurifies with Derivatives of the

Extracellular Virion Core
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ABSTRACT.

After infection of NIH 3T3 cells with the Moloney murine leukemia virus

(MLV), three viral proteins--reverse transcriptase (RT), the integration

protein (IN), and capsid (CA) --persist in cytoplasmic extracts made 14

hours after initiation of infection. Two of these proteins, RT and IN,

are stably associated with large complexes that copurify with

unintegrated viral DNA during gel exclusion column chromatography and

density equilibrium centrifugation. CA appeared to be less stable in

its association with large complexes during centrifugation in density

gradients. The identity of these three viral proteins was confirmed by

the use of specific antisera. One viral protein, matrix (MA), was not

detected in partially purified complexes. The stoichiometry of the

viral proteins and the unintegrated viral DNA that copurify in density

gradients suggest that most of the viral proteins detected are

associated with complexes that do not contain full-length, unintegrated

viral DNA.
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Upon entry into susceptible cells, retroviruses reverse transcribe

their plus-stranded RNA genome into a linear, double-stranded DNA

molecule with LTRs at each end (Varmus and Swanstrom 1982, 1985). For

the Moloney murine leukemia virus (MLV), the linear form of viral DNA

integrates into the host genome to form the provirus (Brown et al 1987,

1989; Fujiwara and Mizuuchi 1988; Varmus and Brown 1989). The

integration reaction requires the integration protein (IN), encoded by

the viral pol gene, and is essential for the subsequent expression of

viral gene products (Schwartzberg et al 1984; Donehower and Varmus 1984;

Panganiban and Temin 1984).

We have recently shown that integration of viral DNA is mediated by a

large (160S) nucleoprotein complex that includes all the activities

required for integration in an in vitro assay (Bowerman et al 1989). We

showed by immunoprecipitation that unintegrated viral DNA remains

associated with (CA), the major structural protein of the extracellular

virion core. CA, encoded by the viral gag gene, forms the polyhedron

shell that encloses the viral nucleocapsid. The nucleocapsid contains

the viral RNA genome and additional viral proteins encoded by gag and

pol. These include IN, reverse transcriptase (RT), and nucleocapsid

(NC). Another gag protein, matrix (MA) is thought to reside between the

CA-derived polyhedron shell and the lipid bilayer envelope (Dickson et

al 1982, 1985).

Here, we present evidence that IN and RT copurify in density

gradients with the DNA-containing nucleoprotein complex. In these

experiments, the stoichiometry of the copurifying viral proteins and DNA

º,

- I F
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suggests that other viral complexes (which do not contain full-length

viral DNA) copurify with the DNA-containing complexes and probably

account for most of the viral proteins we are able to detect. At least

one viral protein, the gag-encoded MA, is not present in these complexes

at detectable levels.

To identify viral proteins that are present in acutely infected cells

before the majority of viral DNA is integrated, we labeled virions

(MLVsupf; Brown et al 1987) by growing a producer cell line in

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's medium (DME) lacking methionine and

cysteine, supplemented with 2% dialyzed fetal calf serum (Gibco), 35S

methionine and -cysteine (Amersham Tran??slabel), and 0.1% sodium

bicarbonate. 40 nearly confluent 150mm plates of producer cells were

grown in the radioisotope-containing medium (20ml/plate) for eight hours

at 37°C, at which time the medium was removed. This pooled stock of

labeled virus was supplemented with 1mM each of unlabeled methionine and

cysteine, 10% fetal calf serum, and 8 micrograms/ml polybrene, and used

to infect 40 150mm plates of NIH 3T3 cells. After allowing one hour for

the virus to adsorb onto the cells, the radiolabeled virus stock was

removed, the plates washed with PBS, and the medium replaced with DME

and 10% fetal calf serum.

Fourteen hours after infection, the cells were fractionated as

previously described into 12.5 ml of a cytoplasmic extract (Bowerman, et

al, 1989). The nucleoprotein complexes containing unintegrated viral

DNA from 10 ml of the extract were partially purified by gel exclusion

column chromatography through a BioPad A5M column, which has an
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exclusion limit of 5 x 10° daltons. 9 ml of the partially purified

complexes were concentrated by centrifugation in a nonionic density

gradient, which was dripped into 12 fractions of one ml (see Bowerman et

al 1989).

The gradient fractions were analyzed for the presence of viral DNA

and for labeled viral proteins. The results of the DNA and protein

analysis are shown in Figure 1. The DNA-containing complexes were

concentrated in the gradient, as shown by the analysis of viral DNA in

Figure 1A. Three viral proteins--CA, IN, and RT--can be identified

based on their comigration with the corresponding virion proteins. An

additional protein of about 55 kD is also present. This 55 kD protein

is recognized by antisera raised against an RT/IN fusion protein (data

not shown). This protein has been observed in virus stocks by other

investigators, but varies in quantity from preparation to preparation

(Stephen Goff, Bob Craigie; personal communications). RT and IN are

both present in the fractions that contain viral DNA, while CA appears

throughout most of the gradient.

Quantitation of the viral DNA and protein present in the peak

fraction of the density gradient (lane 6 in both Figure 1A and 1B)

revealed that most of the viral proteins we can detect are probably

associated with structures that do not contain viral DNA. The

quantitation was done by determination of the specific activity of the

labeled viral proteins and densitometric scanning of autoradiograms

(data not shown). The peak fraction of the density gradient was found

to contain about 1 x 107 copies of linear viral DNA molecules per 100
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Figure 1. Unintegrated Viral DNA and a Subset of Viral Proteins
Copurify after Centrifugation in Nonionic Density Gradients.

Cytoplasmic extract from cells acutely infected by metabolically-labeled
MLVsupf was partially purified by gel exclusion column chromatography
and density equilibrium centrifugation (Bowerman et al 1989). The
gradient was dripped from the bottom into twelve fractions of one ml.
(A) Viral DNA was prepared from 100 microliters of each fraction and
resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis. The viral DNA was transferred
to a nylon membrane and detected by hybridization to a 32P-labeled
probe. 100 microliters of extract partially purified by gel filtration,
which was used to make the gradient, is shown in the lane marked "load."
An arrow indicates the 9.2 kb full-length linear viral DNA. (B)
Metabolically-labeled viral proteins were TCA-precipitated from 100
microliters of each gradient fraction and resolved by electrophoresis in
a 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The two lanes at the right,
labeled "virions," contain virus particles pelleted from the medium used
for the infection. The position of the viral proteins RT, IN, and CA,
are indicated by arrows at the right. The 55 kD protein, which is not
always present in virus preparations (see Figure 2B and the text), is
indicated by a dot at the right. Fraction numbers are indicated above
each lane. The lane marked "M" contains molecular weight markers, the
size of which are shown in kD to the left.
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microliters. Both RT and IN are present at roughly 1000 copies per DNA

molecule, about ten times more than would be expected based on the

quantities of these proteins that are present in extracellular virus

particles (Dickson et al 1985). Dot blot analysis after density

equilibrium centrifugation of acutely infected cell extracts has shown

that complexes with viral RNA peak in the same fractions as those

containing unintegrated viral DNA (data not shown).

CA was calculated to be present at about 3200 molecules per linear

DNA molecule in the peak gradient fraction. If the calculation includes

the CA present in all of the gradient fractions, then there are about

21,000 copies per linear DNA molecule. The latter figure, in comparison

to the quantities of IN and RT in the peak fraction, is consistent with

the ratio of gag to pol proteins seen in the extracellular virus

particle (Dickson et al 1982, 1985).

To confirm the identity of the viral proteins shown in Figure 1, we

repeated the experiment with the following differences to allow

detection of the viral proteins using immunoblotting techniques. The

virus stock was not labeled with radioisotope, and the proteins from the

density gradient fractions, after electrophoresis in a 12% denaturing

polyacrylamide gel, were transferred to a nitrocellulose filter. The

filter was preincubated with 2% gelatin in TBST (10 mM TRIS. HCl, pH 8.0;

150 mM NaCl; 0.5% Triton-X100), and then probed with a rabbit anti-serum

that recognizes both RT and IN (a gift from Stephen Goff). After

washing the filter in TBST, the filter was treated with a second anti

rabbit antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase, and RT and IN were
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detected by exposing the blot to the color reagents NBT and BCIP

(Promega). To detect CA, the antibodies were removed from the filter

with two fifteen minute washes at 68°C in TSB (100 mM TRIS.HCl, pH 6.8;

2% SDS; 100 mM BME). The filter was again preincubated with 2% gelatin

in TBST and probed with a goat antiserum that recognizes CA (NCI

77S195). The filter was washed with TBST and the bound antibodies

detected with 12°I-Protein G (Amersham), followed by autoradiography.

As in the previous experiment, the nucleoprotein complexes were

concentrated in the density gradient, as shown by the analysis of viral

DNA in Figure 2A. Panels B and C in Figure 2 show the proteins detected

by the RT/IN and CA antisera, respectively. These data confirm the

identity of the viral proteins suggested by the metabolic labeling

experiment shown in Figure 1. The 55 kD protein was not detected in

this experiment.

We have also found that one viral protein, MA, is not present at

detectable levels in association with the viral complexes present in the

cytoplasm of acutely infected cells. These results are shown in Figure

3. The immunoblotting analysis was performed in the same manner as

described for Figure 2, except that we examined extracts that had been

partially purified only by gel filtration. In Figure 3, the first two

lanes in each panel contain two different amounts of purified virions to

serve as markers. The proteins in 250 microliters of the partially

purified cytoplasmic extract were TCA precipitated for electrophoresis

in the third lane. The panel on the left was probed with the CA

antiserum, and the panel on the right with an antiserum that recognizes
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Figure 2. Specific Antisera Confirm the Identify of the viral Proteins
that Copurify with Unintegrated Viral DNA in Nonionic Density
Gradients.

Cytoplasmic extracts made from acutely infected NIH 3T3 cells were
partially purified by gel-exclusion column chromatography and density
equilibrium centrifugation. The density gradient was dripped from the
bottom into twenty fractions of 0.6 ml. (A) Viral DNA was detected as
described in Figure 1. 100 microliters of extract partially purified by
gel filtration, which was used to make the gradient, is shown in the
lane marked "load." An arrow indicates the 9.2 kb full-length linear
viral DNA. (B) Viral proteins were TCA-precipitated from 100
microliters of each gradient fraction and resolved by electrophoresis in
a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The proteins were transferred to a
nitrocellulose filter, and viral proteins were detected with a primary
rabbit antiserum specific for RT and IN, and a second anti-rabbit
antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. (C) Antibodies from the
filter shown in (B) were removed, and probed with a goat antiserum
specific for CA. Bound antibody was detected with 125I-Protein G. The
position of molecular weight markers in kD are shown to the left. The
lanes at the right, labeled "virions," contain purified virus particles.
The positions of the viral proteins RT, IN, and CA are indicated by
arrows at the right. Fraction numbers are indicated above each lane.
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a-CA o-MA

Figure 3. Matrix is Absent from Viral Complexes Partially Purified by
Gel Exclusion Column Chromatography.

Cytoplasmic extracts made from acutely infected NIH 3T3 cells were
partially purified by gel-exclusion column chromatography. Viral
proteins were resolved by electrophoresis in 10-14% denaturing
polyacrylamide gradient gel and transferred to nitrocellulose filters.
(A) Viral proteins were detected with 129I-Protein G after the filter
was probed with a goat antiserum specific for CA. The first two lanes
contain purified virus particles. The third lane represents 250

microliters of TCA-precipitated proteins from the gºally purifiedextract. (B) Viral proteins were detected with 125I-Protein G after
probing the filter with a goat antiserum specific for both MA and NC.
Lanes are the same as in (A). The viral proteins CA, MA, and NC are
indicated by arrows at the left, and size markers in kD are at the
right.
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MA and NC (NCI 78S282). CA, as expected from the results in Figures 1

and 2, is present in the partially purified preparation of complexes,

but MA is either absent or present in reduced amounts.

These results demonstrate that in acutely infected cells, a subset of

viral proteins persist in the cytoplasm of acutely infected cells and

copurify with the DNA-containing nucleoprotein complexes that we have

previously described (Bowerman et al 1989). Andersen has shown that

while gp70 (SU), encoded by the viral env gene, is rapidly degraded

inside infected cells, CA and MA persist in infected cell extracts at

roughly equivalent levels for at least 18 hours (Andersen 1985). No

attempt was made in these earlier studies to demonstrate the association

of CA or MA with any type of complex, and RT and IN were not detected.

Our results extend these findings by demonstrating that at least three

viral proteins-CA, RT, and IN--remain associated with large complexes

that copurify with the DNA-containing nucleoprotein complexes. The

absence (or reduced amount) of MA is of particular interest since it

suggests that at least some of the viral complexes that enter cells

undergo changes which involve the loss of some and the retention of

other viral proteins. If, as shown by Andersen, MA from incoming

virions is stable inside infected cells, it does not appear to be

associated with complexes that copurify with unintegrated viral DNA.

The data we have obtained with antisera that recognize NC and p12 (both

gag-encoded) have not been adequate to allow us to determine their

presence or absence in these complexes.

The observation that CA is distributed throughout the gradient

suggests that it is a relatively unstable component of these complexes.
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A similar result would be expected if CA were present as monomers,

because small proteins in these gradients do not reach equilibrium after

only eight hours of centrifugation. However, the complexes were first

purified by gel filtration with a column that resolves the complexes

from all proteins not associated with large structures (Bowerman et al

1989). The behavior of CA is puzzling in that one might expect the

stability of the shell formed by CA to depend upon the maintenance of

interactions between the different CA subunits.

CA in virus particles also appears to be relatively unstable, for

only a portion of CA copurified with cores when virions disrupted with

nonionic detergents were centrifuged in density gradients (Davis and

Reuckert 1972; Bolognesi et al 1973; Stromberg et al 1974). In recent

studies of the equine infectious anemia virus, CA was quantitatively

recovered with cores. In these latter experiments, sedimentation in

glycerol gradients instead of density equilibrium centrifugation in

sucrose gradients was used as a means of purifying cores from detergent

disrupted virions (Roberts and Oroszlan 1989).

The stoichiometry of viral protein and DNA suggests that most of the

proteins we can detect are associated with structures that do not

contain unintegrated viral DNA. We suspect that most of the proteins we

can detect in the gradient fractions are associated with complexes that

contain viral RNA and have not undergone reverse transcription to

generate full-length viral DNA.

These results establish that CA, RT, and IN remain associated with

large complexes for several hours after entering cells. These viral
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structures copurify with the unintegrated viral DNA complexes in density

gradients. At least one viral protein, MA, is not present at detectable

levels in the copurifying complexes. The presence in extracts from

infected cells of structures that do not contain full-length viral DNA

suggests that some of the viral complexes that enter cells might not be

fully active for replication. Purification procedures that can resolve

these structures will be necessary for direct characterization of the

different kinds of viral complexes inside acutely infected cells.

º
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The principal achievement described in this thesis was the

development of an in vitro assay that accurately reproduces the

retrovirus integration reaction. By combining the use of precursors

from infected cell extracts with a sensitive genetic assay, we have been

able to show that the integration of retroviral DNA is mediated by a

large nucleoprotein complex that appears to be a derivative of the

extracellular virion core. The most important outcome of our work has

been to prove that, at least for MLV, unintegrated linear viral DNA can

serve directly as the precursor to the integrated provirus without going

through a circular intermediate.

In this concluding chapter, I will describe recent advances in the

study of retroviral integration that have followed from the development

of an in vitro assay. For consideration of important issues in

retroviral integration that have yet to be resolved, it is useful to

discuss the bacterial recombination reactions of phages lambda and Mu.

Finally, I will describe ways in which the study of viral structures as

they exist inside infected cells can continue to contribute to our

understanding of retroviral integration.

Confirmation by the Competition

Work in another laboratory has also shown that linear MLV DNA is the

immediate precursor to the integrated provirus. Fujiwara and Mizuuchi,

using procedures essentially identical to those we described (see

Chapter 2), also showed that the structure of the initial recombinant
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product of MLV integration is consistent with models in which the linear

viral DNA is the immediate precursor to the integrated provirus

(Fujiwara and Mizuuchi 1988). In addition, while we concluded that the

3' end of viral DNA in the recombinant product must be joined to the

target DNA since the 5' end was not, they showed this directly by the

use of denaturing agarose gels. They also showed, as we did, that the

3' end of most of the unintegrated linear viral DNA is recessed two

bases.

As described in Chapter 2, the finding that the 3' ends of

unintegrated viral DNA are recessed two bases can be explained in at

least two ways. The two bases could be cleaved from an initially blunt

ended molecule, or reverse transcription could somehow be stopped two

bases short of full-length synthesis. Our finding that IN is required

for the production of linear DNA with recessed 3’ ends did not favor

either mechanism. When we examined the ends of unintegrated viral DNA

from an unfractionated population of cytoplasmic molecules, a larger

fraction of the 3' ends were unrecessed compared to the 3' ends of gel

purified, full-length linear DNA molecules. Presumably, the less-than

full-length viral DNA molecules present in cytoplasmic extracts

represent earlier intermediates in replication. If so, then the

different ratios of recessed ends in the two populations implies a

precursor-product relationship in which blunt-ended linear viral DNA is

processed to generate the recessed ends.

Recently, eight more mutant viruses with lesions in IN that block

integration were also found to synthesize unintegrated linear viral DNA
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with full-length blunt ends (Roth et al 1989). Thus far, no IN mutations

have been found that block integration but permit formation of the

recessed 3' ends. These investigators were able to show more

convincingly that blunt-ended linear viral DNA is cleaved to give a

recessed 3' end. Cells infected with MLV were harvested at various

times after infection, unintegrated viral DNA was prepared (including

both full-length viral DNA and less-than-full-length intermediates), and

the ends were examined as described in Chapter 2. Early in the

infection (2.5 hours), most of the 3' ends were full-length, with only a

small fraction of the molecules recessed. At five hours, roughly equal

levels of full-length and recessed molecules were seen, and late in

infection (10 to 34 hours) at least 95% of the molecules were recessed,

implying that viral DNA is initially made blunt-ended and subsequently

cleaved to its recessed form. These experiments were done with a

replication-defective virus (pseudotyped with wild type viral proteins)

that was competent for only a single round of replication. This

strategy avoided the introduction, by superinfection, of any early

replication intermediates at late time points in the infection.

In addition to examining the effect of IN mutations, these

investigators examined several att site mutants to determine if sequence

changes at the ends of linear DNA affect the formation of recessed ends.

As described in Chapter 1, small insertions and deletions at the very

ends of viral DNA can be tolerated by the integration machinery such

that proviruses are joined to host DNA at the same conserved CA

dinucleotide found at the 3' end of wild type proviruses. When the
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unintegrated DNAs made by viruses with att site mutations were examined,

in every case but one, the ends of the att site mutants were found to be

cleaved after the same CA dinucleotide, in spite of alterations in the

terminal sequences. In some cases, the cleavage site was only one base

removed from the 3' end of the LTR (instead of two bases, as in wild

type). In one case, the cleavage site was four bases removed from the

3' end. Since the mutations were all in U5, these results also showed

that the cleavage events can remove different numbers of nucleotides

from each end; two bases were always removed from the U3 end. In

addition, some of the mutants had transversions at the U5 end that did

not interfere with cleavage even when they were directly adjacent to the

CA dinucleotide. A double mutant in which the last four bases at the 3'

end were changed from CATT to TATA was fully functional both for

cleavage and replication. Surprisingly, the cleavage was made two bases

from the end in spite of the mutation in the highly conserved CA

dinucleotide.

A mutant with ten extra bases pairs inserted at the end of the LTR,

which is integration-defective, synthesized only blunt-ended viral DNA.

The one mutant in which cleavage was observed to occur at a new position

was a psu.edorevertant of this 10 base pair insertion mutant. Integrants

of this pseudorevertant end just 3' of a CA dinucleotide present in the

inserted sequences; the cleavage site at the 3' end of unintegrated DNA

was just 3' of the same CA dinucleotide. As described in Chapter 1,

these inserted sequences bear some resemblance to the normal att site.

In all cases, for both mutant and wild type viruses, the sites of
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cleavage have corresponded exactly with the sites of joining of the

viral DNA to the target DNA. These results suggest that the cleavage

event that generates the recessed end determines the site at which viral

DNA becomes joined to the host DNA.

ASLV Endonuclease Activity Revisited

The realization that linear DNA can integrate directly into the

genome has helped resolve some of the inconsistencies in the in vitro

assays that detect ASLV endonuclease activity. As described in Chapter

1, both the o, B dimer and the p32 IN protein have been shown to cleave

DNA molecules that include the ASLV circle junction sequence. p.32 IN

has been shown to cleave the circle junction at positions that generate

a four base pair staggered cut that is consistent with the loss of two

base pairs from the end of each LTR, but many other sites are also

nicked in such experiments. The ox, B dimer has also been shown to cleave

a circle junction sequence, but the sites of cleavage were three instead

of two bases removed from the edges of the LTRs. Also, single-stranded

DNA was cleaved more efficiently than double-stranded DNA. In recent

experiments, when the U5 att site was placed at the end of linear,

double-stranded DNA molecule, the o, B dimer was shown to precisely

remove two bases from the 3' end of the linear att site; such an

activity is more consistent with our current understanding of retroviral

integration (J. Leis, personal communication). It will be interesting

to see if the cleavages at both ends of a linear molecule are coupled or

can occur independently of each other.
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An In Vitro Activity for the MLV IN Protein

While the MLV IN protein has not yet been shown to cleave blunt-ended

molecules to generate a two base recess at the 3' end, recent work has

shown that the IN protein binds the ends of linear viral DNA in a gel

mobility shift assay (S. Basu, personal communication). The binding

activity is specific for MLV sequences, and att sites at the end of a

molecule are recognized better than an internally-positioned circle

junction. In all, three different in vitro assays now exist for

analyzing retroviral integration: (i) Binding of IN to att site

sequences; (ii) cleavage of att site sequences to generate a two base

recess at the 3' ends of linear DNA; and (iii) integration of a donor

molecule into a DNA target.

Limitations of Infected-Cell Extracts; Reconstituting an Integration

Machine

While the use of infected cell extracts was important for developing

an in vitro assay for retroviral integration, the results presented in

Chapter 4 demonstrate some of the difficulties inherent in using

extracts as a source of complexes. One can imagine subjecting

integration-competent complexes purified from extracts to various

disruptive manipulations to define essential components of the

integration machinery. But the presence of additional viral structures
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in these extracts that copurify with the DNA-containing complexes makes

it difficult to specifically characterize complexes that are active for

integration. Both determining the protein content of these complexes

and obtaining images of them in the electron microscope will require a

purification protocol that can resolve the different viral structures

that apparently exist inside infected cells.

Definition of the protein components required for retroviral

integration is likely to come from reactions reconstituted with purified

components. Indeed, integration activity has already been reconstructed

in vitro using exogenously added plasmid DNA as a donor molecule

(Fujiwara and Craigie 1989). Authentic integration activity was

reconstituted when the viral att site sequences were present at the ends

of a linearized plasmid that encodes resistance to ampicillin and

tetracycline. The 3' ends of the linearized plasmid were already

recessed two bases, reproducing the structure seen at the ends of most

unintegrated linear viral DNA during an infection. Ampº and TetR

provide genetic markers for the detection of recombinants. Extracts

made both from acutely infected cells and from detergent-disrupted

virions could provide trans-acting factors that reconstituted

integration activity using the exogenously added donor molecule.

When infected-cell extract was first passed through a Sephacryl-400

gel filtration column, the trans-acting components were resolved into

two poorly defined fractions. The DNA-containing complexes in the

extract appeared in the void volume. Some reconstituted activity,

scored by the genetic assay, was obtained using these void volume
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fractions. However, about twice as much activity was obtained using

slightly more included fractions from the column, which contained very

little unintegrated viral DNA. When the void volume and the included

fractions were mixed, the level of reconsitituted activity was ten-fold

higher than with either fraction alone. No explanation for this

fractionation of the activity was offered. One question concerning

these results is whether integration activity was reconstituted by

exogenously added DNA entering the viral complexes in the extract, or by

proteins in the viral complexes diffusing and reassembling on the

exogenously added DNA.

Low levels of integration activity were obtained when detergent

disrupted virions were the only source of trans-acting factors, but

activity was stimulated fifty-fold by the addition of uninfected cell

extracts with the disrupted virions. The stimulatory factor was

inactivated by heating the uninfected cell extracts at 60°C for 15

minutes. The ability to stimulate activity with the uninfected cell

extract suggests that host components may enhance integration activity,

although one can imagine indirect explanations for the stimulation. For

example, activities in the cell extract might disrupt the viral cores in

way that liberates the trans-acting factors more effectively. When the

disrupted virions, uninfected cell extract, and the donor and target DNA

were preincubated together on ice for one hour, activity was stimulated

three-fold compared to reactions which were not preincubated. Any

effects of preincubation when only disrupted virions were added or when

infected cell extracts were used were not discussed.
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Integration activity was reconstituted only when the 3' ends of the

linearized plasmid were already recessed two bases. A blunt-ended

molecule was not active in the assay, and neither was a circular plasmid

that contained an intact MLV circle junction sequence. Two possible

explanations were offered for the lack of activity using the blunt-ended

linear molecule. First, the two bases at the 3' ends of the linear

donor DNA were GG instead of TT. While work from Goff's group has shown

that changes in the sequence of these two bases can be tolerated, this

particular mutation has not been tested. Furthermore, the reaction

mixtures in these assays included a large excess of donor molecules. If

cleaving the ends is not linked to the strand-exchange reaction, then

both ends might never get processed on the same molecule.

Alternatively, even if both ends were properly processed, the high

concentration of uncleaved molecules might compete out any further

interactions required to integrate the molecules with recessed ends.

The ability to reconstitute integration activity using exogenously

added DNA is encouraging for efforts to reconstitute activity with

completely defined, purified components. Recently, integration activity

has been reconstituted using extracts from insect cells that express the

MLV IN protein from a baculovirus vector, suggesting that IN may be the

only viral protein absolutely required for integration activity

(Craigie, personal communication).
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Precursors Assembled In Vivo Integrate Viral DNA Efficiently

From the perspective of defining the essential components of the

integration machinery, reconstitution experiments are very appealing.

However, efforts to reconsititute activity thus far suffer from the

shortcoming that the reactions are very inefficient; only a very small

fraction of the donor DNA molecules become activated for integration.

Although several hundred recombinants per reaction were detected in the

assay described by Fujiwara and Craigie, the donor plasmid was present

in microgram quantities, and only about one in 107 donor molecules

actually integrated. In contrast, as many as 50% of the viral

nucleoprotein complexes present in extracts made from acutely infected

cells have been shown to be active for integration in vitro (P. Pryciak

and P. Brown, personal communication). Even though IN might be the only

protein absolutely required for integration, it seems likely that

additional proteins will be required to form structures that integrate

viral DNA with maximal efficiency.

Bacterial Recombination: The Role of Higher Order Structures

A focus of recent work on a variety of prokaryotic recombination

events has been to define "higher order," three-dimensional arrangements

of DNA and protein that are required for efficient strand-exchange

(Craig 1988). Several experiments suggest that even though a single

protein can be sufficient to break and join DNA strands, efficient
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recombination activity requires additional proteins that assemble into

relatively complex structures. Lambda integration and Mu transposition

are two of the most thoroughly studied examples of bacterial

recombination. For both of them, highly ordered arrangements of protein

and DNA have been shown to be important for efficient strand-exchange

activities.

Bacteriophage Lambda Integration: The Intasome

Lambda integrates with high specificity in the bacterial genome at

attb, a 25 base pair region which shares a 15 base pair core sequence

with attP, a 240 base pair region in the bacteriophage genome (see Craig

1988; Thompson and Landy 1989). Integration occurs within the core

sequence to generate a prophage flanked by two new sites called attl, and

attr that are distinct hybrids of the sequences in attP and attB (all

share the same core sequences). Lambda can reverse the direction of

strand-exchange in a conservative excision, a reaction not known to

occur with either Mu or retroviruses. Integration requires the X Int

gene product, and excision requires both Int and an additional phage

gene product, Xis. Both reactions require the host factor IHF, and

excision is enhanced by an additional host protein, FIS. IHF is similar

to HU and other bacterial histone-like proteins, but is unusual in that

it binds to specific sequences. FIS was first identified as a

stimulator of Gin inversion in Mu and Hin inversion in Salmonella. The

intracellular concentration of FIS drops considerably as bacterial
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cultures approach stationary phase; FIS is thought to favor the lytic

pathway by enhancing excision during exponential growth. There are

multiple binding sites for all of these proteins in the att sequences.

Although X Int has an intrinsic type I topoisomerase activity (Kikuchi

and Nash 1979; Craig and Nash 1983), the requirement for additional

viral and host proteins to reconstitute highly efficient integration and

excision reveals the importance of highly ordered nucleoprotein

complexes that include multiple components with the potential for a

large number of different interactions.

Electron microscopy, topological studies, and DNAase protection

experiments have been used to show that the integration machinery of

bacteriophage lambda assembles with attP to form a highly ordered

complex of protein and DNA. The precise arrangement of the DNA and

protein appears to be dictated both by the arrangement of protein

binding sites in attP and by interactions between bound components. The

interactions among the different components appear to be important in

two ways. First, they have cooperative and competitive effects on the

use of the different binding sites in attP. Second, they might be

involved in bringing together in three dimensions sites on the DNA that

are widely separated in the linear DNA sequence.

One simple way to generate higher order structures is the presence in

a single protein of two DNA binding domains that recognize distinct

sequences. The existence of core-type and arm-type sites for X Int

suggests that widely separated sites in attP can be brought together

through binding to different domains of the same protein (Moitoso de

Vargas et al 1988, 1989).

<
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Electron microscopic studies showed that about 240 base pairs

encompassing attP are occupied by Int and IHF in a condensed structure

called the "intasome" (Better et al 1982; Echols 1986). Such structures

do not readily form on attB, but when Xis is added, complexes can be

formed that bring together attl and attr (Better et al 1983).

Topological studies have taken advantage of the ability of X integration

to cause an inversion when attP and attB are placed in appropriate

orientation on the same plasmid. Even when such a plasmid is relaxed by

introduction of several nicks, the products of the inversion reaction

include trefoils, arguing that the intasome wraps the DNA around itself

in such a way that integration creates a knot in the plasmid (Pollock

and Nash 1983). The structure and sign of the trefoil suggest that a

left-handed coil is formed, as in a nucleosome (Griffith and Nash 1985).

Other investigators have interpreted similar results to mean that the

structure must be plectonemic and not, like nucleosomes, solenoidal

(Spengler et al 1985).

DNAse protection studies have shown that binding of Int and IHF at

certain sites is cooperative, and that Xis influences the nature of this

cooperativity in a way that determines whether excision or integration

is favored. Int has been shown to bind certain sites in attP with

higher affinity by cooperatively interacting with IHF, although this

cooperativity may not involve a direct protein/protein interactions

(Richet et al 1986). Another detailed analysis of cooperative binding

has shown that different sites in attP are occupied by Int and IHF with

different affinities depending on whether Xis is also present (Bushman
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et al 1984; Thompson et al 1987). Both sets of results could be

explained by models involving either (i) changes in the structure of DNA

induced by proteins binding at other sites, or (ii) simple occlusion or

enhancement of binding by proteins bound to adjacent sequences.

Thompson and Landy have argued that the simplest explanation for the

results is that different combinations of proteins favor mutually

exclusive choices in the three dimensional arrangement of the DNA and

proteins. They suggest that competition between mutually exclusive

higher order structures might account for the ability of lambda to

choose either integration or excision depending on the physiological

state of the host cell (Thompson and Landy 1989).

The need for regulation of a reversible integration reaction has been

used to explain why lambda uses such a complex intasome structure to

integrate and excise its genome. Other members of the X Int family

perform unidirectional reactions that need not be tightly coupled to the

physiology of the host. Two such Int-like proteins, FLP in yeast and

CRE in bacteria, appear not to require accessory factors, consistent

with the idea that a complex intasome is needed only for the more highly

regulated recombination reactions involved in lambda integration and

excision (Thompson and Landy 1989). Others have argued that the

intasome is structurally complex to insure that when integration is

needed, it occurs with high efficiency (Echols 1986; Richet et al 1986).

The regulation and reversibility of bacteriophage X integration make

it seem very different from retroviral integration, and these two

activities have other substantial differences (see Chapter 1; Craig
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1988; Thompson and Landy 1989). In contrast to the requirement for core

homology in attP and attB, retroviruses integrate into an extremely

large number of apparently unrelated sites. The use of a covalent

linkage between protein and DNA as an intermediate in strand-exchange

has been demonstrated for lambda, but not for retroviral integration.

The X att site sequences are located internally in the linear

bacteriophage genome, whereas retroviral att sequences are located at

the ends of the linear viral DNA. Nevertheless, X integration does

provide compelling support for the ability of higher order structures to

influence strand-exchange reactions.

Additional examples of recombination that appear to involve long

range interactions between proteins bound to sites separated by several

turns of the DNA helix are the resolution reactions of the closely

related transposons Tn3 and Yö. Tn3 brings together widely separated

DNA sites by interactions between resolvase proteins bound to the two

sites that recombine during resolution of cointegrates (Benjamin and

Cozarelli 1988). Yö appears to use protein-induced DNA bending, in

addition to protein/protein interactions, to generate complex structures

in three dimensions (Salvo and Grindley 1988). AttP in X contains

intrinsically bent DNA sequences, and IHF can induce DNA bending at

three different binding sites in att (Thompson and Landy 1989).

Recently, IHF-induced bending has been shown to facilitate the ability

of Int to bind both core-type and arm-type sites in attl. The authors

proposed that protein-induced DNA bending and binding of two different

sequences by a single protein operate together to form a higher order

structure with attl (Moitoso de Vargas et al 1989).
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Mu Transposition

Mu is unusual in that it is both a bacteriophage that can lytically

infect cells to produce extracellular virus particles, and a transposon,

in that during a lytic infection it transposes to many new sites in the

host genome before being packaged into new phage particles. Three types

of DNA recombination are important in the Mu life cycle (see Pato 1989).

(i) During an infection, the incoming Mu genome is covalently joined to

the bacterial chromosome in a conservative integration reaction. How

Mu chooses between residing in the host genome as a lysogen or

proceeding with a lytic infection is not known, but the choice is

thought to be made after the initial integration reaction. (ii)

Transposition events that occur during a lytic infection are

replicative--prophages are inserted into new sites without loss of the

donor molecule. The structure of the initial product of integration in

both the replicative and nonreplicative pathway is called the Shapiro

intermediate. This intermediate is identical in structure to the

intermediate formed by retroviral integration, except that the 5' ends

of the Mu DNA, instead of being free (as in retroviral integration),

remain joined to flanking sequences from the bacterial chromosome.

Cleavage of the 5' ends of the Mu DNA in the Shapiro intermediate

produces a conservative transposition reaction, while replication primed

by the free 3' ends of the target DNA results in a replicative

transposition event. (iii) Mu particles possess one of two types of
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tail fibers depending on the orientation of an invertible 3 kilobase

piece of DNA call the G segment. The Gin recombination system mediates

the inversion of this piece of DNA.

The transposition reaction of bacteriophage Mu is more reminiscent of

retroviral integration than is X integration. Like retroviral

integration, the initial integration of incoming Mu DNA into the

bacterial chromosome is not known to be a reversible reaction.

Integration can occur at many places in the bacterial genome, a

phenomenon responsible for its name (Mutator). Some experiments have

suggested that transcriptional activity can influence the suitably of a

sequence as a target. In contrast to retroviral integration (see

Chapter 1), Mu integration is thought to be inhibited rather than

enhanced by transcriptional activity (Pato 1989). Both Mu and

retroviral integration have the same polarity (the 3' end of viral DNA

is joined to the 5' end of the target DNA), and both reactions generate

short duplications of the host target sequence. Mu enters the cell as a

linear molecule, but the ends of the DNA are of variable sequence

because of a "headful" mechanism of packaging. Nevertheless, Mu DNA

always becomes joined to host DNA at the same position in the Mu genome

(which defines the ends of the Mu sequences). Thus, even though phage

Mu does not lose any of its own DNA sequences during integration, both

retroviral and Mu integration require cleavages at sites near the ends

of a linear DNA molecule, and the cleavage sites are made at the sites

where the incoming DNA becomes joined to the host chromosome. The

sequences required in cis for Mu integration, like those in MLV, are
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present at the ends of the Mu DNA. As with retroviruses, no covalently

linked DNA/protein intermediates have been identified, and strand

exchange has been proposed to occur by a direct nucleophilic attack of

the 3’ OH at end of each strand of Mu DNA on the phosphodiester bond in

the target DNA (Craigie and Mizuuchi 1987). A similar mechanism has

been proposed for retroviral integration (Warmus and Brown 1989).

Although Mu integration in vitro is substantially stimulated by ATP, an

exogenous energy source is not absolutely required; ATP is probably

involved in target-site selection rather than in strand-exchange

(Maxwell 1987).

Higher Order Structures in Mu Transposition: The Transpososome

As with X integration, higher order structures appear to be important

in Mu transposition. Mu A, like X Int, can bind two different

sequences; sites at the ends of Mu DNA and an unrelated site that

overlaps the Mu operator (Craigie et al 1984; Leung et al 1989; Mizuuchi

and Mizuuchi 1989). Efficient integration activity in vitro and in vivo

depends not only on the presence of the sites in the terminal sequences

of Mu, but also on the site that overlaps the Mu operator. In

addition, the Mu repressor can also bind the A sites at the ends of Mu

DNA, and Mu repressor inhibits integration in vitro (Craigie et al

1984). The ability of Mu A to bind more than one kind of sequence, and

competition for the two kinds of sites with the Mu operator have been

proposed to be important for Mu integration per se and for determining
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whether a lytic or lysogenic pathway is chosen.

Under some conditions in vitro, the Mu A protein and E. coli HU, can

carry out strand-exchange activity inefficiently. The reaction is

greatly stimulated by the Mu B protein and ATP (Maxwell et al 1987).

Moreover, reconstitution of Mu transposition in vitro requires that the

donor molecule be supercoiled (Craigie et al 1985). When Mu A and HU

are mixed with a supercoiled donor molecule, an intermediate called the

Type I complex assembles, and nicks are introduced at each 3' end of the

Mu DNA (Craigie et al 1987; Surette et al 1987). After nicking, the

flanking plasmid sequences in the donor molecule become relaxed, but the

Mu sequences internal to the two Mu ends remain supercoiled, suggesting

that the Type I complex restricts movement of the free 3' ends of the Mu

DNA. Once the nicks have been made, removing the supercoiling by

cleavage with a retriction enzyme does not reduce the efficiency of the

subsequent strand exchange (Surette et al 1987). The supercoiling

requirement appears to be important in forming the nicked precursor to

integration, but not for integration itself. The degree of supercoiling

that is required in vitro can be reduced by the addition of IHF; the

supercoiling requirement in the presence of IHF is more consistent with

the in vivo supercoiling requirement, suggesting that an additional host

protein might be involved in Mu transposition (Surette and Chaconas

1989). If cuts are first introduced into the donor molecule at the

appropriate positions with a restriction endonuclease, Mu A and B with

ATP can integrate a linear Mu genome into target DNA in the absence of

HU and supercoiling (Craigie and Mizuuchi 1987).
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When the Type I complex is supplied with target DNA, Mu B, and ATP, a

poorly defined type II complex forms, which mediates strand-exchange to

yield the Shapiro intermediate (Craigie and Mizuuchi 1985; Craigie et al

1987; Surette et al 1987). Mu B is a nonspecific DNA binding protein,

and promotes intermolecular events in vitro presumably by binding to

both target DNA and the type I complex. In the absence of Mu B and ATP,

strand transfer is less efficient in vitro and occurs primarily by

intramolecular events into other sites in the donor plasmid (Maxwell et

al 1987). The role of these "transposome" complexes in fully

reconstituting Mu integration demonstrates once again the importance of

higher order structures in mediating strand-exchange reactions.

Unique Features of Retroviral Integration

While it is useful to consider these other examples of integration

reactions, retroviral integration differs from both X integration

excision and Mu transposition in at least two ways. First, both Mu and

A express the viral components of the recombinational machinery from

unintegrated genomes after entry into a bacterium. Retroviruses are

thought to bring all the viral proteins required for integration into

the cell with their incoming genome, and unintegrated DNA is expressed

inefficiently if at all. Second, while Mu and X inject a double

stranded DNA molecule directly into a bacterium, retroviruses must

assemble their integration machinery on a genome that undergoes

transformation from a single-stranded RNA molecule to a double-stranded
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DNA molecule after entry into a cell. A and Mu, then, both assemble

integration complexes on pre-existing DNA molecules with newly

synthesized proteins, while retroviruses appear to assemble complexes on

newly synthesized DNA molecules with pre-existing viral proteins.

Moreover, the functionality of the retroviral integration machinery may

depend on events required for assembly of the gag and gag-pol

polyproteins during viral assembly and budding. These features make

retroviral integration distinct from most bacterial examples of

transposition.

A Dual Approach to the Study of Retroviral Integration

Further progress in understanding the mechanism of retroviral

integration will likely ensue both from the reconstitution of

integration activity in vitro using purified components and from further

characterization of the integration-competent complexes found inside

infected cells. Our development of an in vitro assay is testimony to

the value of such a dual approach. Moreover, most of what we know about

many transposition reactions has come from the study of in vitro

systems. As Bruce Alberts has argued, even though one might be able to

reproduce a biological activity in vitro using only a few components,

the complex environment of the cell requires understanding how that

activity fits into the context of an intact cell (Alberts 1984). By

comparing results from assays reconstructed in vitro with results gained

by analysis of activities and structures isolated from inside cells, one

can gain a more complete understanding of biological functions.
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Even though direct purification of the complexes found inside

infected cells may prove difficult, analysis of such structures may

continue to be informative. Indirect end-labeling could be used to

define sequences in the viral DNA that are protected by components of

the nucleoprotein complex from nuclease digestion. Results from such an

analysis could be compared to similar protection studies carried out in

vitro with purified components. Additional structural information might

be obtained by using monoclonal antibodies to determine what epitopes of

the viral CA protein are exposed in the complexes. For example, it

might be possible to determine if the amino acids in CA that are

involved in Fv-1 restriction are exposed in the nucleoprotein complex

that is active for integration. Antibodies might also be useful for

analyzing the structure of the nucleoprotein complex after integration--

perhaps additional viral proteins or a distinct set of CA epitopes would

be exposed by conformational changes that might accompany the strand

exchange reaction.

The idea that in vitro activities that can be more fully understood

by examining structures inside intact cells can also be applied to

studies of the target of retroviral integration. Recent experiments

have shown that integration-competent complexes isolated from infected

cells can integrate into both SV40 minichromosomes and minichromosomes

isolated from yeast (A. Sil and P. Pryciak, personal communciation). It

will be interesting to see whether or not chromatin structure can

influence either the efficiency of integration or the selection of

target sites.
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A better understanding of retroviral integration is desirable for

several reasons. It is an important event in the retrovirus life cycle

that is shared by other retrotransposons, and it provides an unusual

example of transposition in higher eukaryotes. In addition to the

insight we can gain into the fundamental process of DNA recombination,

the study of retroviral integration could have important clinical

consequences. Inhibitors of the integration reaction would be good

candidates for anti-viral therapy because the reaction does not resemble

any known cellular processes. By taking a dual approach to the study of

retroviral integration that takes advantage of both reconstituted

reactions and characterization of complexes isolated from infected

cells, it should be possible to significantly improve our understanding

of the mechanism of retroviral integration.
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